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ABSTRACT

Constructivism is a concept and methodology debated and applied for many years in

education. According to this concept, knowledge is built in learners' minds through

experimentation and reflection. Communicating and negotiating in communities over what,

how, and why to learn defines social constructivism. There has been limited research in the area

ofconstructing knowledge in competitions. This dissertation answered three research questions:

how was the competitive learning environment constructivist, how did students construct physics

knowledge during competition, and what were the perceptions ofjudges and coaches regarding

constructivist learning in competition. To address Research Question I and Research Question 2

the methodology employed in this study was the non-participant observational model. To

address Research Question 3 the methodology employed in this study was a statistical analysis of

the data collected from the Physics Competition Learning Inventory (PCLI) survey administered

to coaches and judges. The PCLI was developed to provide school and district administrators,

science supervisors, and science and physics teachers an opportunity to reflect upon their own

perceptions of radical constructivist learning in physics competitions.

From the non-participant observational model, the researcher discerned several

constructivist themes using videotapes, transcripts, and observer notes. The results of this

analysis clearly showed that a constructivist learning process occurred in the Yale Physics

Olympics (YPO). The statistical analysis ofthe PCLI, using the categories of Group Interaction

in the Community of Physics Competitors (Overall Mean for coaches, 5.10 and for judges, 5.08)

and Learning Activities for Physics Competitors (Overall Mean for coaches, 4.24 and for judges,

4.53), with a scale from zero to six, confirmed a strong constructivist learning environment in the
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YPO as demonstrated by the application of the non-participant observational meth0d. Using the

variation coefficient, the means ofall items from the PCLI were representative except for one

item, the training of students before competition, which clearly showed two tendencies for

training students, a mild and a radical constructivism. The Spearman rank-order correlation

coefficient showed a very strong correlation between ranking of coaches and judges for the CPLI

Group Interaction in the Community ofPhysics Competitors (r = 0.90, p < 0.05) and for the

CPLI Learning Activities for Physics Competitors (r = 0.95, p < 0.05). Both coaches and judges

were in agreement that Group Interaction in the Community of Physics Competitors (overall

Means 5.10 and 5.08) was more constructivist than Learning Activities for Physics Competitors

(overall Means 4.24 and 4.53).

The results of this study generated several recommendations. Additional research should

be done with a larger sample of students participating in the YPO. High school teachers should

apply constructivist learning principles used in the YPO competition, by using video and audio

tapes as training materials. A similar study should be conducted to determine the degree to

which constructivist learning is occurring in other academic competitions. The results should

also be used to initiate changes in the way school districts see the construction ofk:nowledge in

competitions as well as the way in which curricula are developed to reflect this new radical

learning process. The PCLI may be a useful self-reflection tool because it reveals patterns of

. .

strengths and areas of need in developing interesting, exciting, and motivational learning

activities. Constructivist learning in competition is a radical process where, through

experimentation, abstract concepts are developed and applied in a time constrained learning

environment.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Physics is an increasingly important factor in the latest technologies like computer technology,

very powerful microscopes using frozen light, biophysics technology, and nanotechnology.

There is an increasing socio-economical demand in the United States of America for physics

specialists to keep up with global competition and technological advances. Despite this huge

demand, the number ofAmerican students enrolled in high school physics is low and is not

meeting a national need to produce more scientifically literate students.

Table 1 contains data condensed from a public report by Blank & Langesen (2003).

According to these authors, only 25% of highschool graduates in 2002 in the nation took physics

courses. Even though the percentage of high school graduates across the nation taking physics

has increased between 1990 and 2002 by 5%, this number is still low. In the states, the

percentage of students completing physics in 2002 varied from 8% to 48%. The most dramatic

percentage increase of students taking physics courses in high school happened in West Virginia

with 37%.

Table I

Percentage o/Students Taking Higher-Level Science Courses by Graduation, 2002 and the
Percentage Change 1990 to 2002

CHEMISTRY PHYSICS BIOLOGY
Change Change. Change

STATE 2002 1990 to '02 2002 1990 to '02 2002 1990 to '02
Dist. of Columbia 75% +29% 29% 16% 95% +20%

West Virginia 62% +22% 48% 37% 95% 0%

New Mexico 33% 0% 8% -7% 81% -14%

Connecticut 69% +7% 34% -2% 95% 0%

Nation 59% +14% 25% +5% 94% -1%
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According to Table I, only 34% of Connecticut high school students took a physics course by

graduation 2002 (Blank & Langesen, 2003). More importantly, the percentage of students taking

physics courses in Connecticut high schools has declined by 2% between 1990 and 2002.

Students not completing physics courses in high school present a national problem and challenge

to educators.

Poor performance of high school students in sciences has had an influence in science

education reforms. The movement for national standards in education began with a program of

six national education goals to increase academic achievement called "Goals 2000" (Ravitch,

1995). This program was enacted into law in 1994. The fourth goal stated that by the year 2000,

"U.S. students will be first in the world in science and mathematics achievement" (Ravitch, 1995,

p.2). This goal has not been reached yet.

American high school students perform poorly at home and on international mathematics,

science and physics assessments. The U.S. President and Congress recognize that in science

education there is a problem. For example "eighty-two percent of our nation's twelfth graders

perform below the proficient level on the 2000 National Assessment ofEducational Progress

(NAEP) science test" (The Facts About... Science Achievement, 2002). "According to the 1995

Third International Mathematics and Science Study, U.S. fourth graders ranked second. By
(

twelfth grade, they fell behind nearly every industrialized rivaL .." (The Facts About... Science

Achievement, 2002). There is a need for a change. One of these calls for change is to use a more

constructivist type of approach to teaching science, particularly physics.

Physics is an elective course in the American high school education, usually in 11 th or 1ih

grade. In order to graduate from a Connecticut high school, the minimum requirement is

frequently three credits of science courses and most students do not choose physics. Physics is
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still taught in a traditional way without engaging and motivating activities. Students have

difficulties in applying physics knowledge, in connecting theory and experiment. Physics

education needs a change.

During the past 20 years, physics education has taught us many surprising things about the
difficulties students have in learning physics. There are students who can quickly produce
graphs of velocity versus time, but cannot go beyond and interpret the information this graph
reveals .. .In the laboratory setting, you will find students racing to collect data without
wanting to understand the connection between the necessary theory and experiment
(Goldin, 1989, p. 1).

Physics may be perceived by students as a difficult subject to comprehend. This perception

can be explained by the fact that students are not sufficiently engaged in physics demonstrations

and experimentation. According to a Yale Physics Olympics (YPO) judge "physics is an

experimental science." There is a need for new physics pedagogy. The YPO provides an

opportunity for students to construct physics knowledge and an experimental language. Then the

understandable preconceptions are altered through concrete experience.

Our pedagogical orientation becomes sounder and more reasonable if we characterize these
notions as understandable 'preconceptions,' to be altered through concrete experience, rather
than 'misconceptions' to be removed instantaneously through verbal inculcation and a few
demonstrations in which the student does not actively participate (Arons, 1990, p.49).

Many high school students also come to a physics course with a misunderstanding of physics

concepts. "Students approach every problem as new without recognizing the basic principles

behind it." (Koleci, 2001, p.l). American high school students need new methods of learning

physics and a high motivation. There is a need to reform the instruction of science and physics.

The National Science Teachers Association has a set of instructional standards for sciences,

but not for physics as a stand-alone course. Project ARISE (American Renaissance in Science

Education) proposes physics-first curriculum for high school: "In 1998, Bardeen and Lederman

published proposal in Science based on ideas that came out of Project ARISE, which aimed at
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reforming high school education through the physics-fIrst Curriculum" (Pattanayak:, 2003).

Physics-fIrst curriculum is more coherent in science understanding because biology requires

knowledge of chemistry, which requires knowledge of physics. Teaching students physics earlier

in high school might be a more useful way to increase physics emollment and to increase the

importance of this subject.

The statement adopted by the Executive Board of the American Association of Physics
,

Teachers (AAPT) at its meeting in College Park, MD, April 13,2002, advocates teaching

physics to high school students earlier than 1ih grade and a need for new teaching materials:

"The introduction ofPhysics First programs will create two especially pressing needs: a need for

new teaching materials - textbooks, laboratories, assessment tools, etc. - suitable for Physics

First students - and a need to recruit teachers to teach Physics First" (AAPT Statement on

Physics First, n.d.).

The physics reform movement believes that all high school students can learn physics: "AAPT

believes that all high school students can learn physics, so long as it is presented in ways that

reflect the interests and the abilities of the particular students... " (Khoury, n.d.). This large

movement to reform high school physics education has not yet won.

This dissertation explores how students construct their knowledge of physics in a competitive

environment. Constructivism is a philosophy of learning that reforms physics education. The

goal of this research was to investigate a constructivist-learning environment for physics

education by adapting six themes that consistently recur in research on mathematics education:

1. A view of physics invented or constructed by human beings, rather than as an independent
body of "truths" or an abstract and necessary set of rules.

2. An interpretation of meaning in physics as constructed by the learner rather than
imparted by the teacher.

3. A view oflearning in physics as occurring most effectively through guided discovery,
meaningful application, and problem solving, as opposed to imitation and reliance on

4



the rote use of algorithms for manipulating formal symbols.
4. The study and assessment of learning through individual interviews and small-group case

studies which go far beyond traditional paper-and-pencil tests of skills.
5. Approaches to effective teaching through the creation of classroom learning environments,

encouraging the development of diverse and creative problem-solving processes in
students and reducing the exclusive emphasis on physically correct responses.

6. Goals for teacher to investigate and understand physics as constructed and as a constructive
process and abstraction from teachers' and students' own problem-solving experiences,
(Goldin,1990, p.31).

To observe and analyze students' performances, the Yale University Physics Olympics uses a

build-physics environment, providing students with common materials, a goal to be reached in

physics experiments within certain limitations, and a period of time to achieve the goal.

Competitions address important concepts in physics in a new light that helps to construct a deeper

knowledge. Students work in sub-steps to build on"each other's knowledge. The process is

simple to perform, the students have hands-on applications, the tools are not expensive; these

experiments provide a deep understanding of physics and do not involve either high technology

or a deep or sophisticated abstraction.

The YPO judges and physics coaches cannot understand the learning process in a learner's

mind by solely looking at the outcome of the experiment. There can be many steps in students'

minds, doing the same expyriment, having the same outcome but with totally different

algorithms. In the 2001 YPO awarding ceremony, an organizer commented:

I would call that lateral thinking. Thinking outside the box. We all [judges and coaches] think
we know how to do these events. Every year without exception, somebody out there comes up
with a different, sometimes better, way to do the event. Because you guys don't know how to
do it. You don't know the right answer necessarily and, therefore, you do it better. So,
thinking outside the box is, to my mind, not only allowed but encouraged.
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Statement of the Problem

This qualitative study examined data regarding the manner in which high school students

constructed their knowledge of physics in the Yale Physics Olympics.

The purpose of this study was to answer the following questions:

1. How did the Yale Physics Olympics create a constructivist learning environment?

2. How did students construct physics knowledge in the Yale Physics Olympics?

3. To what degree wa~ constructivist learning taking place during the Yale

Physics Olympics as perceived by the judges and coaches?

Significance of the Study

This study contributed to the field of high school physics education by exploring the

constructivist learning process in a competitive environment. To date, there has been little

published research on this topic. It should also be noted that the National Science Teachers

Association (NSTA) does not have a set of instructional standards for physics as a stand-alone

course. This study also brought a better consideration of high school physics education. The data

presented gives us a deeper understanding ofhow students construct their knowledge of physics

in a specific type of educational environment, a physics competition.

This study informed public school teachers, local Boards of Education, and the State

Department ofEducation about the usefulness of constructivism in the teaching and learning of

physics.
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Definition of Terms

Competitive environment- a learning-applying environment where the competitors can be ranked

according to their outcomes.

Constructivism is a philosophy of learning founded on the premise that, by reflecting on our

experiences, we construct our own understanding of the world we live in. Each of us generates

our own "rules" and "mental models," which we use to make sense of our experiences. Learning,

therefore, is simply the process of adjusting our mental models to accommodate new experiences

(Funderstanding, n.d.).

Conversation- is a dialectic process by which we create and negotiate knowledge with one

another (Hogan & Pressley, 1997, p.8).

High School students- students enrolled in public or private high school in grades 9-12.

Social constructivism- constructivist-learning experience "that puts great emphasis on the

processes ofcommunicating and negotiating in communities" (Davis, Maher, & Noddings, 1990,

p.17)

Standards- Something established by authority, custom, or general consent as a model or

example. A standard is both a goal (what should be done) and a measure of progress toward that

goal (how well it was done) (Ravitch, 1995, p.7).

Physics Knowledge- concepts and laws explaining and predicting behavior of matter.

Radical constructivism- Knowledge is notpassively received either through the senses or by way

of communication; knowledge is actively built up by the cognizing subject. The function of

cognition is adaptive, in the biological sense of the term, tending towards fit or viability;

cognition serves the subject's organization of the experiential world, not the discovery of an

objective ontological reality (von Glasersfeld, 2002, p.51).
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Yale Physics Olympics (YPO) -an annual physics competition for high school students sponsored

by the Yale University physics department in which the students compete one day in five physics

events.

Limitations of the Study

The study was conducted with secondary students from large, urban public high schools.

Population of students is limited because they are volunteers and were not randomly selected.

The Yale Physics Olympics accepts 4-student teams for every high school on the basis of

first come, first served. Each year this competition accepts 50 teams.

There were limitations of collecting and analyzing qualitative data. The study used actual

audio and videotapes of the Yale University Physics Olympics. This competition consisted of

five physics events and a Fermi Quiz. Each physics event has a purpose and lasts 30 minutes.

The data was used for specific constructivist themes as "The Universality ofPhysics". This

dissertation employed qualitative research which has a different approach than quantitative

research.

The generalization in the qualitative research is more likely to be done by interested practitioners.

In qualitative studies, on the other hand, the researcher may also generalize, but it is more
likely that any generalizing to be done will be by interested practitioners-by individuals who
are in situations similar to the one(s) investigated by researcher. It is the practitioner rather
than the researcher, who judges the applicability of the researcher's findings and conclusions,
who determines whether the researcher's fmdings fit his or her situation (Fraenkel & Wallen,
2000, p.508).

The fmdings and conclusions cannot be at high level significance in a qualitative research.

However, using specific methods such as triangulation, three different sources of information for

the same event, the level of significance of the study can be increased.

Qualitative investigators, then, are less defmitive, less certain about the conclusions they draw
from their research. They tend to view them as ideas to be shared, discussed, and investigated
further. Modification in different circumstances and under different conditions will almost
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always be necessary (Fraenkel & Wallen, 2000, p.508).

Qualitative investigators have big methodological challenges: gathering enough data, dealing

with enormous amount of data, and interpreting data:

In qualitative research studies, there are three big methodological challenges. The fIrst is
gathering enough data to address the research question, the second is dealing with the
enormous quantity of qualitative data that results from a thorough investigation. A third
challenge of a different sort occurs as you interpret the data and give meaning to what
you have uncovered (Bryant, 2004, p. 99).

However, there are qualitative methodologies to "improve your chances of locating the data

and information you need to address your research questions" (Bryant, 2004, p. 99)

Organization of the Study

This study was organized into fIve chapters. Chapter 1 presented the introduction,

statement of the problem, signifIcance of the study, defInition of terms, limitations of the study,

and the organization of the study. Chapter 2 presented a review of the literature reflecting the

constructivist theory and practice in mathematics, science and physics.

Chapter 3 presented subjects, materials, and procedures as well as the methodologies employed in

the investigation. Chapter 4 presented an analysis of fIndings. Chapter 5 presented conclusions

and recommendations for further research based upon the fIndings presented in chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Introduction

This chapter contains information of literature review regarding constructivism in education

in general and constructivism in mathematics and science education in particular. Constructivism

in physics education is still not developed and applied enough in American schools. Review of

the literature shows a crisis in physics education and a need to reform it. This chapter also

contains references to textbooks and adequate workspace for experimentation. There is little

information in literature about constructivism in educational competitive environments. The Yale

Physics Olympics open up to a radical construction of physics knowledge.
I

Constructivism in Education

Inmany ways the modem instruction is changing to a more constructivist or fallibilist

approach due to the work of such philosophers and psychologists as Vigotsky, Wittgenstein,

Lakatos, Polya, and Ernest. Each has proposed variations on the same theme: children learn by

doing and exploring. All learning is connected and it is through personal relevance that

connections are engrained in our subconscious and prior knowledge.

Constructivism breaks radically with the foundations of empirico-realism, which claims to
encode reality in terms of substances and phenomena which are independent of the observers
involved. In so doing, it challenges age-old beliefs which maintain that facts speak for
themselves, that knowledge is the reflection of ontological reality, and that language
objectively refers to this reality (Larochelle, Bednarz, & Garrison, 1998, p.5)

Even the scope of constructivism is viewed on a larger scale. "At its core, constructivism is a

philosophy of learning that offers a perspective on how people - all people - learn, all the time"
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Clements, n.d., p.l). Constructivist learners are not lonely in their journey. They have a learning

environment, people to communicate with and, very importantly, they have to construct their

own language and meanings. There is a cybernetic understanding of surroundings with feed-back

between outside world and the learners' inside world.

"Constructing their own knowledge" does not imply that students build their ideas in isolation.
Rather, the phrase means that one person cannot simply and directly transmit knowledge by
means of words into the mind of another person. One can say words with intended meaning,
but active listeners have to create their own meanings for the words they hear
(Clements, n.d., p.2).

Some scientists go further giving to constructivism theory credit for building fundamental

knowledge. Education can be inspired by such philosophy of discovery and understanding.

Matthews (n.d.) compares constructivism in education with the Physics Grand Unified Theory.

Although constructIvism began as a theory of learning, it has progressively expanded its
dominion, becoming a theory of teaching, a theory of education, a theory of the origin of
ideas and a theory of both personal knowledge and scientific knowledge. Indeed
constructivism has become education's version ofthe 'grand unified theory'
(Matthews, n.d., p.l).

Whitney - Smith (n.d.) goes further associating cybernetics and constructivism. From this

marriage between cybernetics and social constructivism we can expect new ways in education

and even in philosophy to refer to the consistency betwe~n theory and practice:

Cybernetics is the science of communication and control in the animal and the machine. Many
modem cyberneticians are constructivists. Cyberneticians and constructivists claim to deal
with conversations and new ways to structure environments; to have ways of thinking which
will change the world. Implying that cyberneticians and constructivists should teach a way
that restructures the traditional classroom. Or to put it more baldly, cyberniticians and
constructivists should be consistent in their theory and practice (Whitney-Smith, n.d., p.l)

Regarding radical constructivism, Duit expresses: "Radical constructivism deliberately is an

epistemology, a theory of knowledge, more precisely a theory of "experimental" knowledge.
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This knowledge is seen as tentative human construction on the basis of the already existing

knowledge" (Duit, n.d., p.3). The three key principles of radical constructivism are as follows:

1 Knowledge is not passively received, but is built up by the cognizing subject.
2 The function of cognition is adaptive and enables the learners to construct viable

explanations of experiences.
3 The process of constructing always is embedded within a social setting of which the

individual is part (Duit, n.d., pp3-4).

Constructivism in education has even larger applications. This is the case of architecture,

medical sciences, political sciences, sports which use constructivism in building a constructivist

educated student. Donald Schon brings to the reader rich constructivist methods and techniques,

challenges, contradictions in education, doubts and solutions of education in architecture.

Regarding professionals, Schon (1987) states: "If they are to get a well-formed problem matched

to their familiar theories and techniques, they must construct it from the materials of a situation

that is, to use John Dewey's term, "problematic". And the problem of problem setting is not well

fanned." (PA) and " ... the practitioner's reflection-in-action is a constructivist view ofthe reality

with which the practitioner deals - a view that leads us to see the practitioner as constructing

situations of his practice" (Schon,1987,p.36).

Constructivism in Mathematics Education

One of the most straight-forward approaches to mathematics instruction from a constructivist

view was initiated by Polya in his concrete delineation of the mental steps undertaken in any

mathematical problem solving process, steps that just as easily transfer to physics problems. In

this method, Polya also relies on symbolic representation and dialog to create a process by which

students can begin to perform on their own.
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First you have to understand the problem. Second, find the connection between the data and
the unknown. You may be obliged to consider auxiliary problems if an immediate connection
cannot be found. You should obtain eventually a plan of the solution. Third, carry out your
plan. Fourth, examine the solution obtained (Polya, 1973, p.xvi).

This process involves a running dialog between students and between students and teacher

who acts as guide OT facilitator. Again the students are in charge of their learning and they are

making the discoveries and connections rather than regurgitating the discoveries of past

mathematicians, even if they are discovering the same thing.

Fallibilist or constructivist mathematics joins the constructivism that has permeated

scientific inquiry through the ages. The notion that people learn best by actively constructing

their own understanding can be construed as a "new" paradigm for education. Under this

paradigm, there are four basic tenets:

1) All knowledge is constructed through a process of reflective abstraction.
2) Cognitive structures within the learner facilitate the process of learning.
3) The cognitive structures of individuals are in a constant state of development.
4) If the notion of constructivist learning is accepted, then the methods of learning and
pedagogy must agree (Constructivist Model for Learning, n.d., p.l).

Jeremy Kilpatrick offers a comprehensive review of constructivism, alluding both to the positive:

engagement of students, and the negative: excessive emphasis on self directed learning.

Kilpatrick (1987) advocates for a type of reform constructivism rather than taking the extreme

position of the radical constructivist.

Radical constructivism seems to be an epistemology that makes all knowing active and all
knowledge subjective. Following modem physical sciences in its rejection ofthe possibility
of coming to know ultimate reality, it treats the cognizing subject as the organizer ofhis or
her own experience and the constructor of his or her own reality. It views coming to know as
a process in which, rather than taking in information, the cognizing subject through trial and
error constructs a viable model of the world (Kilpatrick, 1987, p.lO).

Radical constructivist views are not limited to simply constructivist philosophy but can be other
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philosophies of learning and teaching as well. Steps in understanding such as repetitive behavior

can be noticed, cybernetics being right in the educational core, interest and motivation of

learning, communication as a vehicle for learning including self-learning, deviations from

teacher's expectations as means for learning, student-teacher interactions with modifying

learning ways for both.

Von Glaserfeld (as cited in Kilpatrick, 1987, p.12) has identified five consequences
for educational practice that follow from a radical constructivist position: (a) teaching (using
procedures that aim at generating understanding) becomes sharply distinguished from training
(using procedures that aim at repetitive behavior); (b) processes inferred as inside the student's
head become more interesting than overt behavior; (c) linguistic communication becomes a
process for guiding a student's learning, not a process for transferring knowledge; (d) students
deviations from the teacher's expectations become means for understanding their efforts to

understand; and (e) teaching interviews become attempts not only to infer cognitive structures

but also modify them.

Kilpatrick continues to elaborate on these consequences and their applications. He asserts that

the distinction between the teacher as a trainer who transfers knowledge to a student and that of

teacher as a guide who helps the student attain knowledge for himself is somewhat arbitrary

since both characteristics are intertwined although the radical constructivists see them as separate

entities. Errors in student reasoning, from the teacher's perspective, can be attributed to a

breakdown in communication.

People who conceive of teaching as, at least sometimes, transmission ought to be just as
puzzled as the constructivist over how to put mathematics into a tangible form that can be

examined, talked about, and symbolized... one need not claim that mathematical structures
are somehow visible in the environment in order to hold that ideas about those structures can
be communicated to students (Kilpatrick, 1987, p.15).

He concludes with the sentiment that constructivism needs to have a greater connection to reality.

Mathematics and physics are rooted in the construct of our world. They contain concepts and ideas

that cannot afford to be just subjective to the learner.
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Davis (1974) argues that theory develops best in relation with practice. It is his contention that

it is not enough to merely think a process through; it is necessary to carry it out. Mathematical

theory is based on a common language and the entire mathematics community must agree on

ideas. He defines truth in mathematics as corresponding to his understanding of mathematical

existence.

That is - just as a mathematical object is whatever can be treated in mathematical reasoning in
the way a name of an object is treated in reasoning about objective things, a mathematically
true statement is whatever can be treated in mathematical reasoning in the way a factual
assertion is treated in reasoning about objective things; and existence for the former
corresponds to truth for the latter (Davis, 1974, p.50).

All truths are perceived according to a priori knowledge and are therefore subjective to the

community in which they are held. This is consistent with constructivist theory. Constructivist

theory does not exclude the creative and active role of learner.

Sinclair (1987,p.35) states: "constructivist psychology and its related hypotheses lead us to

see the construction of mathematical objects and operations as a slow construction, deeply rooted

in all human endeavors to make sense of their world". First among these is the construction of

language and the norms or conventions that dictate its use. She goes onto discuss the idea that

one reason children have difficulty with word or story problems is that the meanings of the

words used in a mathematical context are not the same meanings the children have grown

accustomed to. Sinclair postulates that mathematical story problems that are supposed to mimic

real life situations cannot do so because they confuse the logical-mathematical use of terms such

as also, and, before, after, already, some, all, each, every with the everyday syntax that the child

has already learned. "To be able to solve arithmetical "story problems" children have to learn a

new set ofmles before they can even think about what numerical operation to perform"(Sinclair,

1987, p.39). The logical-mathematics language imparts significantly different meanings to terms
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commonly used in the social language. As it can be seen language by itself is interacting with

learners modifying meanings and interpretations.

Mathematics and logic occupy a special place in the edifice ofhuman knowledge, and
constructivism theory clarifies their particularity. Concepts related to the theory, such as

abstraction, comparison, transformation, and the gradual elaboration of normative facts give
us at least some idea of what is implied by the capacity to conceptualize mathematical aspects
of actions and events - a capacity which provides the very foundation for mathematics
learning (Sinclair, 1987, pAD).

Hirabayashi (1993) of Kogakaan University in Japan writes, in "Practical Requirements to

Psychological Research in Mathematics Education," of a dualism in mathematics education that

stems from the dichotomy of formalism or behaviorism and constructivism. He professes that

there is no clear line drawn between the two but rather a gradual transition from one to the other.

...various kinds ofeducational philosophy have been permuting in the school practice and

become [... ] main features of today's classroom. But I should like to divide them roughly
into two sorts: formalism and constructivism. But rather than to say so, it may be more
appropriate to say that we can have a line of spectrum of methodological philosophy, one
edge of which is formalism and another is constructivism and in some position between these

two edges each philosophy may be posed. In the extremity of one edge is situated the so
called "cramming system", and in the other may be the current "radical constructivism."

...a matter of importance is not the theoretical consequence but the practical efficiency
(Hirabayashi, 1993, p. 36).

It is important to know the mathematical process but it is more important to know why that

process is true. Students may have the ability to solve equations but they must know what it

means to "solve" it - that the word equation means equal quantities on either side of the equal

symbol. This means that they may be good test takers, as tests measure only an ability to solve

problems, but unable to apply what they have learned later in life. What he considers a more

serious psychological problem is the fact that:

...pupils are seemed to be intrinsically fond of learning under the formalistic method of
teaching. If it is the case, it may not be good policy of teaching to recommend exclusively
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constructive mode of teaching for the real understanding of mathematics. It seems that the
constructivism is the main current mode of teaching and formalism is often imprudently
rejected, but the good compromise of them or "complementalism" ofthem would be the most

real resolution, which is expected not only for the practical but also for psychological
research (Hirabayashi, 1993, p. 38).

He thinks that it may also be a psychological problem to research how mathematical notations

are really interpreted in the minds of pupils. This is in keeping with the findings of Sinclair and

he suggests that mathematical thinking be regarded as a kind of 'model thinking'. In so doing

mathematical teaching can be broken into three "aspects" which reflect the idea of

"complementalism":

1. Understanding Aspect -pupils use models to understand new mathematical
knowledge and skills and these models are usually given by the teacher from among...
2. Application-exercise Aspect - after they have well understood mathematical contents,

pupils go into the exercise using that mathematics as the model to solve new problems. In
this aspect the learned mathematical knowledge comes to be model and the new problem is
so-called "prototype" which is to be solved using this mathematical "model".
3. Problem-solving Aspect - pupils should make a mathematical model by themselves

which is suitable for solving the problem they are confronted with, instead of only
using the given models (Hirabayashi, 1993, p.I-40).

These aspects ofteaching represent a combination of both formalism and constructivism. The

process begins with a constructivist approach that goes into a formalist "plug and chug" and

returns to constructivism for the [mal segment. This is a departure from radical constructivism.

.Michelbaum and Biemiller (1998) call their method the "Three Dimensional Model of Mastery"

and propose that the most effective educational programs include the following:

1. Academic tasks that students find engaging, challenging, and relevant to their life
expenences;
2. Settings and role that require students to acquire (learn), consolidate (practice), consult
(help and teach others; engage in reflective writing and self-monitoring), and apply (transfer)
what they have learned to new tasks in novel settings;
3. Complementary teacher roles of instructing, scaffolding, and mentoring;
4. High-level consultative and self-directive experiences;
5. Applied, authentic learning tasks that have been demonstrated to support task construction
use of learned skills and strategies in a variety of meaningful contexts and on tasks that can be
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varied for level of difficulty; and
6. Opportunities for students to present their products and activities to others and to
describe how they were able to achieve these objectives (Michelbaurn & Biemiller,
1998, p.227)

Catherine T. Fosnot (1989) defines constructivism by the following four principles: prior

knowledge, assimilation and accommodation, learning by invention, reflection and resolution

over conflict.

1. Knowledge consists of past constructions.
2. Constructions come about through assimilation and accommodation.
3. Learning is an organic process of invention, rather than a mechanical process of
accumulation.

4. Meaningful learning occurs through reflection and resolution of cognitive conflict and, thus
serves to negate earlier, incomplete levels of understanding (Fosnot, 1989, p.19).

The constructivist classroom becomes a complex, organized, and evolving social form of life

in which several components interact to create an atmosphere conducive to learning.

1. The aims and purposes of the activity or activities, which take place in the social context of
the classroom, and for which the context is created and through which the content is given
shape and direction.
2. The persons involved and their interpersonal relationships, patterns of authority, pupil
teacher roles, modes of interaction, and so forth.
3. The discourse of school mathematics and its social regulation including:

a) The content of school mathematics; the symbols, concepts, conventions, definitions,
symbolic procedures and linguistic presentations of mathematical knowledge.

b) Modes of communication: written, iconic and oral modes, modes of representation and
rhetorical forms, including rhetorical styles for written and spoken mathematics.

c) The language and discourse of the social regulation of the classroom as it relates to,
embodies, and communicates the underlying ideology of pupil-teacher relationships,
patterns of authority, modes of interaction as in (1) above.

4. The material resources of the classroom, including writing media, texts, electronic
calculators, microcomputers, software, displays, learning equipment, teaching resources,
furniture, an institutionalized location, space, and routinized times (Fosnot, 1989, p.231).

Constructivism in Science Education

A dominant theme in science education used to be the behaviorist approach. Jose Mestre

distinguishes between behaviorist and constructivist views of science education.
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The behaviorist approach to teaching an individual some complex process is to break up the
process into component parts; teach the individual each component, then teach the individual
how to string together the various components until ultimately the desired behavior is
obtained... if the process learned conflicts with knowledge already possessed by the
individual, then the individual either will not be able to accommodate in memory the process
learned in any meaningful sense or will construct parallel, conflicting knowledge structures
(Mestre, 1994, p.4).

The behaviorist approach lacks two important details. First, it does not take the cognitive

mechanism by which students learn complex processes into account; second, the behaviorist

teacher is not much interested in whether the information that was transmitted ma4e sense to the

learner. Constructivism in science education supports the point that students actively construct

their knowledge. According to Mestre (1994), proble~ solving is a major component of the

sCiences. It is also a difficult process to teach, particularly in higWy analytical subjects like

physics.

To understand why it is so difficult for high school and college students to develop problem
solving skills in the sciences, we need only examine the ingredients necessary to be
"proficient" at solving problems in a discipline such as physics: 1) An understanding of
physics principles and concepts, 2) Ability to recognize which principles and concepts apply
to problems varying widely in context, 3) Knowledge of procedures for applying the
principles and concepts, 4) Knowledge of the mathematical form (equations) for the
principles and concepts, 5) Proficiency in the mathematics necessary to execute solutions
(Master, 1994, p.8).

It has been determined that skilled problem solvers consistently follow a procedure when

approaching a problem. After reading through the problem, they decide on the concepts that

apply to the problem. They next decide on a procedure by which the concepts can be applied

and lastly they apply known quantitative principles and formulae to generate the answer. It

should be the goal of science educators to make advanced problem solvers out of students.

Teachers need to understand the conditions under which students overcome misconceptions.

Posner, Strike, Hewson, and Gerzog (as cited in Mestre, 1994, p.1?) argue that four
conditions need to be present in order for students to undergo a conceptual change:
1) Students must become dissatisfied with their existing conception, 2) Students must possess
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some minimum understanding of the scientific concept, 3) Students must view the scientific
concept as plausible, 4) Students must view the scientific concept as useful for interpreting or
predicting various phenomena.

Underlying the students needs are the needs of the teacher who must be well versed not only

in the subject matter being taught but also in the concept-inquiry methods of instruction.

Teachers who are inadequately prepared will not be able to effectively apply constructivist

pedagogy. Considering science as a process of structured inquiry, this allows teachers and

students to ask answerable questions, design methods for answering the questions, and organize

solutions under a few powerful principles while maintaining a steady flow of information and

progress toward conceptualization.

Current thinking in science education demands that science teachers attend to what their

students are thinking. This is a requirement for responsible practice in science teaching and is an

outgrowth of constructivist ideas, particularly those ofPiaget and Vigotsky.

According to Piaget, children develop ideas about how the natural world works by interacting
with that world. They may form new ideas when existing understandings are challenged by
an event in their environment that cannot be satisfactorily accounted for by explanations
available to them. For example, a child might develop an explanation of thunder as "God
sneezing." As the child grows, she will gain more experience with thunderstorms, and
recognize that thunder is usually associated with dark clouds, rain, and lightning
(Howes, 2002, p.l2).

Western science insists on objectivity for its practitioners, providing an interesting puzzle for

science teaching:

Constructivism argues that students bring existing conceptions about the world to science
class. Therefore we must find out what those are. In addition - partially in fulfillment of this
requirement, partly to help them connect science to their own lives - we attempt, as teachers,
to bring in, and support students in bringing in 'the real world.' Science teaching departs from
the traditional qualities of scientific knowledge, in that it attempts to heal the personality split
that Western science claims to have perfected (Howes, 2002, p.15).

Another researcher that has had a significant impact on science education in recent years is

Joseph D. Novak with his position on Human Constructivism. This is an epistemology applied to
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the learning process.

Novak's position, which he has called Human Constructivism, is a view of meaning
making that encompasses both a theory of learning and an epistemology of knowledge
building. It offers the heuristic and predictive power of a psychological model of human
learning together with the analytical and explanatory potential embodied in a unique
philosophical perspective on conceptual change (Mintzes, Wandersee, & Novak, 1998, p.47).

Meanings are constructed by connections between new concepts and prior knowledge.

Supposedly identical objects and events are reflected by specific images by human beings, never

identically. That implies a reconsideration of the goals of education, the teaching and assessment

methods.

To the Human Constructivist much of good school science and good scientific research
produces learning that is gradual and assimilative in nature; it is caused by a cognitive process
called subsumption and results in a 'weak' form ofknowledge restructuring and an
incremental change in conceptual understanding...The Human Constructivist asserts that no
two human beings, scientists included, construct precisely the same meanings even when
presented with identical objects or events. As a result, our understanding of 'structure' and
how students might come to know it must be revised. This in tum demands a reconsideration
of the goals of education and the methods teachers use in their interactions with students
(Mintzes et ai., 1998, p.49).

Most students today are conditioned to look for the "right" answers. Everything is in black or

white, correct or false, yes or no, as a Boolean variable. There are no intermediate answers like

gray areas or spectrum areas. This situation might lead to a multivalent logic instead of a

bivalent one. However, in reality, most of the outcomes are in gray area, rarely defined in black

. and white. Students need to be trained to look at the whole picture and the expected outcome, if

any, and then allowed to find their own way to that outcome. The teacher acts as a facilitator,

guiding the students to the goal but not telling them how do get there. Students have a great deal

of difficulty, at first, with this model because they. have been conditioned to expect to be told

what to do, not why to do it. Very important idea is that students have to learn how to learn. To

this end,

Human Constructivists generally discourage teaching strategies that focus on the passive
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"reception" of knowledge. Lecturing with verbatim note-taking, film-watching, "cookbook"
style laboratory exercises, algorithmic approaches to "problem-solving," and independent
work that stresses repetitive "drill" are examples of techniques that too often encourage rote
learning. Instead, we favor approaches that demand active participation, intensive interaction,
and thoughtful reflection. These activities may take the form of small, cooperative group
work, debates, one-on-one conversations, demonstrations, or laboratories that introduce and
attempt to resolve conceptual conflict, interactive technologies, and whole-class activities that
provide context and encourage meaning-making...We also think that students need to learn
how to learn; for most individuals this is not a skill that "comes naturally (Mintzes et al.1998,
p.52).

Mintzes, Wardersee, & Novak (1998) believe that science education in the behaviorist or

absolutist traditions is all-inclusive. By trying to teach several lifetimes of cumulative

knowledge in the span of 180 days, schools have operated on the "stuff and cram" method of

rote memorization and ineffectual problem solving techniques that do not allow for variation.

The Human Constructivist view holds that:

...a successful science curriculum focuses on only a handful of central concepts, the
relationships between those concepts, and connections between those concepts and the
objects and events of the natural world. In this view the primary objective of school science
is quality over quantity, meaning over memorizing, and understanding over awareness"
(Mintzes et al.1998, p.56).

A successful science curriculum also must take the responsibility of imparting a sense of

ethical behavior in the students. Students have to use their constructed knowledge to build their

own and others' lives. Science can solve many problems but it is imperative that scientists and

future scientists be able to discern the way that their research will impact the social constructions

of society because:

..it is impossible to construct the sciences without having some awareness of the way in which
they constitute a mediation in the social construction of a certain common good... whenever
the goal is to construct a human city, the quest for such a common good is contingent upon

agreement over the objectivity of a given world (Larochelle, Bernardz, &Garrison, 1998,
p.154-155).
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In a paper titled "A practical approach to training elementary science teachers in colleges of

education in constructivism and guided discovery", Ngoh (2006) talks about learning through

constructivism:

How learned: Constructivism
• Emphasizes the active role ofthe learner: mentally, physically, and socially.
• Learning is by experimentation, and not by being told what will happen.
• Student left to make his own inferences, discovery.
• Student learns new ideas by building upon knowledge already possessed.
• learning is accomplished best utilizing a hands-on approach.

Classroom organization and management for discovery.
• Distribute materials effectively.
• Provide adequate work space.
• Provides simple clear instruction.
• Replace boring activities with interesting and exiting activities.

Adequate Workspace in Science Experimentation

In order to construct science knowledge, students in classrooms or science competitions need

an adequate workspace that fulfills academic, experimental, safety, and disciplinary

requirements. According to the National Science Education Leadership Association "Science

teachers and science leadership are being challenged to meet both academic and safety concerns"

(National Science Education Leadership Association, n.d.) in science laboratories., Workspace

must be optimal. If the workspace is too large, it is economically unworthy. If the workspace is

too small, overcrowding increases disciplines problems, which then lead to unsafe behaviors and

decrease construction of physics knowledge.

According to national sources, the requirements for adequate workspace vary slightly. Based

on the national building code, adequate workplace in a stand-alone laboratory arrangement is 50

ft2 of net floor area per student (BOCA-National Building Code, 1996). The state of Arkansas

requires a minimum of45 ft2 (4.2 m2) per pupil in stand-alone high school science laboratory
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(Adequate Arkansas Science Classrooms, Labs, and Equipment to meet Standards, n.d.). There

is no information available regarding adequate workspace for science competitions that employ

the use of materials and experimentation to solve specific problems within time limits.

Textbooks and Constructivism

Textbooks give important images into how sciences are taught in a traditional classroom.

Physics textbooks primarily deal with physics knowledge but in the American high school

education there are some parts ofthis knowledge in the following subjects: general science,

physical science, and chemistry. In general in science and physical science, physics concepts are

not covered in depth nor are they organized in an especially rational manner, requiring only a

cursory understanding by students. Most depend on explaining the concept to the student and

then giving problems to see how well the student has understood the concept. A pedagogy

which completely reverses a constructivist approach. Most of the science textbooks do not even

mention constructivism concept per se.

In Physical Science, Todd (2001) uses a greater emphasis on physics and chemistry. It even

says that "physical science is all around you" (Todd, 2001, p.9) but again the text book fails to

follow or even mention constructivism. The book Conceptual Physical Science Explorations by

Paul Hewitt et al. follows this structure: physics, chemistry, geology, and astronomy. This book

focuses on physical science concepts: "We believe that focusing on math too early, especially

math-based problem solving, is a poor substitute for learning the concepts. That's why the

emphasis in this book is on building concepts. Only then, does solving problems make sense"

(Hewitt, Suchocki, & Hewitt, 2003, p.4). Though this book is closer to a constructivist view

(experiments, concepts, solving problems, review questions, explorations, suggested reading and
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web sites) it fails to address how teachers and students could negotiate the many difficulties on

trying to apply it. There is no clear constructivist approach.

Thomson, McLaughlin, and Smith (1995) have briefly mentioned the constructivism concept

In SCIence:

Strategies suggested in Merrill Physical Science support a constructivist approach to science
education. The role of the teacher is to provide an atmosphere where students design and
direct activities. To develop the idea that science investigation is not made up of closed-end
questions, the teacher should ask guiding questions and be prepared to help his or her students
draw meaningful conclusions when their results do not match predictions. Through the
numerous activities, cooperative learning opportunities, and a variety of critical thinking
exercises in Merrill Physical Science, you can feel comfortable taking a constructivist
approach to science in your classroom (p.5T).

Merrill's constructivist approach is rooted in an activities-based plan. Activities develop a

structure, concept, as well as the ability to use process skills. There are MINI-Labs and activities

called "Designing an Experiment":

MINI-Labs require a minimum of equipment, and students may take responsibility for
organization and execution...Designing an Experiment gives students a broad topic to explore
and guides them with leading questions to the point where they can determine the direction of the
investigation themselves...Cooperative learning adds the element of social interaction to science
leaming. Group learning allows students to verbalize ideas, and encourages the reflection that
leads to active construction of concepts. It allows students to recognize the inconsistencies in their
own perspectives and the strengths of others. By presenting the idea that there is no one, "ready
made" answer, all students may gain the courage to try to find a viable solution (Thompson et aI.,
1995, p.5T).

These ideas clearly reflect the basic constructivist approach to education, but give only some

insight into how to create a constructivist environment for formal physics competitions, the

problem investigated in my dissertation.
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Constructivism in Physics Education

Despite all progress in physics discoveries and its applications, physics' education still keeps

an inertia in understanding and adopting a constructivist view.

Since the early days of modem science, physics has played a dominant role and has been
model for other disciplines as it is the incarnation of exact science. Physics is about
measuring exactly, and applying the strict framework of mathematics to solving problems.
However, when it comes to re-examining the physical world-view, one has to notice that
physics fails to recognize the constructivist content of any human-erected cognitive scaffold,
including physics (Riegler, 2001, p.14).

Physics is an all-encompassing expression of the human need to understand, down to the

tiniest detail, the construction and composition of our beautiful universe. According to

Andronesco (1991), "knowledge in physics and not only in physics is constructed in quanta, in a

discrete structure." This statement brings a better understanding ofthe relationship between the

outside world, a material world with substances and physics fields as it happens at the Yale

Physics Olympics and inside students' world, a reflected one expressed by images, their

relationships and specific words.

In today's average physics classroom, students are fed formulas and laws and expected to

solve routine "plug and chug" problems without necessarily understanding the core concepts

involved. The constructivist physics classroom is akin to Isaac Newton's apple orchard. When

the apple fell, Newton asked why and set out to find out. In this same way, constructivist

teachers give their students some materials and an expected outcome, but no method to reach that

outcome except by experimentation. In this manner, true understanding of the core concepts is

developed.

Contemporary physics classrooms use some constructivist ideas but not necessarily because

they are constructivist per se. Quite often these take the form of "demonstrations", particularly

in large classes. Keith Gibbs (2000) in The Resourceful Physics Teacher: 600 Ideas for Creative
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Teaching, fills his chapters with these demonstrations. All are simple, economical, low-tech

ideas that could easily be turned into constructivist mini-lessons as noted herein:

Coin/card and beaker: This is a simple demonstration of inertia. A card is put on the top of a
beaker with a coin on it. If you flick the card off sharply the coin falls into the beaker. The
inertia of the coin makes it reluctant to move and the frictional forces between the coin and the
card are too small to get it moving horizontally before it falls into the beaker (Gibbs, 2000,
p.52).

As can be seen, Gibbs gives the teacher an explanation ofthe role of inertia in the fall of the

coin. However, instead of demonstrating to the students, it would be much more meaningful to

give a group of students the materials and have them determine the approximate minimum force

required to make the coin fall. This leads to extrapolation on the part of the students and they

relate it to the trick performed when a magician pulls a tablecloth out from under a fully set

table. Similarly, Robert Ehrlich (1990) provides a large selection ofpotential constructivist

activities in his book, Turning the World Inside Out and 174 Other Simple Physics

Demonstrations. In the introduction, he notes that:

...as an university physics teacher I have noticed most of my colleagues love to watch a good
demonstration, but rarely do demonstrations in their own classes. The problem seems to be
that. .. setting up demonstrations for classes is too much effort... The primary characteristic
shared by most of the demonstrations in this book is transparency. The experiments are
transparent in two senses: (1) they reveal the underlying physics in as' simple a way as
possible and (2) they are literally transparent - many can be done on an overhead projector,
particularly important for classroom use (Ehrlich, 1990, p.xv).

Rather than doing them on an overhead, it would be advisable to give the simple,

inexpensive materials directly to the students along with instructions and let them work to

get it right. By having to adjust their apparatus to produce a specific outcome, students

are more likely to grasp the concepts involved.

In 1972, Arnold A. Strassenburg of the State University of New York Stony Brook

gave a speech entitled The Evolution ofPhysics Teaching to the annual summer meeting
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of the American Association of Physics Teachers (AAPT) in which he described his early

educational experiences as primarily memorization of facts and formulas and plug and

chug equations with a slide rule. He then goes on to describe some of the innovations

being offered at the State University ofNew York (SUNY) Stony Brook:

The students in this [physics] course do not attend lectures or recitations, and are not given
conventional reading and problem assignments or required to submit laboratory reports.
Instead they are given a study guide that consists primarily of lists of objectives and
instructional resources. Apparatus for experimentation is available in open laboratories.
Whenever a student feels prepared, he presents himself for a proficiency exam on a unit of the
course. He has complete f1exibility in which units he studies, how many he completes, and
when he establishes proficiency on one unit so he can proceed to another (Strassenberg,
1979, p.161-162)

This is radical constructivism. He also notes that changes have taken place in the techniques

of instruction. No more cookbook laboratories with rigid schedule. Now is the time for a flexible

understanding of physics laboratory work.

Lectures as the primary method of instruction are yielding to self-paced instruction.
Cookbook laboratories, scheduled for specific hours each week, are being replaced by the
divergent laboratory, the instrumental laboratory, and the open laboratory... The monotony
of multiple choice tests is now often relieved by essay exams, oral exams, and take-home
exams (Strassenberg, 1979, p.163).

A Comparison of Constructivism in Math, Science, and Physics

Mathematics, physics, and science are interactive. They change information and they inspire

each other for new methods and techniques. Mathematics has the most developed understanding

in constructivism, science less and physics almost none. That's the reason all three are described

from a constructivist point of view in this chapter.

Both mathematics and science [physics] have standards of proof: an argument must be
supported by evidence, and conclusions must be logically derived. Through questions and
clarifications, teachers guide student understanding, they follow the evolution of student
thinking in order to guide it effectively, and at appropriate times - but not prematurely - they
introduce current mathematical or scientific ideas (Sutton & Krueger, 2002, p.12)
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According to Bell (as cited in Ernest, 1998, p.39) mathematics is "the queen and servant of

science." The two realms are inextricably predicated on one another. Constructivism allows the

learner to intertwine knowledge of theoretical mathematics with its application in the less

abstract world of the physical sciences. By rooting precepts in the context of real world

scenarios, the learner extrapolates and synthesizes knowledge in such a way that it then forms the

basis for the construction and synthesis of new knowledge.

Ernest (1998) states that "as there are a number of metatheories of mathematics, so too are

there of science. In fact, there is a direct analogy in terms of metatheories empirical science" (p.

41). According to Kitcher (as cited in Ernest, 1998, p.46) in fallibilism:"Standards of proof are

never objective and ~ltimate, but "sufficient unto the day", they are perpetually open to revision".

Mathematical knowledge and the standards that support it are in constant evolution, according to

the mathematicians or scientists of the day. So too is the body of scientific knowledge.

Mathematicians and scientists accept as knowledge only as professional judgment and stated

rules.

.. .mathematicians accept as mathematical knowledge only that which stands up to rational
public criticism and scrutiny, based on their best professional judgment and some explicitly
stated rules. Furthermore, there is continuity between the application of professional
judgment (and the rules employed) from one generation to the next, and any changes are
themselves publicly debated and justified. Mathematical (and scientific) concepts,
defInitions, theorems, proofs, theories, and proof standards grow, change, and are sometimes
abandoned with the passage of time, as standards of rigor and proof change. Thus their
"objectivity" is actually intersubjectivity, is time and community dependent, and is rooted in
historical continuity and tradition (Ernest, 1998, p.46).

Radical constructivism develops a tangible relationship between knowledge and reality that

has been called viability.

The notion of viability means that an action, operation, conceptual structure, or even a
theory, is considered 'viable' as long as it is useful in accomplishing a task or in achieving a
goal that one has set for oneself... thus knowledge is a tool within the realm of experience
(Larochelle, Bemarz, & Garrison, 1998, p.24)
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Since fallibilists view mathematics as quasi-empirical, mathematics cannot be entirely

separated from science, particularly physics. Physics is intertwined with mathematics and it

seems fitling that the constructivist process should apply equally well in this area. However

physics is a fundamental science by itself having distinctive characteristics and does not overlap

mathematics. All of the great scientific innovators made their discoveries through the process of

inquiry and construction based on what was known at the time and current scientists work within

this framework to improve on what has already happened.

Analysis is like the trunk of a huge tree. It is difficult to get to the first branch, but once there,

it is easy to explore the rest of the tree. Each branch of the algebraic tree has its own semiotic

forms, in addition to those used to form the trunk. The student of mathematics or science or

physics must learn these additional languages before he or she can venture further up the tree.

Fortunately for the student, although the language changes, the basic rules, relatively, do not.

Interpretation of language, as previously outlined, is important to all aspects of mathematics,

science, and physics where terms used in the common vernacular can take on vastly different

meanings and symbols are introduced that represent known or unknown quantities. To be able to

truly function in a physics classroom, as well as in physics competition, the students must re

learn such terms as velocity, speed, acceleration, and force which, in the spoken language, have

disparate meanings.

Physicists have always understood that science is an evolving entity that, while adhering to

certain basic principles, constantly expands its application of those principles. The philosophy of

science has been of the fallibilist viewpoint. This is why physics education is about asking why

and how something occurs. There is a set of traditional rules to be followed but the application
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of those rules is left open to investigation. Despite this apparent dichotomy, mathematics,

science, and physics are branches on the same tree.

Physics Competition at Yale

There are many physics competitions at the high school, college, and intemationallevel and

no one expresses clearly the constructivism understanding of physics knowledge despite the fact

most of them are experimental. This is not the case of the Yale University Physics Olympics, an

annual physics competition, with a social constructivist approach.

Students were organized into teams of four students and had all day on Saturday to complete
five "labs," during each of which they were given limited, non-renewable materials to help
accomplish a set goaL .. The theme of the event was "Physics is Fun", and consequently, all
the activities were designed for students to apply their knowledge creatively and
unconventionally. Calculators were banned from the event (Teng, 2003, p.l).

Physics Professor Cornelius W. Beausang said: "If young people see that physics can be fun,

if they can be hosted in a university atmosphere for even one day, then perhaps they can be

successfully encouraged to continue to study an important and nationally vital subject" (Yale

Sponsors Physics Olympics for High School Students, 1999). Beausang has been inspired by a

Stony Brook physics professor in organizing the Yale Physics Olympics:

I have also organized the first ever Yale Physics Olympics. This is an idea I developed in
Liverpool based on a similar project I saw years before in Stony Brook (organized by Cliff
Swartz). The physics Olympics (not Olympiad) is a day-long experimental physics
competition for teams of high school students. The idea is to enthuse the students and to show
them that physics can be, and is, fun! During the day the students, working in teams of four,
and using simple apparatus participate in a series of common-sense based physics experiments.
This year the Olympics has gone intercontinental with simultaneous competitions being held
in Liverpool, U.K., Perth, Australia and Yale, U.S.A. (Alumni News From the Winter 1998
Newsletter of the Department of Physics and Astronomy).

The Yale Physics Olympics began in 1998:

Teams from Connecticut and New York high schools came together to compete on Oct. 17 in
the Yale Physics Olympics. The event, held at Sloane Physics Laboratory, was designed to
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stimulate interest in science and to provide support for physics teachers in the region... About
120 students attended the competition, which was in the form ofa pentathlon, consisting of
five competitions of35 minutes each. An awards ceremony concluded the day's events (Yale
Bulletin & Calendar, 1998).

Each year the number of competing students increased. In October 2003, there were 250 high

school students crowded into Sloane Physics Labs. Physics teachers are more and more

interested in the Yale Physics Olympics. Now there is a waiting list for teams and high schools

that want to participate in the YPO and there is no room for more than 50 high schools teams.

Participating high school teachers said they found th~ event to be an invaluable learning tool.
Judie Kalinowski, a teacher from Middletown High School, said she thought the day was an
excellent way to get students exited about science. "This is the fifth year I've entered students
in the event, and it is the best because it involves problem solving and not just cranking out
equations," she said. "It's also a lot fun, and I love for the students to see how exited people
are to be here" (Teng, 2003)

Yale physics professors are excited about the Yale Physics Olympics: "This year we have

students from Georgia," physics professor Rich Casten said. "Someday, maybe they'll come

from Mars" (Teng, 2003). The Yale Physics Olympics helps constructing students' knowledge

and motivates them in developing learning physics interests.

Eight ofMr. Mierzejewski's AP Physics students competed in the Yale Physics Olympics in
New Haven, comprising two teams...Their practical knowledge of physics was tested in labs
that ranged from creating the smallest aluminum boat possible holding 20 marbles to finding
the ratio of the viscosity of freezing water compare with water at room temperature... While
neither team didn't place in the top three, students came home happy. They had a great time
and a lot of good memories, which to them were more important (Lukas, 2004).

Some ofphysics competition events in the Yale Physics Olympics are repeated with a little

change. This gives students an opportunity of practicing before competition.

"We worked to the best of our abilities, but I still think we could have done better if we had
more time to practice," said senior [student], "It was exciting because a few of the
events we had already practiced and the set up of the labs were interesting. Even though we
didn't place first it was still a lot of fun" (Lukas, 2004).

By constructing physics knowledge and having fun, every high school student participating in

this competition is a winner. High school students participating in this competition are facing
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physics real life challenges. We live in a real world, a physics world. This is the philosophy of

physics teachers with teams at Yale Physics Olympics. "Physics is everywhere and can be fun

also... Andronesco said with a laugh" (Breslow, 2000, p.A3, A8).

"All the events were practical", said [student], the captain of Team Harmonic who added that

teams used common sense to solve problems instead of using complicated formulas to get

through the challenges. "It was fun." (O'Connell, 2001, p.A1, A2).

In the Yale Physics Olympics, the four students in each team need to experiment, think and

agree together on tlJ.e physics events. This is a social constructivist competition. Each physics

event is set up to maximize a result using simple materials.

After lunch, members of Telescope, the other Brien McMahon team, were outside tackling an
event called "Wheels in Motion." [Students] had to maximize the distance that two Frisbees
attached with a metal rod could travel along a rope using only tape, washers, a wrench and
string. "They can't push it or hold the string. They just have to release it and see what
happens", explained Jon Gans, a physics graduate student at Yale who helped judge the
competition... [Student] said he wasn't concerned with how well his team finished. "It would
be nice to win, but even if we don't win, 1 had a lot of fun doing it", he said. "I wish we knew
about it years before" (Breslow, 2000, p.A3, A8).

The main idea is that every student confidently constructs physics knowledge and consequently

WIns.

Summary

American education needs deep reform in the academic areas of math and science. American

high school students do not perform well enough nationally and internationally in mathematics,

science, and physics. There is a need to change physics education from a teacher centered

educational process to a student-centered learning process. Constructivism in education brings

new ideas in learning math, science, and physics. Knowledge is constructed.
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This dissertation examines the role of competition in learning physics based on the Yale

Physics Olympics (YPO), an international annual physics competition that offers high school

students the opportunity of constructing physics knowledge by doing and competing. This is also .

a social constructivist competition, students competing in teams of four experimenting, thinking,

and agreeing together on the physics events outcomes. In such a constructivist approach every

student is a winner. Professor Beausang, as an organizer, expressed that by participating in the

Yale Physics Olympics (YPO) students " ... can be successfully encouraged to continue to study

an important and nationally vital subject" (Yale Sponsors Physics Olympics for High School

Students, 1999).

Modern instruction is changing to a more constructivist approach due to the work of

philosophers and psychologists such as Vigotsky, Wittgenstein, Lakatos, Polya, and Ernest. Each

proposed the same theme: children learn by doing and exploring. The process of constructivist

learning involves a running dialogue between students and between students and teacher who

acts as a guide or facilitator (Duit, n.d.). The constructivist classroom is an organized and

evolving social form of life in which many components interact to create an atmosphere

conducive to learning (Fosnot, 1989). The same thing happens in constructivist physics

competitions.

In science education, Novak, as cited by Mintzes, Wandersee, and Novak (1998), brings his

position on Human Constructivism which is a view of meaning making that encompasses both a

theory and an epistemology of knowledge building. Regarding science textbooks, they have

some insight into how to create a constructivist environment, but not enough. This is the case of

science textbook Merrill Physical Science (Thompson et aI., 1995).
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"Contemporary physics classrooms also use some constructivist ideas, not necessarily because

they are constructivist per se, but many times these ideas take the form ofjust "demonstrations"

(Gibbs, 2000). There is more to be done in improving constructivist approach of learning

mathematics, science, and physics generally in classrooms and particularly in constructivist

competitions.
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Design of the Study

The purpose of this study was to explore how high school students constructed their physics

knowledge in a physics competition. Each year, since 1998, Yale University sponsored five

physics events to be performed by high school student teams in a competitive setting, the Yale

Physics Olympics. The Yale Physics Olympics created a constructivist learning environment

where high school students competitively constructed their physics knowledge.

The study addressed the following research questions:

1. How did the Yale Physics Olympics create a constructivist learning environment?

2. How did students construct physics knowledge in the Yale Physics Olympics?

3. To what degree was constructivist learning taking place during the Yale

Physics Olympics as perceived by the judges and coaches?

The study employed two different methodologies. To address Research Question 1 and

Research Question 2 the methodology employed in this study was the nonparticipant

observational model. To address Research Question 3 the methodology employed in this study

was a direct survey method using statistical analysis of the data which resulted from the Physics

Competition Learning Inventory survey administered to coaches and judges. The direct survey

method was employed to gather the opinions of Yale Physics Olympics coaches and judges using

the Physics Competition Learning Inventory. The survey instrument was mailed to all coaches

using database provided by the YPO. Judges were personally handed the instrument. Subjects

were given a self address stamped envelope to return the survey.

The research questions of this dissertation can be best answered by observing how high
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school students in a physics competition act and work with materials to reach an aim. The

researcher is a complete observer that observes the physics events performed by the physics

teams without in any way participating or influencing the activities. This is a nonparticipant

observation.

In a nonparticipant observation study,researchers do not participate in the activity being
observed but rather "sit on the sidelines" and watch; they are not directly involved in the
situation they are observing. There are several types of nonparticipant observation that
researchers use, but the most common are naturalistic observation, simulations, and case
studies (Fraenkel, Wallen, 2000, p. 536).

This is a simulation observation in a problem solving setting, known as the Yale Physics

Olympics. During the physics competition, there was no observer effect.

Population

The population of this study includes 168 high school students participating in the Yale

Physics Olympics in 2001. The 2001 participating population consisted of 42 teams, each team

with four students, from Connecticut, New York, and Rhode Island high schools. This study

also surveyed two populations involved in the 2006 edition of the YPO: coaches and judges,

most ofthese being the same as the 2001 edition of the YPO. The population of coaches was 38

and the population ofjudges was 14.

Sampling techniques

This study used a convenience sample. "A convenience sample is a group of individuals who

(conveniently) are available for study "(Fraenkel, Wallen, 2000, p. 112). A small sample of 16

YPO students was available to the researcher.

The 2001 sample physics participants in the study consisted of 4 teams, Team A, Team B,
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Team. C, and Team D, each team with four students. The sample was comprised of 11 males and

5females; 7 Caucasian males, 2 Hispanic males, 1 black male, and 1 Asian male; 5 Caucasian

females; 13 were 12th grade students, 3 were 11th grade students. All sample students were from

one Connecticut urban high school. Therefore, the data generating sample for this study

consisted of 16 students or 9.52% of the population.

Materials

Data gathering instruments

Data was gathered using video and audio recording equipment and responses from coaches

and Yale judges on the PCLI. During the competition, video cameras were operated by students

trained by the researcher. The videotapes were verbatim transcribed to ensure accuracy and to

guard against researcher bias. The researcher is also an instrument. Merriam (as cited by

Bryant, 2004) wrote that in qualitative research, "the researcher is the primary instrument for

data collection and analysis" (p. 108).

Based on the review of literature, themes were initially developed in order to examine the

physics competition environment. Each theme was clearly linked to the research questions.

Research Question One: How did the Yale Physics Olympics create a constructivist learning

environment?

Specific themes to examine how the Yale Physics Olympics created a constructivist learning

environment included:

1. Effective distribution of materials that are easily manipulated by students.

2. Adequate competition work space provided.
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3. Simple and clear instructions provided to the competitors.

4. Use of interesting and exiting activities to engage competitors.

5. Competitors had limited time to perform a physics event.

Research Question Two: How did students construct physics knowledge in the Yale Physics

Olympics?

Specific themes to examine how students constructed their physics knowledge in the YPO

included:

1. Students learned new ideas by building upon knowledge already possessed.

2. Students learned utilizing a hands-on approach.

3. Students improved social skills.

4. Students learned by experimentation.

5. Students independently developed inferences and drew conclusions.

6. Students improved experimental language.

Research question two followed characteristics of constructivism of physics knowledge as

identified through a review of literature as those proposed by Ngoh (2006), more specifically

described in Chapter Two as well as those emerged during competition.

Research Question Three: To what degree was constructivist learning taking place during the

Yale Physics Olympics as perceived by the judges and coaches?

Research question three utilized physics coaches and Yale judges' responses to items on the

Physics Competition Learning Inventory (PCLI). This instrument was developed and adapted

from the Constructivist Teaching Inventory (Greer, Hudson, and Wiersma, 1999). The PCLI

focuses on items measuring the presence of identified elements of constructivist learning

strategies. These items were grouped into: 1) Group Interaction in the Community of Physics
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Competitors and 2) Learning Activities for Physics Competitors.

The Constructivist Teaching Inventory (CTI) is organized into four subscales, each consisting of

eleven items. These CTI subscales are: Community of Learners, Teaching Strategies, Learning

Activities, and Curriculum Assessment. Group Interaction in the Community of Physics

Competition was adapted from CTI category Community of Learners using eight items.

Learning Activities for Physics Competitors was adapted from CTI category Learning Activities

using five items and a specific item "Training Competitors Before Physics Competition".

Language adaptations consisted primarily in changing words such as "classroom" interaction

into "competition" group interaction.

The following illustrates the type of items on the new instrument with a discrete scale from 0

to 6.

o 1

Students almost
never work
together

2 3

Students
occasionally
work together

4 5

Students
frequently
work together

6

Validity and Reliability

Observational and ethnographic researches have limitations. Researcher' observations,

interpretations and conclusions are dependent on his own subjectivity. This is a fact that

influences the validity of the researcher's conclusions.

Ethnographic research, like all research, however, is not without its limitations. It is highly
dependent on the particularresearcher's observations, and since numerical data are rarely
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provided, there is usually no way to check the validity of the researcher's conclusions
(Fraenkel, Wallen, 2000, p. 546).

Even with the subjectivity of the researcher playing an important role in analyzing and

concluding over the constructivist meaning of the Yale Physics Olympics, this study has a

considerable amount of data to improve its validity. The researcher also is familiar with the

theoretical, social, and empirical culture of physics competitions.

... whether easily visible or not, it is the researcher who remains the highest authority, who
selects from what has been seen and heard, and constructs the final account. The
researcher's power in this respect needs to be tempered for this account to be
credible...First the ethnographer must be culturally open-minded from the start, prepared
to challenge his or her own theories and understanding... Second, all claims about the
culture must be based on some kind of empirical experience of that culture...Third,
participants hold knowledge about themselves which nobody else has (Massey, 1998, p.7).

To also enhance validity and reliability of this study the conclusion of construction knowledge

in the YPO is supported by data collection from different instruments: videotapings and the PCLI

administered to coaches and judges. This method is known as triangulation. The validity of the

peLI is consistent with the validity of the CT!.

Procedures

Data Gathering Plan

The data were collected using videotapes and audiotapes for the Yale Physics Olympics

events with performing students. Using audiotapes and videotapes to record experiments has

advantages and disadvantages.

The tapes may be replayed several times for continued study and analysis. Experts or
interested others can also hear and/or see what the researcher observed and offer their
insights accordingly. And a permanent record of certain kinds of behaviors is obtained for
comparison with later or different samples... Videotapings are not always the easiest to
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obtain and usually require trained technicians to do the taping unless the researcher has had
some training and experience in this area... Prolonged taping can be expensive...
sometimes it is difficult to distinguish among different speakers... Noise is difficult to
control and often seriously interferes with the understanding of content. ..the use of audio
and videotaping offers considerable promise to researchers as a way to collect, store, and
analyze data (Fraenkel, Wallen, 2000, p. 540).

To eliminate as much as possible the noise bias, the tapes were listened to several times to

transcribe the actual words. Part of the physics events was in progress indoors with crowded

physics labs and often the sounds interfered. This qualitative research is a descriptive research

with data being in form of words. So the clarity of these tapes was of essence. To improve the

quality of transcripts the researcher used appropriate sound filters to enhance the competitor

voices and any sounds related to the constructivism approach.

This investigation was a descriptive and exploratory study since little, if any, research exists

on constructivism characteristics of physics knowledge in competition. In order to confirm the

qualitative data collected through audio and videotapings an analysis of the transcribed content

was conducted. There were repeated counts related to the constructivist knowledge approach.

Fraenkel and Wallen (2002) stated that analysis of frequency counts is a common approach to

content analysis. This refers to the identification of constructivism characteristics for coding and

then counting the frequency each characteristic occurred in the physics event.

The content analysis of transcripts determined the frequency with which specific themes of

constructing knowledge occurred.

Data Analysis Plan

As stated earlier, the data collection process included audio and videotapings verbatim

transcribed. Qualitative researchers attempt to study the subjective objectively. This dissertation

used initial themes in order to answer research questions one and two.
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... in all of the text material, you have to fmd themes or recurrent ideas that you find of
sufficient importance to help you answer your research questions. There are various methods
in qualitative texts for organizing and searching voluminous amounts of text material
(Bryant, 2004, p. 100).

The transcripts were used to code, search, and analyze the data for patterns, themes, and

topics using inductive and logical analysis in a continuous comparison. Initial codes were

derived from literature identified through the review of literature and were described in earlier

section of this chapter. Other emerging themes that emerged around specific activities in the

physics competition were coded. These codes were repeatedly reanalyzed, revised, and

collapsed as necessary. The findings from transcripts were coded, analyzed, and sorted to

answer each research question. Sample quotes from transcripts were identified and used in

analysis to support each theme. The frequency with which each theme appeared in the

transcripts was counted. In order to answer research question three this study used a statistical

apparatus. The data was organized in specific tables with number ofrespondents (N), mean (M),

standard deviation (SD), and variation coefficient (V). The variation coefficient is defmed by

formula:

SD
V=

M
100 (1)

Each item from the Physics Competition Learning Inventory (PCLl) answered by coaches and

judges is a discrete distribution of scores. If the corresponding" variation coefficient is less than

34%, then the distribution mean characterizes the survey scores, most of them being clustered
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around the mean" (Andronesco, 1990). If V > 34% (definitely if V )} 34%), then the scores are

significantly spread apart and the mean does not characterize those scores. In this case, the

statistical analysis must include subgroups of scores.

The Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient was used to determine relationships between

the ranks ofjudges and coaches. Heiman (1996, p.199) define its procedure as:

r = 1 -
N(N2 - 1)

Note. N = nwnber of subjects, X = rank for set A, Y = rank for set B, D = X - Y, D 2 = D * D

Summary

(2)

The methodology research specifically expressed how data for this dissertation was collected

and analyzed as an observational study. The sample selected, in the Yale Physics Olympics,

2001 edition, was convenient with four competing teams from one urban high school. Each

participant was assured ofhislher anonymity. The 2006 populations of physics coaches and Yale

judges were surveyed for their constructivist perceptions using the peLl and then statistically

analyzed using descriptive statistics and the Spearman rank order coefficient.

The physics events were audio and videotaped by students who were trained by the

researcher. The information from these records was converted to transcripts. As also mentioned

in this chapter, the findings from transcripts were coded, analyzed, and sorted to answer each
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research question using an initial set of themes based on a review of literature. As additional

themes emerged, those were also coded, analyzed and sorted.
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CHAPTER 4

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

Introduction

This chapter presents a thorough description of the analysis of the transcripts from the

videotapes. An analysis of observer's notes and students' comments were employed to

determine how the Yale Physics Olympics created a constructivist learning environment and"how

students constructed physics knowledge during the competition.

The chapter begins with an overview of the characteristics of the Yale Physics Olympics: who

organizes it, how is it organized and why is it organized. The analysis used a convenient sample

of students who participated in the Yale Physics Olympics 2001 performing physics events

"Faraday Pickup", "Treasure Hunt", "Eureka", and "Launch Time". In the "Faraday Pickup"

competition, students were challenged to maximize the number of paper clips that could be

attracted and picked up by a team-constructed electromagnet. During the "Treasure Hunt"

problem, students had to construct a path to a treasure following specific directions. In the

"Eureka" competition, students were challenged to find out the density of an unknown object

using any method. "Launch Time" event challenged students to make a projectile go as far as

possible using only provided materials in specific conditions. In the introductory 2001 meeting,

the Yale Physics Olympics organizer expressed that the goal of this competition was that of

"lateral thinking, thinking outside the box".

Each theme described in chapter 3, as well as themes that emerged from the data, were coded

using the transcript data as well as the observer's notes, participant's comments, and the Yale

Physics Olympics directions and judging comments' for each of the two competition problems.
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Excerpts from the data were illcluded in this analysis to properly support the conclusions drawn

concerning each theme of constructivism. After the presentation of all themes included in the

analysis, a summary of [mdings for research questions one, two, and three is offered at the end of

this chapter.

Research Question 1

How did the Yale Physics Olympics create a constructivist learning environment?

Aconstructivist learning environment was created by the Yale Physics Olympics.

Regarding the analysis of data that examined how the Yale Physics Olympics created a

constructivist learning environment, the following themes were analyzed based on videotapes,

observer notes and transcript data: (1) effective distribution of materials that are easily

manipulated by students, (2) adequate competition work space provided, (3) simple and clear

instructions provided to the competitors, and (4) use of interesting and exciting activities to

engage competitors. An additional theme, referring to research question one, emerged from the

data: (5) competitors had limited time to perform each physics event.

1 Effective distribution ofmaterials that are easily manipulated by students.

The distribution and use of simple materials which students could easily manipulate and

manage was an important part of constructing physics knowledge. Based on a review of the

available data, it appeared that simple and inexpensive materials were distributed ahead of time.

There was no evidence of any organized order of the materials. During competition, students had

to think about how to put these materials together in order to solve the problem presented.

There was some evidence of ineffective dIstribution of materials. One student was surprised
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when given materials while listening to directions. A Yale Professor handed two 1.5 v cells to

A" a participant in the competition. Initially she was surprised because she and teammates were

paying attention to the Faraday Pickup directions. Al took these two electrical batteries, but it

appeared to interrupt her attention to directions.

The use of simple and inexpensive materials, which could be manipulated by the students as

well as the manner in which those materials were distributed, was consistent across each

task. The simple materials included: two 1.5 v cells, 1 m length of bare wire, 1 pair of scissors,

container ofpaper clips, two 15 em nails, 2 m length of tape (Event I-Faraday Pickup); 3 pieces

ofpaper, 1 meter stick, 1 pole, 1 pencil (Event 2-Treasure Hunt); 1 meter stick, 1 known mass, 1 .

unknown mass, 3(~1 m) lengths of string, bucket with water (Eureka); 1 ball, 4 sticks, 10 elastic

bands, 2 m string, 1 m tape, 1 clothespin, 1 plastic knife fork & spoon (Event $-Launch Time)

Regarding distribution of materials, as noticed by observer, they were prepared ahead of time

on location as was the case with the events Treasure Hunt, Eureka, and Launch Time or partially

prepared ahead of time on physics lab table for Event 1. As already mentioned, 1.5 v cells were

given to students while they were listening to directions, this being a non-constructivist element

in competition.

2. Adequate competition workspace provided.

In order to construct physics knowledge, students in competitions need an adequate

workspace that fulfills academic, experimental, safety, and disciplinary requirements. Event 1

took place indoors in the Yale Sloane Physics Labs. Team A performed Event 1, Faraday

Pickup, using an end of a regular physics lab table. Competitors had inadequate competition

workspace as shown in following drawing.
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Lab station divider

.75m

2m

Figurel. Physics Laboratory table

With a surface area of 2 m x .75m = 1.5m2
, competitors did not have enough table space to work

with "Faraday Pickup" materials. Most of the time competitors were working around the lab

table as shown in Figure 2. AI, A2, A3, A4 were competitors.

Lab station divider

A2

A4 A3 Al

Figure 2. Competitor Arrangements for Faraday Pickup Event.

According to the National Building Code (1996) and certaiN state standards, there was a need

of a minimum of 4.2 m2 (45 ft2) per student including table and surrounding floor

space. For each four-student team in the Yale Physics Olympics the minimum required adequate
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workspace, adapted to this competition, was 16.8m2
. For 42 teams rotated into five labs, a

physics lab could have a maximum of nine teams at any given time. For nine four-student teams

there was a need for a minimum of 151.2m2 of available workspace. The interior dimensions of

the Sloane labs where the indoor events took place were 8m by 11m with a floor area of 88m2
•

This was definitely much less than the minimum required workspace for competitors (Building

Officials and Code Administrators -BOCA-National Building Code, 1996). The YPO indoor

labs were too crowded and did not offer optimal workspace to perform physics events. As a

consequence, collateral noise interfered with concentration. There were also safety concerns

because of inadequate indoor workspace.

Outdoor workstations for events such as Treasure Hunt, Eureka, and Launch were adequate

with areas exceeding 16.8m2 per team. According to the handout, the distances and directions for

Treasure Hunt path, from a starting point, are: Leg1 - go East 8 feet, Leg 2 - turn left by 45

degrees, go 6 feet, Leg 3 - turn right 37 'li degrees from your direction and go 4 feet, Leg 4 - turn

,
left 330 degrees from your direction and go 8 feet, Leg 5 - turn 82 'li degrees to the right, go 10

feet. All distances are confmed to a rectangular area about 25 m2
•
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4ft

6ft

8ft

Figure 3. Treasure Hunt Path and Its Workspace.

Treasure Hunt had at least 25m2 for each team based on the space available and the directions for

the task. This area was larger than the minimum workspace of 16.8m2 required by each team.

Having enough workspace to fulfill their task, teams were in a constructivist environment.

2. Simple and clear instructions provided to the competitor.

Providing simple and clear instructions was another important element of constructivism.

Raw data and primary sources were present in the YPO both orally and in writing. These

sources took the form of verbal instructions and prompts given by the judges, as well as written

instructions on the chalkboard and handouts at each station. Each team member was equally
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informed about the aim of the physics event, materials to be used, conditions to be followed,

methods to be used, time limit, and scoring procedure. The instructions for the indoor labs

(Event 1) were given where the events took place. Instructions for outdoor labs (Events 2, 3 and

4) took place indoors in lecture halls after which the competitors went outside to their assigned

area. After listening to instructions from the judges, physics competitors were given five

minutes to clarify the task. The redundancy of information, written and oral, clarified the intent

and structure of each event. This initial input followed constructivist pedagogy. Simple and

clear instructions as provided to the teams were summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2

Simple and Clear Instructions for Physics Events

Observer Notes

1. Each
competing
team had a
handout,
consisting of
the aim,
method,
conditions,
time limits and
ranking of the
task, on the lab
table

2. Yale physics
judge provides
prompts to
students.

3. There were
simple and
clear
instructions
written on wall
on chalkboard.
Yale physics
judge gives
orally
instructions to
competitors.

Evidence
Yale Professor Comments

Faraday Pickup
Aim: To construct an electromagnet that can pick up as many paper clips as
possible.
Method: The electromagnet may be constructed using any method
Conditions:
• The electromagnet must be constructed using only materials provided.
• The scissors cannot form part of the electromagnet.
• Monitored by a judge the paper clips must be picked up from a full

container and deposited into another container to be counted.
Time Limit: 30 minutes
Ranking: The ranking order will be determined by the maximum number of
paper clips deposited into the second container in any single attempt.

Event 1
"Two things you ought to remember. This wire is not isolated... and so ifit's

touching anything metal, it is going to short. All right? That's electrical. That
needs isolation. Just think about it. The other thing these batteries won't last
long. Because they are connected to a short, they will run out very quickly. So
be careful. Make sure you get set up well and then try. " (JAI

Event 4
"The duck tape is sticky. So hold in half. If it sticks to itself you will not be
able to use it. We will not replace it. Just be carefully." (JD3)

Event 1
"Construct an electromagnet. Using this magnet, pick up as many paper clips
as you can" (chalkboard).

Event 1
"Whenever you're ready to hatch the object is to pick them up from one cup
and put in the other. You can put on the table if you want. They have to go into
the cup. OK? So when you're ready to have somebody to count them, just call
one of us in blue shorts and will come up to count for you." (JAl)
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4. Use ofinteresting and exciting activities to engage competitors.

During the competition, students were getting more and more interested and excited in

obtaining the best result while constructing their physics knowledge. They were clearly

motivated by the task and wanted to solve it. It was not just the desire of constructing physics

knowledge, but also to be winners. In Event 2, student A3 stated, "It's our goal. Taking the

gold." Team members became upset if something appeared to go wrong as when Team B found

unidentified matter floating in their bucket during Event 3 (Eureka): "Oh no! There is stuff in

the water now." As a result, judges had to measure an outcome or construct a physics device.

Competitors were ranked according to their results in solving the physics tasks. During the

competition, by constructing his or her own physics knowledge everybody was a winner.

Competitors were unaware of their standing in the competition until the fmal ceremony.

According to the IPO organizers the theme of the competition was Physics is Fun.

During the competition, physics phenomena that were not part of the assigned task, but

interfered with experimental activities, became evident. For example, Team A needed to deal

with the fact that electrical batteries were getting hot under a short-circuit. This was a physics

knowledge challenge. Electrical energy was converting to thermal energy. As a result, there was

less energy for the magnetic field and ultimately there were less and less attracted paper clips.

This negatively influenced the out<;ome of the event, which made competitors aware of collateral

physics phenomena and development of the specific physics event. The batteries' heat

challenged the competitors' thoughts, actions, and decisions. A similar occurrence happened in

the Eureka event. The meniscus formed by water on the bucket wall and the ruler challenged the

competitors' readings. Having fun and motivation in physics competitions produced enthusiasm

in the participants. The YPO offered an environment for the radical construction of physics
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knowledge. Students built knowledge by themselves. Observer notes and participants comments

were summarized in Table 3.

Table 3.

Constructing Knowledge Through Interesting and Exciting Activities

1.

2.

3.

Observer
Notes

Students were
engaged in
interesting
physics
experiments.

Unexpected
physics
phenomena are
challenging
competitors
intellectually.

Competitors
were motivated
to get the best
results and

very excited
when they
believed they
won.

Judge and Participant Comments

Event 1
"It's temperature. Let it go ...Oh! Yah! We go! We go! We are the best!"
(AI)
Event 3
"I know how to do this. It is the ratio the weight displaced the water
[over volume]." (B3)
"Yeah! Good call. Ratios." (B2)
"We know the volume." (B I)

Event 1
"It's so hot (The electromagnet in short circuit was getting hot)." (AI)
Event 3
"Oh no! There is stuff in the water now." (Defect in constructing
system.) (B2)
Event 3
"That's the base of the water. (Meter stick is vertically in bucket of
water.)" (B1)
"14.1 (Looking at meter stick). No way! All the meniscus." (B2)

"It's not a meniscus." (B3)
"Yeah, but it's still sticking to the ruler." (B2)
Event 1
"Can we try to take [paper clips] from the table?" (AI)
Event 1
"The best of the best (Raising her left fist into the air as a victory)." (AI)
Event 2
"We're going to win this." (Al)
"It's our goal. Taking the gold." (A3)
Event 2
"10.57 cm. We win the gold (last competition minute)." (A3)
Event 2
"When we win this event in about 10 minutes... " (A2)
"We're going to win gold medal. 1'm so happy!" (A3)
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5. Competitors had limited time to perform a physics event.

During the Yale Physics Olympics, a new constructivist theme emerged. This referred to the

time constraint. In physics, time is a fundamental variable. For constructivism in competition

time is also a fundamental resource for constructing physics knowledge. If working time is not

optimal, the construction of knowledge is limited. Time allotments for each event were

determined by prior competitions. Time of 30 minutes was the same for every physics event.

The psychological aspect of experimental time was perceived individually by each competitor

as well as by the team as a whole. A competitor and/or a team may feel that the time interval

allotted to perform a physics event may be more than enough. In Event 2, Team A finished

before the allotted time was up: Al said, "One minute (relaxed)." A3 replied, "I think we should

stop." There was enough time for the team to perform the event. Others may feel there is not

enough time to perform the event. Some students expressed panic. For example, in Event 4,

when student CI said, "One minute [left]," student C2 responded anxiously "We need a reading.

We need an official reading, please." This was expressed to the team while looking desperately

for a judge. With an optimal time interval to perform an event in competition students

constructed not just physics knowledge, but their own confidence in constructed knowledge.

Under physical time pressure there were agreements and/or disagreements between team

members. When disagreements were too strong the team looked like it was breaking down.

When team members perceived that they obtained good results, cooperation increased and each

team member fulfilled complementary functions. Their working time was constructivist.

Actually, judges measured how close the team result was to an optimal score for a specific event

in a given time. So, it was the quality of competitors' results in a given time that determined

scores. When this working time didn't fulfill an expected or desired result, the team became
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dysfunctional. Some coaches trained their students how to deal with social stress situations

individually or as a team. Some coaches did not.

In a radical constructivism approach competitors constructed their own knowledge of how to

deal with stress and anxiety in any competition. A source of stress could be a competition judge

that mentioned too many times the performance time left or made suggestions and comments if

there was no more time for a new attempt. In Event 1, JAI repeatedly said, "You have 8 minutes

left." In the same event, JA2 stated, "5 minutes left." In Event 4, JD2 said, "6 minutes", then

later, "2 minutes." Again, in Event 1, Al asked, "Can we do [the experiment] last time?" and

JAI responded, "I don't think [there] is time." There was inconsistency among judges, some

provided reminders of the time left to perform an event, and some didn't. Evidence for time

constraints on competitors is found in Table 4. There also was evidence in the transcript that time

constraints had positive impact on competitors. This positive impact increased interaction,

improved motivation, and kept them back on track. In Event 4, J4.I told Team C, "Less than ten

.minutes." C3 stated to his teammates, "Yeah! One more... " Time constraints also had negative

impact on competitors. This negative impact included increased anxiety on the part of

competitors, breakdown in collaboration among team members, dysfunctionality in team unity.

Team C, under time pressure, tended to break down: C3 exclaimed, '.'Wait, wait! Don't break it

again." Another team member, C2, discouraged, replied, "It's bad... We don't really have an

official reading." Experiments were performed under time pressure, as in real life. Time was of

the essence. Observer notes and participant comments/ behaviors were summarized in Table 4.
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Table 4.

Perception a/Time Limitations in Constructivism.

Observer Notes

1. Students were
motivated to
work
collaboratively
under time
pressure.

2. Time was
limited by
competition.

Participant CommentslBehaviors

Event 1
"We do [the experiment] one last time?" (AI)'
Event 3
"We've gone ten minutes, fifteen minutes left. We do whatever we want."
(B1)
"You have to do more. (Reading the ruler in the water.) It's impossible!
All we're looking for is ..." (B4)
" ... a change. We're looking for a change." (B2)
Event 3
"5 minutes." (13.1)
"5 minutes." (B2)
"5 minutes is a long time." (B3)
Event 4
"How much time do we have?" (C4)
"Less than ten minutes." (14.1)
"Ten minutes?" (C4)
"No, less than. 6 about." (14.1)
"6 about?" (C4)
"Yeah! One more... " (C3)

Event 2
"One minute [left] (relaxed)." (AI)
"I think we should stop!' (A3)
"Look." (AI)
"It's a little bit more than 11 [m]." (A4)
"10 to 5 cm (on the paper). 11 is right here. So we're straight.

10.57 cm (m in the field). Which is the answer." (AI)
Event 3
"5 minutes [left]." (B.I)
"5 minutes." (B2)
"5 minutes is a long time." (B3)
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Research Question 2

How did students construct physics knowledge in the Yale Physics Olympics?

During the Yale Physics Olympics, high school students constructed physics knowledge.

Regarding the analysis of data that examined how students constructed physics knowledge

during the Yale Physics Olympics, videotapes, observer notes, and transcript data were analyzed

for the following themes: (1) Students learned new ideas by building upon knowledge already

possessed (2) Students learned utilizing a hands-on approach, (3) Students improved social skills

by group interaction, (4) Students learned by experimentation, (5) Students independently

developed inferences and drew conclusions. An additional theme emerged from the data: (6)

Students improved experimental language.

1. Students learned new ideas by building upon knowledge already possessed.

In order to construct an electromagnet, a projectile launcher, and a path or to measure an

unknown density, students had to apply prior knowledge of electromagnetism, characteristics of

metals, mass, volume, and Newton's Laws that were learned either directly in school or

indirectly through experience. Students used their knowledge of physics and materials to

construct the electromagnet, the launcher, and the path. They discussed parallel circuits, keeping

the wire wrapped tightly around the nails and not keeping the coil short. Activities were

completed through the routine application of previously learned knowledge. Some students were

trained before the competition. For example, student Al in Event 2 confirms this, " .. .it's all due

to training in classroom." This referred to applying prior knowledge in the YPO. Team B applies

prior knowledge referring to the battery connections. "Did it [electromagnet] work at all? I think
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we did it like that. (putting batteries in series.)" Bl remembered. "It's worse," replied B2.

"Why?" questioned B1, and the fmal answer comes from B2, "Because I remember when we

practiced in school. A thousand times, it said parallel, parallel, parallel." This was not just

applying prior knowledge but also a good example of cooperation in a team, of agreement and

understanding of knowledge. There was social constructivism. Activities were also completed

through the use of prior knowledge and skills in new ways. In Event 3 competitors were looking

for new ways to apply physics knowledge specifically to this competition. B1 said: "Someone

has to find the weight of this (golf ball with screw)." B4 wondered, "How can we fmd the weight

ofthis?" and B2 came up with a new solution, measuring the weight with a constructed balance

using provided materials: "Using the ruler as a balance and hanging the ball on the string."

2. Students learned utilizing a hands-on approach.

The concept behind the Yale Physics Olympics is that students work as a team to make

something that has a desired outcome. This involves trial and error while also activating prior

knowledge and skills. Students manipulated the materials and physically worked together. In

Event 1, A3 and A2 wrapped bare wire around two nails. Al and A4 took over, unwound the

wire and began to rewind it. At the same time, they were communicating through dialoging.

"Like a closed spiral", A2 explained. "This is [going to] short out", said A3. In Event 4, at the

moment that one stick broke, students used tape to repair it and they agreed on their actions. C2

exclaimed, "Tape. Tape. We've got to tape!" "All right! All right! What we have to do is put
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these [sticks] back and then one of these here" responded Cl. C3 agreed, "Yeah!"

In order to communicate and fulfill their tasks, students often used hand gestures to explain

their thought processes. In Event 1, A2 drew figures in the air to demonstrate how to wrap the

wire saying as he gestured, "Lay the wire along the table and wrap [the tape] around." In Event

4, C2 mimed launching a projectile in motion, "You have to have the ball thrown like that." In

Event I, B2 used hands to demonstrate the difference between series and parallel battery

connections and said, ''Not like this, just like that." Manipulating materials, working physically

together and using gestures to explain their thoughts were accompanied by the opportunity to

think aloud and receive feedback from their teammates. There was a real cybernetics at work

with students and for students. In Event I, A3 kept his wire end tightened up. A4 was looking to

Al and A2, figuring out what were they doing. They were working with their hands in cross

spinning and fitting together wire and electrical tape. "You spin, I'll get. No... The other

wrap... to tie the wrap... " Al said. A2 responded"... the wire itself. The wire has to be...next to

each other." Actually that is the way to construct an electromagnet, spinning insolated wire next

to each other around a magnetic core, two 15 em nails. In Event 4 C1 was working on launcher

putting together sticks. "All right! Take another [stick] to put in." CI addressed a request toC4

who responded "You mean... and then take it like... " CI conformed "Like that. We're probably

make it." Talking aloud and purposely having conversation between teammates had them

thinking and constructing knowledge not as separate individuals but as a team, an organism that

meant more than separate elements. In competition, then, teams had a synergic behavior.

Observer notes and participant comments were summarized in Table 5.
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Table 5

Physical Involvement In Problem Solving

Observer Notes

1. Students
manipulated the
materials and

physically work
together.

2. Students used
hand gestures to
explain their
thought

processes.

3. During the
.hands-on

process,

students have
the opportunity
to think aloud
and receive

feedback from
their
teammates.

Participant Behaviors/Comments

Event 1
A3 and A2 wrap bare wire around two nails. Al and A4 take over,
unwind wire and begin to rewind it.
"Like a closed spiral" (A2)
"This is [going to] short out" (A3)
Event 1
"Why don't we stretch it out? Lay the wire on it." (A2)
A2 and A3 stretch out a piece of electrical tape. AI prepares the wire,
smoothing out the curves. A3 places an end of the wire on the electrical
tape.
Event 4
One stick breaks.
"Tape. Tape. We've got to tape!" (C2)
"All right! All right! What we have to do is put these [sticks] back and
then one ofthese here." (CI). "Yeah!" (C3)
"Someone can give me another [stick]." (CI)
"We just taped it. (laughing)" (C2)
Event 1
"Lay the wire along the table and wrap [the tape] around." (Draws
figures in the air to show how he proposes to do the wrapping.) (A2)
Event 1
"Not like this, just like that." (Showing with his hands the difference
between series and parallel battery connections.) (B2)
Event 4
"Okay. These are the two things. You launch the ball from the strings."
(C2). "How?" (C4)
"You have to have the ball thrown like that." (Shows by throwing the
golfball as launching a projectile in motion.) (C2)
Event 1
A3 keeps his wire end tightened up. A4 is looking to Al and A2, figuring
out what they are doing. They are working with their hands in cross
spinning and fitting together wire and electrical tape.
"You spin, I'll get. No ... The other wrap to tie the wrap... " (AI)
" ... the wire itself. [Why] the wire has to be next to each other." (A2)
Event 4
"That's the rubber band in the center." (C2)
CI is working on launcher.
"All right! Take another [stick] to put in." (CI)
"You mean... and then take it like... " (C4)
"Like...We probably make it." (CI)
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3. Students improved social skills

During the experiments, students were constantly interacting with each other, sharing the

tasks, and giving encouragement to each other. They created a structure within the group,

choosing a leader who was not necessarily the team captain, although the captains were the main

decision makers. They listened to each other's advice and debated the merits of that advice

before deciding whether to apply it. Competitors demonstrated cooperation and reached

consensus in discussions. In Event 1 all four students assisted in stretching the wire over the

electrical tape. A3 and A2 held the wire ends on the tape while Al and A4 fitted the tape around

the wire, isolating it. "We stretch it... " Al suggested. A2 intervened "Yeah. Lay the wire. Look!

Lay the wire along the table and wrap [the tape] around." "Stretch some more, a little more" A3

completed the idea. This was a good cooperation in progress. Every student took seriously his or

her task, cooperating with other team members. In Event 2, team D was working on scaling it on

the paper. There was a need of specific measured angles without using a protractor. "I need this."

said D2 that took a folded paper with a constructed angle of30 degrees from Dl's hand. In this

cooperation, D3 and D4 were comparing what was on the paper with what was on the field.

There is a consensus in action. Students learned by listening to their own team members. In

Event 1, A2 said to the teammates "Remember, the shorter the electromagnet was, the more

powerful it was." This statement followed the A3 request "A quarter. Get a quarter "By touching

an end of the electromagnet with a quarter, A3 checked the strength of the electromagnet.

A2 gave his teammates an important piece of information. As known, the magnetic strength

depends inversely with the electromagnet length. Students also learned by listening to other

teams. "We're trying to do it just by hand like they're doing", Dl proposed to his team. He

pointed out a team on the outdoor lab field that was scaling down the event on a piece of paper.
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In the YPO, students had the opportunity to reflect on their own and others' ideas. In Event 4,

CI reflected on things the launcher was made of by saying "We should have simple things." C2

agreed, "That's what I supposed."

Observer notes and participant comments were summarized in Table 6.

Table 6

Improving Social Skills

1.

Observer Notes

Students
demonstrated
cooperation and
reached
consensus In

discussions and
actions.

Participant Behaviors/Comments

Event 1

All four students assist in stretching the wire over the electrical tape. A3
and A2 hold the wire ends on the tape while"AI and A4 fit the tape
around the wire, isolating it.
"We stretch it ... " (AI)
"Yeah. Lay the wire... Look! Lay the wire along the table and wrap [the
tape] around." (A2)
"Stretch some more, a little more... " (A3)

Event 2
"I need this." (D2 takes folded paper constructed by DI)
D3 and D4 are comparing what' on the paper with what is on the field.
Event 1
"There is magnetic... electrical" (A3)

"We would agree." (A2)
"All right." (AI)
Event 2
"Let's just scale it down." (B3)
"We're scaling it down. All right? Okay?" (BI)
"Yeah but we don't know the location ofthe center pin. Let's go back
inside... There's a flat surface over there (points toward Gibbs
building)." (B2)

"All right. Come on guys!" (B I)
Event 2
"Measure from the flag to center pin. Where is the center pin?" (AI)
"On that way (Showing with his hand)." (A2)
"North is defined as the direction from your starting position to the
center pin (reading directions from hand-out). And its pole and this line.
There it is." (AI)
"Wait! We look from our center pin." (A2)

"Yeah! North is from center pin." ((A3)
"Right here! North (Showing with his hand)." (A2)
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2. .In competition,

students learned

by listening to

their own team

members.

3. In competition,

students learned

by listening to

other teams.

4. Students had

the opportunity

to reflect on

their own and

others' ideas.

Table 6 (continued)

Event 1
"Can you pull the wire? Why won't it stick? Find out. Watch. Find
out. Ijust said. (A2)
A3 grabs the end of the wire on his side and stretches it out.
"Hold on. See if we can pull it up. Pull the wire itself." (A2)
"Yah." (A3)

. Event 1
"Anything has to be inside ofthe blank [cup] that size." (A3)
"Whatever you stick on it put in the cup." (A4)
"A quarter. Get a quarter (Touching an end ofthe electromagnet with a
quarter)." (A3)
"No! Remember, the shorter the electromagnet was, the more powerful it
was." (A2)
Event 4
Cz is listening to C j while manipulating the materials and performing the
experiment.
"Make it rubber band. Tie it and then attach... and you pull it back and
let it go." (C l )

Event 2
"We're trying to do it just by hand like they're doing."(pointing to teams
on the outdoor lab field)(D j )

Event 2
"You have to remember I saw [a team] working over there."(Referring to
scaling down this event)(Bz)
Event 3
"How are we going to do it best? We're going to see. We're going to
drop the weight in the water." (B1)
"Get the weight! Get the weight!" (B3)
"How are we going to measure? Just by rising?" (B2)
"Yes. How much it will rise." (B1)
Event 4
"We should have simple things." (C1)
""That's what I supposed... " (C2)
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4. Students learn by experimentation

Learning by experimentation is the main means of using knowledge. While the goal for each

activity was clearly established, the means of reaching that goal was left up to the students. In

the case ,of the Event 1, the students on Team A began by wrapping bare wire around the nails,

realized that it would short out, wrapped the wire in electrical tape, and re-wrapped the nails with

the bare wire. When their first measured attempt at picking up paperclips from a cup netted them

47 clips, they decided to try a different approach and pick the clips up from a larger surface, the

tabletop. When this netted them only 3 paperclips, they returned to the original method but ran

out of battery power before the experiment could be repeated. All teams used experimentation to

determine how they could maximize their results.

When performing the assigned tasks, the students did not stop once they had achieved a

desired result. They continued to try to improve their construction to achieve better

results. Physics is an experimental science and all 5 events were experimental. In experimental

process students developed physics understanding. In Event 1, Al connects the batteries saying

"We put the batteries in parallel". "There is magnetic... electrical" A3 commented. There was a

corriment regarding the relationship between electric current, generating by the batteries with the

electromagnet in electric circuit, and the magnetic field used to attract paper clips. At that,

moment being an improper connection, A2 concluded "This is going to short out". During this

experiment, students learned in a cause-effect understanding, the relationship between electric

and magnetic fields.

Students were making self-directed decisions that altered the experimental process. This was
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a part of constructivist knowledge process where individual decisions were listened to and

adapted by the whole team. In Event 2, B I decided to go in a different way than B2 proposed

motivating his decision by the fact there were not enough rulers. "No. Actually, you know what?

We don't have enough rulers for that." BI said.

Students also modified their construction to attempt to improve results. For example in Event.

I, student A I changed the rule of attracting paper clips with the electromagnet from the table

instead of using paper cup. That was with the judge's approval. "Can we try to take paper clips

from the table?" Al asked. "Yeah" JAI approved. In Event 2, Al decided to work on a blank

paper with a pencil. "We're figure out numbers. We're doing geometrically" A2 talked to her

team. In this specific case the team decided to check in both methods, in the field and on the

paper, ifthe final results are close. "Check on the numbers. See if we're close. We're adding

numbers and stuff from the starting point to the center pin." Al indicated. This was an example

of constructing knowledge using redundancy on purpose to check on the correctness of the

outcome. This was also a good idea how to check your own built knowledge in a process of

radical constructivism.

Observer notes and participant comments were summarized in Table 7.
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Table 7

Role OfExperimentation In Constructing Physics Knowledge

1.

2.

3.

Observer Notes

Experimental
process
developed
physics
understanding.

Self-directed
decisions
altered the
experimental
process.

Students
modified their
construction to
attempt to
improve results.

Participant Behaviors/Comments

Event 1
"[We put the batteries in] parallel" (AI)

"There is magnetic...electrical" (A3)
"This is [going to] short out" (A3)
Event 1
[Paper clips are on the table. Al sweeps them together with her left
hand while holding the electromagnet in her right. A2 connects the
batteries to complete the circuit.]
"I think we're ready." (AI)
Event 1
[Student AI touches the paper clip pile with the electromagnet, rotating
it to attract as many paper clips as possible. When she pulls the magnet
up from the table many clips are attached. As she moves the magnet
toward the empty cup, most of the clips fall of and she is left with
three.]
"Check in a cup. One more time in the cup." (Az)
"Try it!" (AI)

Event 2
[Students reported to the outdoor lab and chose a flag]
"It's just a stick in the ground."(B3)
"So, why did we need to come out here? We should have done it
inside." (Bz)
"Why don't we just do it on paper? (He places meter stick on ground
and starts measuring) 120°? You go five meters and it's going to crash
us through that [wall]." (B3)
Event 2
"What you need to do is go that way." (He points in opposite direction
than BI go.)(Bz)
"No. Actually, you know what? We don't have enough rulers for that."
(He walks back to group.)(B 1)

Event 1
[Team A has collected 47 paper clips from their paper cup. JA2
recorded results.]
"Can we try to take [paper clips] from the table?" (AI)
"Yeah" (Yale physics judge 2)
[Looking at student ~]A11 right? It's like put 2 or three together... you
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Table 7 (continued)

can link up ...until to drop... you can make up more." (A2 2001)
"Can we try like from the table? Can we try to pick them up from the
table"(A1)

"Yeah." (11)
Event 2
"We figured out numbers. We're doing here geometrically (Points out a
blank paper with a pencil).
Check on the numbers. See if we're close. We're adding numbers and
stuff from the starting point to the center pin." (AI)

5. Students independently developed inferences and drew conclusions.

In the educational field, the main goal is to build an independent and social personality in

every student. The YPO offered the opportunity for each student to participate at his or her own

highest ability level to obtain not just the best results in the competition but also to train to

socially interact with others. An optimal four-student team was required for performing each

YPO physics event with competitors having the opportunity to make decisions on their own, to

listen to others' ideas, to take responsibility and to share and enjoy a common team result.

By independently developing inferences and drawing conclusions students demonstrated

confidence in their constructed knowledge. In Event 1, A3 grabbed the end of the wire and

stretched it out. A2 working on the other end said to A3 "Hold on. See if we can put it together.

Pull the wire itself." Students wrapped the electrical tape around the wire. A3 satisfied expressed

"Yah". So these two students put the materials together in a meaningful way insolating the wire

to coil the electromagnet. Practical ideas inferred theoretical ideas. Wrapping the wire around

was not going to short circuit. Al concluded "Now it's wrapped." That meant the wire was

ready for next step. The electromagnet and knowledge construction were in progress.

The Physics Competition Learning Inventory item matches very well the observer notes and
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students' comments and behaviors in radical construction of knowledge: Discourse in which

students explain and elaborate their assumptions, points of view, ideas, and reasoning occurs.

For example in Event 4, student C4 saw a problem in putting together to work the constructed

launcher and the golf ball as a projectile "This is going to be a problem", he said. Cl saw the

same problem and just expressed her thought ''No. That's too long [referring to a stick]. Hrnm!

How are we going to get it together?" Now the cooperation in the team intervened and the

discourse in which students explained and elaborated their points of view and ideas just

happened. "Throw it like that, I would think", suggested C2. C3 was not yet convinced. Then C2

showed the ball how is going to work with the launcher and said to the whole team "You see

what I think." Another example of discourse was when Team C fIxed a second broken stick.

C2 was not happy with the new situation and expressed "It's a bad thing. It's no question about

it." C4 encouraged her "No! No! Come on! It worked." The main concern of C2 was that "we

don't have an offIcial reading yet." Cl calmed the things down "Hold on! I can fIx it. Right now."

The reasoning was completed by C2 proposing model of fIxing the broken stick the way they did

it with the fIrst broken stick "We just do what we did with the broken one. We don't have an

official reading that has to roar." This is a case where prior knowledge is formed right in

competition. Her last statement clearly showed the launcher construction has a motivation: to

launch a projectile as far as possible and the result "that has to roar" to be officially recorded. In

the YPO, students' discourses had motivations.
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6. Students improved experimental language

Students in competition built a new language or a new way of using the language skills they

already possessed. If they were not using new words, they were using their vocabulary in

different combinations than they would use in ordinary conversations. The choice of sentence

structure conveyed new meaning to the familiar words. Students also communicated through

their actions. Language and communication were a part of constructing knowledge. The

experimental language by itself was a construction with elements such as gestures, images,

feelings, and words. Students in competition learned by constructing their own knowledge in

interaction with the outside world, a physics world with its objects and laws.

Students contextually used physics and mathematical terms in a new competitive

environment. In Event 3, B2 showed, to his teammates, the ball with a screw in it calling this

as word for a new competition object "We have to measure the density of this." In Event 2, B4

tried,to construct a perfect 30 degrees angle from a folded paper. "If its 29° it'll be okay." Bl

said. This was not just a decision taken by B1, but also a specific language applied in

competition with connection between physics and geometry in order to obtain a timely expected

result. At another moment, in the same event, B1 applied an addition angle property to a physics

experiment. "That's not 120 (referring to angles)", B3 said. "Yeah! It's 90 plus 30", Bl replied.

BI applied also a difference angle property sketching angles in the air for his team members.

"This is 90...All right... You turned 90. It would actually be 60 from there", B1 said. Team

members were working on a 30 degree angle using a right comer of a blank paper. So 90

degrees minus 30 degrees equal 60 degrees. In Event 3, B3 proposed to measure the bucket

volume saying "Measure the circumference of the bucket and then the height of the bucket." This
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was a mathematical language used to calculate density, a physics variable. Actually he needed to

measure the volume ofthe water displaced bythe submersed golf ball with screw. B3 was

thinking an intermediate step.

In the process of social constructing knowledge in a competition environment, there were

disagreements as part of communication in new situations. Students were interested to resolve

these disagreements and to.keep their cooperation to obtain and improve their results. For

example in Event 1, A2 proposed to use the wrench in constructing the electromagnet and

electric circuit. "Use the wrench", he said. "No. You can't. This is a part of the thing. It says it

[in written directionsJ", AI replied. This disagreement was settling immediately by using

directions of the competition. A similar situation happened in Event 4 were directions resolved

the disagreement. "Keep this with your finger", C3 proposed. "I can't. You are not allowed to

touch it", C2 answered. The fact that the team was comprised of four students resolved many

disagreements and kept the team cooperating to fulfill their task.

In the YPO, interaction to support the clarification of ideas occurred. When students did

not understand, other teammates came up with clarifying ideas or the constructivist process in

competition by itself clarified many ideas. For example in Event 1, students agreed to test first

the electrical circuit to clarify how it is working. "Test. Just one test quickly", A3 said. Al

agreed "Yah! Just one test." In Event 4 a new stick has been attached to launcher by C1. C2 was

wondering "What is that going to be?" "This is going to be an inspired joint." Cl proudly

explained. The dialogue continued until clarification of ideas occurred. "How is it going to be

down?" C2 asked again. "Where is the spoon going to go?" C3 asked also for an explanation.

C2 insisted with another question "How are you going to get that to bend down? It's what I am

saying." Cl clarified all question by a last statement "It's really bent.
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Research Question 3

To whatdegree was constructivist learning taking place during the Yale Physics Olympics as

perceived by the judges and coaches?

The perceptions of the judges and coaches were detennined by an instrument to evaluate the

effectiveness of constructing physics knowledge by high school students as a result of

participation in the Yale Physics Olympics. This instrument, the Physics Competition Learning

Inventory (PCLI) comprised two categories: 1) Group Interaction in the Community of Physics

Competitors and 2) Learning Activities for Physics Competitors. "Group Interaction" contains

eight constructivist items and "Learning Activities" contained six constructivist items. These

items were answered by checking a number from a discrete scale 0 to 6 from less probable to

more probable to happen as perceived by judges and coaches. All items from both categories

referred to constructing physics knowledge during competition except item #6 from Learning

Activities "Competitors were trained before physics competition" which measures coach's

involvement in preparing competitors as well as their belief in the degree of constructivism in

physics competitions. Judges had less infonnation on such training, being involved in preparing,

organizing, and scoring teams' results in competition. Tables were ranked by item mean to easily

see to what degree an item is perceived constructivist. Tables contain number of respondents,

Mean (M), standard deviation (SD), and variation coefficient (V). The sample ofjudges was 11

and the coach sample was 35 for a final response return of 11/14 (78.57%), 35/38 (92.11 %),

respectively. Variation coefficient detennines if the mean for a specific item is representative or

not. If V ~ 34% that mean characterizes the behavior of the entire set of respondents. If V >

34%, then the set needs to be characterized by more homogeneous subsets (subgroups).
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Table 8

PClI Group Interaction in the Community ofPhysics Competitors:
Physics Coach Responses Ranked by Item Mean

Rank Item N Mean SD v

Students work together. 35 5.51 0.58 10.53%

2 Opportunities for students to
work collaboratively occur. 35 5.43 0.99 18.23%

3 Students are intellectually
active. 35 5.37 0.79 14.71%

4 Opportunities for students to
think aloud and receive
feedback from peers occur. 35 5.20 0.95 18.27%

5 In the physics competition
students learn by listening to 35 5.11 1.03 20.16%
other team members.

6 Climate of the physics
competition is challenging. 35 5.00 0.86 17.20%

7 Interaction to support the
challenging and clarifying of 33 4.82 1.14 23.65%
ideas occurs.

8 Discourse in which students
explain and elaborate their
assumptions, points of view, 35 4.34 1.10 25.35%
ideas, and reasoning occurs.

All items 35 5.10 0.93 18.51%
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In Table 8, category Group interaction, coach's perceptions, all eight item Means, between

5.51 and 4.34 are representative, V being significantly lower than 34%. Coaches saw students

working together, being collaborative and intellectually active giving feedback to each other. .

This demonstrates strong constructivist group interactions, social constructivism taking place.

These high Means are in accordance with the observer notes and constructivist themes and mini

themes such as "Students learned utilizing a hands-on approach", "Students improved social

skills", "Students demonstrate cooperation", "Students reach consensus in discussion", Students

used physics terms in context". The overall mean of 5.10 shows coaches perceiving that during

competition there is a strong interaction within competitors' team. With a Mean ratio 5.10/6

(85%), definitely the YPO creates a social constructivist environment ofphysics knowledge.
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Table 9

peLl Group Interaction in the Community ofPhysics Competitors:
Judge Responses Ranked by Item Mean

Rank Item N Mean SD v

Opportunities for students to 11 5.82 0.39 6.70%
work collaboratively occur.

2 Students work together. 11 5.62 0.59 10.46%

3 Opportunities for students to
think aloud and receive 11 5.10 0.73 14.34%
feedback from peers occur.

4 In the physics competition
students learn by listening to 11 5.00 1.04 20.80%
other team members.

5 Students are intellectually
active. 11 4.91 0.79 16.09%

6 Climate of the physics
competition is challenging. 11 4.91 0.99 20.16%

7 Interaction to support the
challenging and clarifying of 11 4.82 0.94 19.50%
ideas occurs.

8 Discourse in which students
explain and elaborate their
assumptions, points of view, 11 4.45 1.08 24.27%
ideas, and reasoning occurs.

All items 11 5.08 0.82 16.54%
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In Table 9 category Group interaction, judge's perceptions, eight Means, between 5.82 and

4.45, are representative, V being significantly lower than 34%. Judges saw students working

collaboratively, working together, and being intellectually active by giving feedback to each

other. While coaches ranked "Students work together" first and "Opportunities for students to

work collaboratively occur" second, judges perceived vice versa. Yale judges as the YPO

organizers seem themselves as competition opportunities providers. This also matched

constructivist themes from Research Question One such as "Adequate competition work space is

provided" and "Adequate competition work time to perform a physics event is provided". The

YPOis the right place and right time for social constructivism of physics knowledge.

It can be noticed that some items are perceived slightly different by coaches and judges. For

"Students are intellectually active" coaches' opinions ranked third with a Mean of 5.37 and

judges' opinions ranked fifth with a Mean of 4.91. To continue with the Table 9 analysis, the

overall Mean is 5.08 showing that judges perceived that during competition there is a strong

interaction within competitors' team.

As a comparison between judges and coaches perceptions in this category, we noticed very

close numbers for Means, standard deviations, and variation coefficients. This demonstrates a

unity in both populations of strong beliefs in social construction of physics knowledge in the

YPO. With overall Mean ratios of5.10/6 (85%) and 5.08/6 (85%) it may be concluded that for

group interaction, the YPO promotes a radical constructivism.

Learning activities category is characterized in Table 10 and Table 11 for items 1 through 5

during competition and item 6, Table 12 and Table 13, before competition.
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Table 10

peLILearning Activities for Physics Competitors. Items I - 5:
Physics Coach Responses Ranked by Item Mean

Rank Item N Mean SD V

Activities require
1 competitors to be self- 35 4.86 1.27 26.13%

directed.

Learning activities
provide opportunities

2 for competitors to 35 4.26 1.36 31.92%
reflect on their own and
others' ideas.

Activities can be
completed through the
routine application of
previously learned

3 knowledge and the use 35 4.20 1.37 32.62%
of knowledge and skills
m new ways.

Raw data, primary
sources, found objects,
manipulative, and/or

4 resource people are 35 4.14 1.48 35.75%
used as materials for
learning.

Activities are adaptable
to accommodate
individual students'

5 interests, needs, and 35 3.74 1.36 36.36%
abilities.

All items 35
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Table 10 shows coaches perceptions regarding items 1 - 5 in Learning Activities category.

Means are ranged between 4.86 and 3.74 with an overall Mean of 4.24. According to variation

coefficient rule, only the fust three variation coefficients are below 34% and their corresponding

means can be considered representative. The bottom two items in the table are slightly higher

than 34%. Their Means are in transitional situation. They do not represent a precise mirror of the

population perceptions. The answers are spread out showing a diverse coaches' perception

toward learning activities for physics competitors. Coaches ranked "Activities are adaptable to

accommodate individual students' interests, needs, and abilities" lower than the other item with

the average score falling below 4.0 (3.74).
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Table 11

peLI Learning Activities for Physics Competitors. Items 1 - 5:
Judge Responses Ranked by Item Mean

Rank Item N Mean SD V

Learning activities
provide opportunities for

1 competitors to reflect on 11 5.09 0.67 13.16%
their own and others'
ideas.

Activities require
2 competitors to be self- 11 5.09 1.08 21.22%

directed.

Activities can be
completed through the
routine application of

3 previously learned 11 4.82 0.94 19.50%
knowledge and the use
of knowledge and skills
in new ways.

Raw data, primary
sources, found objects,
manipulative, and/or

4 resource people are used 11 4.27 0.86 20.14%
as materials for learning.

Activities are adaptable
to accommodate
individual students'

5 interests, needs, and 11 3.36 1.35 40.18%
abilities.

All items 11 4.53 0.98 22.84%
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Table 11 shows judges' perceptions regarding items one through five in Learning Activities

category. Means ranged between 5.09 and 3.36 with an overall Mean of 4.53. Items one through

four have representative Means as the variation coefficient was less than 22%. This implies

judges answers are clustered around each corresponding Mean. Item 5 plays a different role with

a less representative mean of 3.36 (middle of scale) and a variation coefficient of 40.18%, higher

than 34%. Regarding "Activities are adaptable to accommodate individual students' interests,

needs, and abilities", judges are clustered into two distinctive groups; one group perceived

minimal adaptation to the YPO activities to accommodate individual students' interests, needs,

and abilities, and another group thinking perceived moderate accommodation.

As it can be seen from Table 11, there was a gap between item 4 with a Mean of 4.27 and

item 5 with a Mean of 3.36. Judges were less confident that activities of the YPO are adaptable

to accommodate individual students' interests, needs and abilities. This pattern was similar to the

coach's responses (see Table 10).

Both coaches and judges have lower scores in the Learning Activities category than the

Group Interaction category. As nqted during competition, this category characterized a mild to a

radical constructivism ofphysics knowledge.

For item 6 "Competitors were trained before physics competition" of the PCL! Learning

Activities for Physics Competitors, the Mean of35 coach's responses was 2.69 with a Standard

Deviation of 1.63 and a Variation Coefficient of60.59%. For the same item, the Mean of 10

judge's responses was 3.5 with a Standard Deviation of 0.88 and a Variation Coefficient of

25.14%. There was a difference between coaches' Mean and judges' Mean for the item

"Competitors were trained before physics competition". Coaches' Mean for training students

was not representative, the variation coefficient being well above threshold value 34%, 60.59% >
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34%. Judges' Mean was representative, its variation coefficient 25.14% less than 34%. One

judge didn't answer this item commenting that he had no idea how much or how well students

were trained before competition. Judges didn't participate in the students' training before

competition and had limited information regarding this matter. Just one judge made some

comments noting that some coaches were requesting released physics event problems from prior

years. Usually each year the YPO organizers sent released items with the registration letter for

the next edition. Some of these items are posted on the Internet. Regarding this item, judges were

placed almost unanimously in a mild constructivist position.

When the question of how coaches trained their students for competition is analyzed, the

situation is much different. The coaches' Mean is 2.69, even below 3, the lowest score in all

items. This Mean is not descriptive of the group because of its variation coefficient. According to

the variation coefficient theory these scores can be clustered into two more homogenous groups:

fIrst containing scale levels 0, 1, 2 with 18 coaches falling into this group and a second group

containing scale levels 3, 4, and 5 with 17 coaches. It was noticeable that no one coach checked

6 in the scale which meant maximum training.

To improve validity, this study applied the Spearman Rank-Order Correlation Coefficient.

Table 12 displays rankings of coaches and judges for the Group Interaction in the Community of

Physics Competitors category, the differences (D) of their correspondent rankings as well as the

squared differences (D2
)
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Table 12

Spearman Rank-Order Correlation Coefficient r Between Ranking ofCoaches and Judges for
Group Interaction in the Community ofPhysics Competitors.

Coaches Judges

Item X Y D D2

Students work together. 1 2 -1 1

Opportunities for students to
work collaboratively occur. 2 1 1 4

Students are intellectually 3 5 -2 1
active.

Opportunities for students to
think aloud and receive 4 3 1 1
feedback from peers occur.

In the physics competition
students learn by listening to 5 4 1 1
other team members.

Climate of the physics 6 6 0 0
competition is challenging.

Interaction to support the
challenging and clarifying of 7 7 0 0
ideas occurs.

Discourse in which students
explain and elaborate their
assumptions, points of view, 8 8 0 0
ideas, and reasoning occurs.

L. D 2= 8

Note. X = coaches' rank; Y = judges' rank; D = X - Y.
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On a scale of 0 to ± 1, the rankings form a linear relationship to the extent that r = + 0.90

(p < 0.05). This tells us that the coaches and judges perceived the Group Interaction in the

Community ofPhysics Competitors items in a similar manner. The greatest difference betWeen

the coaches and judges was related to the item "Students were intellectually active." This was

ranked higher for coaches than for judges. For further emphasis, the following is a bar graph of

the Means for coaches and judges in the PCLI Group Interaction in the Community of Physics

Competitors.
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Figure 4. Comparison of Means for coaches and judges in the PCLI Group Interaction in the
Community ofPhysics Competitors.

Table 13 displays rankings of coaches and judges for the Learning Activities for Physics

Competitors category, the differences (D) of their correspondent rankings as well as the squared

differences (D2
).
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Table 13

Spearman Rank-Order Correlation Coefficient r Between Ranking ofCoaches and
Judges for Learning Activities for Physics Competitors

Coaches Judges

Item X Y D D2

Activities require competitors to 1 2 -1 1
be self-directed.

Learning activities provide
opportunities for competitors to 2 1 1 1
reflect on their own and others'
ideas.

Activities can be completed
through the routine application
of previously learned knowledge 3 3 0 0
and the use of knowledge and
skills in new ways.

Raw data, primary sources,
found objects, manipulative,
and/or resource people are used 4 4 0 0
as materials for learning.

Activities are adaptable to
accommodate individual
students' interests, needs, and 5 5 0 0
abilities.

Competitors were trained before
physics competition. 6 6 0 0

Note. X = coaches' rank; Y = judges' rank; D = X - Y; D * D
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On a scale of 0 to ± 1, the rankings form a linear relationship to the extent that r = + 0.95

(p< 0.05) This tells us that for Learning Activities category coaches and judges had a high degree

of agreement in their perception. These constructivist items were seen almost identically by

judges and coaches. For further emphasis, the following is a bar graph of the Means for coaches

and judges in the PCLI Learning Activities for Physics Competitors.
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Figure 5. Comparison of Means for coaches and judges in the PCLI Learning Activities for
Physics Competitors.
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CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDAnONS

The purpose of this study was to investigate how the YPO created a constructivist learning

environment and how students constructed knowledge during competition. Constructivist themes

were identified and analyzed using transcripts and observer's notes. Additionally, the study

collected data from coaches and judges regarding the degree of constructivist learning that took

place during the YPO. The PCLl was the instrument administered to coaches and judges. The

purpose ohhis chapter is to present a summary of the study, together with conclusions, and

recommendations for future research based upon the findings presented in chapter 4. As such,

this chapter is divided into three sections: summary, conclusions, and recommendations.

Summary

The purpose of this study was to determine how the construction ofphysics knowledge is

taking place in the YPO and what degree constructivist learning was perceived by coaches and

judges during competition. Specifically, the questions posed in this study were:

1. How did the Yale Physics Olympics create a constructivist learning environment?

2. How did students construct physics knowledge in the Yale Physics Olympics?

3. To what degree was constructivist learning taking place during the Yale Physics Olympics

as perceived by the judges and coaches?

This study employed two methodologies: a non participant observational methodology for

research questions I and 2 and a direct survey method employing statistical analysis using mean,

standard deviation and variation coefficient for research question 3. The Spearman rank --Dfder
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correlation coefficient between coaches and judges ranking was also used. The non observational

method was based on video tapes taken during the competition. The videotapes were transcribed.

Research question one and research question two used constructivist themes regarding the

constructivist competitive learning environment and how did students construct physics

knowledge during competition.

The Yale Physics Olympics created a constructivist learning environment by employing the

following elements: 1. The students were given simple, common materials; 2. The materials, in

most cases, were set up in work areas when the students arrived and this facilitated their work;

3. The workspace for outoor events allotted to each team was sufficient to allow each member of

the team to move and participate. For indoor events the workspace provided was too tight and

noisy; 4. Teams were given clear and simple instructions, both orally and in writing, for each

problem and task. There was an exception when electrical batteries were distributed while

providing instructions. This interrupted competitors' attention; 5. The activities were interesting

and inviting enough to actively engage the students throughout the competition; 6. The students

had a time limit in which to perform their task and this forced students in most of the cases to

think quickly and to communicate more effectively. There were situations when under time

pressure the team cooperation broke down.

Students constructed physics knowledge during the Yale Physics Olympics. The analysis of

data revealed evidence for the following themes: 1. Students learned new ideas by building upon

knowledge already possessed; 2. Students learned utilizing a hands-on approach; 3. Students

improved social skills by group interaction. Students were constantly interacting within the

group sharing the tasks and giving encouragement to each other; 4. Students learned by

experimentation; 5. Students independently developed inferences and drew conclusions; 6.
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Students improved experimental language. Students built an experimental language with

elements such gestures, images, and words.

The coaches and judges perceived that constructivist learning was occuring at the Yale

Physics Olympics. The Physics Competition Learning Inventory (PCLI) was administered to

coaches and judges. The PCLI consisted of two constructivist categories of items as perceived by

coaches and judges. First category, containing 8 items, studied the group interaction in the

community of physics competitors. Second category, containing 6 items, studied the learning

activities for physics competitors. For the category Group Interaction in the Community of

Physics Competitors, both the coaches and the judges rated the top two items as 1) Students

work together and 2) Opportunities for students to work collaboratively occur. For the category

Learning Activities for Physics Competitors, both coaches and judges rated the top three items as

1) Activities require competitors to be self directed, 2) Learning activities provide opportunities

for competitors to reflect on their own and others' ideas, and 3) Activities can be completed

through the routine application of previously learned knowledge and the use of knowledge and

skills in new ways. The overall agreement between coaches and judges was high level. This is

demonstrated by Spearman Rank-Order Correlation Coefficient r = 0.90 (p < 0.05) for Group

Interaction in the Community ofPhysics Competitors category and r = 0.95 (p < 0.05) for

Learning Activities for Physics Competitors category. All overall means for both categories,

coaches and judges, were above 4.00 which clearly demonstrated that constructivist learning was

occurring at the Yale Physics Olympics.
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Conclusions

The use of simple materials was the most powerful strategy in constructing physics

knowledge in this competitive environment. Use of simple materials allowed students to design

their own experiments and achieve the results. More often than not, this resulted in trial and

error, difficulty and success. For example students must design a structure or create a device that

meets certain conditions but they were not told how to do this. In this way, they became active

participants and were actually doing physics intuitively and cognitively. Setting the materials up

ahead of time is a matter of efficiency on the part of the organizers. Since a large number of

teams are participating, it would be chaotic if the materials needed to be distributed at the time of

the event. This was noted during the 2001 Faraday Pickup event when batteries were distributed

while instructions were being given verbally. Interaction with Yale personnel distracted the

students' concentration at that point in time as noted by a confused look on a participant's face.

Allotted workspace was adequate for the task at hand for outdoor events where competitors had

plenty of space. There was a different situation for indoor laboratories, where the workspace

provided was less than half of what was needed per competitor team. This was inadequate since

the table backed up to a wall and the students could not easily maneuver around the table.

Teams at freestanding tables may have had an advantage. Inadequate workspace was relevant

from a safety point of view. Lastly, competitors could not concentrate on their own task, the

environment being too noisy.

Written instructions were part of the initial set-up. In addition, members of the Yale staff

reviewed the instructions with the participants, offering small suggestions and clarifying the task.

This insured that students clearly understood the goal of each experiment. Constructing a
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working electromagnet, finding a "treasure" using directions, determining experimentally the

density of an unknown object, maximizing a projectile motion were experiments that encouraged

students to think "outside the box" and, at the same time, were activities that they enjoyed doing,

that engaged their imaginations. They wanted to make a stronger electromagnet than the other

teams. They got excited about learning and applying both previously learned physics concepts

and intuition to achieve a goal. Adding a time constraint forced students to think quickly and to

communicate effectively as a team. The organizers at Yale have attempted to optimize the time

for each event. With too little time, construction of knowledge in a group was limited. With too

much time, there was little pressure to remain on task and students may lose interest and

construction of knowledge also was limited.

To be a truly constructivist environment, students must have a clearly defined goal or

objective, ready access to simple materials that support the goal, adequate space, clear

specifications or conditions which must be met, and a time constraint. Ideally, the task should

invoke the curiosity of the students as well so that they remain engaged. Experiments in the Yale

Physics Olympics met these criteria. One can therefore conclude that the Yale Physics Olympics

created a constructivist learning environment.

Students demonstrated that they applied previous knowledge to build new knowledge by their

actions and dialogue during the competition. As described in Chapter Four, students used their

knowledge of physics and materials to construct the electromagnet, fmd out the density of an

object, make a projectile go as far as possble. They discussed parallel circuits also connecting

batteries in parallel, insulating the wire, keeping the wire wrapped tightly around the nails and

keeping the coil short. They constructed meanings with materials provided. The YPO is a

creative and enjoyable learning environment. By the nature of the experiment, students learned
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using a hands-on approach. When something didn't work, they took it apart and started over.

All team members played a substantial role in these endeavors, enhancing their social skills

through dialogue and actions. This was demonstrated through experimentation on the part of the

students. When one method did not produce the required results, they rethought the process and

tried another method until they obtained their goal, all the while staying within the parameters set

by the organizers. In interacting with each other and with the materials used in the experiment,

students were able to make inferences and draw conclusions about the possible outcome of their

experiment and also possible sources of error. They often asked questions of each other on the

order of "What if we do ... ?", or "Why don't we ...?" or responded with "Ifwe do this, then... ".

They were sharing and extrapolating ideas to form conclusions. In so doing, they developed an

experimental language of their own. While not necessarily using new vocabulary, they used it in

a manner that was not consistent with normal teenage speech patterns. Thus it can be concluded

that students constructed physics knowledge in the Yale Physics Olympics through hands-on

experimentation, social interaction and extensive dialoging.

The judges and coaches perceived that the YPO promoted constructivist learning. The

analysis resulted from two sets of data: a survey sent to Yale professors, and a survey sent to

participating high school physics teacher/coaches. According to von Glasersfeld (2002, p.51)

"knowledge is not passively received either through the senses or by way of communication;

knowledge is actively built up by the cognizing subject." He advocated a radical constructivism

ofknowledge by the cognizing subjects themselves. This happened at the Yale Physics Olympics

where competitors built physics knowledge by themselves. Even before competition coaches

applied a specific educational philosophy in the degree of training students. The first group of

coaches (18) embraced a radical constructivism point of view with little to no training. The
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second group of coaches (17) embraced a mild constructivism point of view contributing to the

improving of prior students' knowledge before competition.

The emphasis of the entire competition was on learning new physics knowledge and having

fun. Students learned while having fun and actively participated in enjoyable experiments. One

judge repeatedly stressed this: " ... probably the most important thing that you've been reminded

of here today is that physics is fun." The organizers at Yale designed the experiments on a

yearly basis. They also determined the expected outcome based on their pre-conceived ideas of

how the experiment should be performed. They also recognized that students often out

performed them in the experiments because they have no pre-conceived ideas of how it should

be performed " ... and, very often, students come up with new solutions." (YPO Judge)

Teamwork, cooperation, and competition were also prevalent themes in speeches given by the

organizers/judges. They stressed that physics is a team-based science, that the common language

of mathematics unites physicists. Very rarely do major discoveries happen independently any

more, more often it is an international team that participates in and shares the triumph of a job

well done. Similarly, the role ofthe students in the Olympiad is to participate in that sense of

discovery as part of an individual team, not as a member of a particular high school. The

students were actively encouraged to work only for their team, not their school. This idea

stressed both competition and teamwork. Since students were intellectually active, it naturally

seemed that each surveyed population compared their intellectual expectations with the

intellectual environment they lived in. The last few years, new physics events introduced by the

YPO were more complex. Even with small differences, all three analyses such as researcher

observational analysis, coaches and judge's surveys' analyses, in triangulation, demonstrated a
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convergence to the same point of view that of construction of knowledge was presented in this

competition.

Regarding the YPO we can also conclude:

1. There were too few females and minority individuals engaged in the events. This happens in

other competition events in science. This needs to be viewed as a national issue. We need to

encourage all genders and ethnic groups to participate in advanced studies.

2. The YPO organizers, physics coaches, school educators, school administrators, competitors

need to be aware that time constraints can possibly interfere with the constructivist pedagogical

approach. Usually, we are not aware about how time impacts students in a competitive

environment.

3. Discourse in which students explained and elaborated their assumptions, points of view,

ideas, and reasoning was an essential element of constructivist pedagogy. Providing adequate

time students to reflect on their own experience, to develop discourse allowing students to

exchange ideas and opinions, to listen to each other, was very critical. In this study we found

that discourse broke down when time constraints pressed on students. Therefore, public school

teachers need to be aware that they are under time constraints of a period and plan the activities

in such a way that students are not put under time pressure.

4. As noted by Davis (1974) and Sinclair (1987), construction oflanguage by conversation and

reflection during experimental activities, is a critical element of the constructivist pedagogy. In

this study we found that students improved experimental language. Students used their

vocabulary in different combinations than they would use in daily conversations. Students
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comunicated not only through words, but also through gestures, body language, and their actions.

Language was part of construction pedagogy. Public school teachers need to pay attention to this

aspect of constructing new language by students during science and physics experiments.

The results of this study will assist science curriculum coordinators, school science

administrators, or science and physics teachers in particular in how to apply constructivism in

classroom. The Yale Physics Olympics idea can be transferred and possibly applied to any high

school science and physics program.

Recommendations

Based on the [mdings of this study, the following recommendations are proposed for

consideration:

1. The Yale Physics Olympics type of competition should be expanded nationally and

internationally.

2. High school teachers should apply constructivist learning principles used in the YPO

competition, using video and audio tapes as training materials.

3. In similar competitions, judges need to refrain from interfering with competitors during the

experiment especially when commenting about remaining time. Students should be encouraged

to manage and monitor their own work time.

4. Leadership preparation programs from colleges, universities, professional organizations, and

districts' board of education should provide students and teachers with specific training and

workshops regarding constructivist methodology.
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5. The Competition Physics Learning Inventory, as a self-reflected perception of the

construction of knowledge, should be adapted and applied in other subject areas such as

chemistry and biology. This self-reflection survey should be a tool to create a plan for self;

development.

6. Since both judges and coaches rated the item "Activities are adaptable to accommodate

individual students' interests, needs, and abilities" below 4.00, YPO officials should develop

problems that are connected to students' daily life activities.

7. Since both judges and coaches rated the item "Discourse in which students explain and

elaborate their assumptions, points of view, ideas, and reasoning occurs," the YPO should

consider developing a method and time for students to explain the reasoning of the team after

each problem solving session.

Recommendations for Further Research

1. For a greater generalization of findings, additional research should be done with a larger

sample of students participating in the Yale Physics Olympics.

2. A similar study should be conducted to determine the degree to which constructivist learning

is occurring in other academic competitions, such as Odyssey of the Mind.

3. A study should be conducted on the role of coaches before competition to determine how

these individuals are applying constructivist principles prior to the competition.

4. A study should be conducted on perceptions of students concerning their experiences at

academic competition, how the YPO should be conducted, particularly how these experiences

impact their academic program.
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5. A study should be conducted to establish guidelines concerning an appropriate experimental

time for academic competitions.

6. Studies should be conducted applying cybernetics (feedback) and information theory to

develop physics knowledge.

7. Feedback in education is critical. Cybernetics implies feedback study at a larger scale.

A study should be conducted applying cybernetic understanding and information theory to the

construction of physics knowledge in classrooms and competitive environments.
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A1 peL! - Group Interaction in the Community of Physics Competitors.

Self-Report F,orm - Physics Coaches Responses
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A1 (continued)

Group Interaction in the community of physics competitors.
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A2 peLi Learning Activities for Physics Competitors.

Self-Report Form - Physics Coaches Responses
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A2 (continued)

Learning activities for physics competitors.
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Self-Report Form - Yale Judges Responses
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9 4 5 5 ' 6 4 6 4 4
10 5 5 5 6 4 6 5 5
11 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6

Total 53 54 . 55 64 49 62 54 56
Mean 4.82 4.91 5 5.82 4.45 5.64 4.91 5.1
SO 0.94 0.99 1.04 0.39 1.08 0.59 0.79 0.73
V 19.50% 20.16% 20.80% 6.70% 24.27% 10.46% 16.09% 14.34%



........o

A4 PCLI - Learning Activities for Physics Competitors

Self-Report Form - Yale Judges Responses

Learning activities for physics competitors.

1 2 3 4 5 6
Yale !Activities are Activites can be completed Activities Raw data, primary Learning activities Competitors
Judge adaptable to through the routine application require sources, found objects, provide opportunities were trained

accomodate individual of previously teamed competitors to maipulatives, and/or Ifor competitors to before
students' interests, knowledge and the use of be resoure people are used reflect 'on their own and physics
needs, and abilities. k,nowledge and skills in new self-directed. as materials for learning, iOthers' ideas. ~ompetition,

r,vays,
1 5 4 3 5 6 3
2 5 5 6 5 5 3
3 4 6 5 5 5 3
4 3 4 5 4 4 4
5 1 6. 6 5 6 3
6 1 3 5 5 5 .6
7 2 5 6 3 5 3
8 4 5 3 3 5 3
9 3 4 5 3 4 4
10 4 5 6 4 5 3
11 5 6 6 5 6

Total 37 53 66 47 56 35
Mean 3.36 4.82 5.1 4,27 5.1 3,5
SD 1,35 0.94 1.08 0.86 0,67 0.88
V 40.18% 19.50% 21.22% 20.14% 13.16% 25.14%
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University of .
Bridgeport

Nicholas Andronesco
c/o Prof. Nelson Ngoh
303 University Ave.
Carlson Hall- 127
Bridgeport, CT 06604

The Physics Competition Learning Inventory

I am a doctoral student at the University ofBridgeport. I am researching into how

students learn physics through constructivism in a competitive environment.

An instrument to evaluate the effectiveness of constructing physics knowledge by high school

students as a result ofparticipation in the Yale Physics Olympics was developed and adapted

from the Constructivist Teaching Inventory (Greer, Hudson, and Wiersma, 1999).

This instrument, the Physics Competition Learning Inventory, focuses on items measuring

the presence of identified elements ofconstructivist learning strategies. These items were

grouped into two subscales representing teaching and learning strategies: 1) group interaction

in the community of physics competitors and 2) learning activities for physics competitors.

Observer Self-Report Form

Directions for the Physics Competition Learning Inventory Observer Self-Report Form:

This is intended to detect your perception of the presence ofconstructivist teaching and learning

behaviors in the Yale Physics Olympics and to measure the relative strength of those behaviors.
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Would you please respond to each item as it is applied to your observations during the Yale

Physics Olympics. Please circle a number for each item that corresponds to the behaviors as

you perceived them during the physics competition. Rating should use the numbers provided

from 0 to 6 and should not occur between numbers.

Please return this form to the above address.

Thank you for taking time to complete this form. It is greatly appreciated.

Nicholas Alldronesco

Greer, A.M., Hudson, M.L., Wiersma, W. (1999,April). The Constructivist Teaching
Inventory, A New Instrument for Assessing Constructivist Teaching Practices in the
Elementary grades. Paper presented at the annual meeting of the American Educational
Research Association, Montreal, Canada.
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Physics Competition Learning Inventory

Self-Report Form

1) Group interaction in the community of physics competitors

1.
o 1 2 3 4 5 6

I-'
I-'
U'1

Interaction to support the
challenging and clarifying of ideas

seldom occurs.

Interaction to support the
challenging and clarifying of ideas

occasionally occurs.

Interaction to support the
challenging and clarifying of ideas

frequently occurs.

2.
o 1 2 3 4 5 6

Climate of the physics competition
is seldom challenging .

Climate of the physics competition
is occasionally challenging.

Climate of the physics competition
is frequently challenging.



3.

o 1 2 3 4 5 6

In the physics competition In the physics competition 41 the physics competition
students seldom learn by students occasionally learn by students frequently learn by

listening to team members. listening to team members. listening to team members.

4.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

t->
t->
en

5.

Opportunities for students to work
collaboratively seldom occur.

Opportunities for students to work
collaboratively occasionally occur.

Opportunities for students to work
collaboratively frequently occur.

o 1 2 3 4 5 6

6.

Discourse in which students explain
and elaborate their assumptions,

points of view, ideas, and reasoning
seldom occurs.

Discourse in which students explain
and elaborate their assumptions,

points of view, i~eas, and reasoning
occasionally occurs.

Discourse in which students explain
and elaborate their assumptions,

points of view, ideas, and reasoning
frequently occurs.

o 1

Students seldom work
together.

2 3

Students occasionally work
together.

4 5

Students frequently work
together.

6



7.

8.

o

o

1

Students are seldom
intellectually active.

1

2

2

3

Students are occasionally
intellectually active.

3

4

4

5

Students are frequently
intellectually active.

5

6

6

............
-....J

Opportunities for students to think Opportunities for students to think
aloud and receive feedback from peers aloud and receive feedback from peers

seldom occur. occasionally occur.

Opportunities for students to think
aloud and receive feedback from peers

frequently occur.



2) Learning activities for physics competitors

1.

o 1 2 3 4 5 6

2.

Activities are seldom adaptable to
accommodate individual students'

interests, needs, and abilities.

Activities are moderately adaptable to
accommodate individual students'

interests, needs, and abilities.

Activities are readily adaptable to
accommodate individual students'

interests, needs, and abilities.

I--"
I--"
00

o 1 2 3 4 5 6

3.

Activities can be completed
through the routine application of

previously learned knowledge.
Activities seldom require the use of

knowledge and skills in new ways.

Activities can be completed
through the routine application of

previously learned knowledge.
Activities occasionally require the use of

knowledge and skills in new ways.

Activities cannot be solved
through the routine application of

previously learned knowledge.
Activities frequently require the use of

knowledge and skills in new ways.

o 1 2 3 4 5 6

Activities seldom require
competitors to be self-directed.

Activities occasionally require
competitors to be self-directed.

Activities frequently require
competitors to be self-directed.



4.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6
j

Raw data, primary sources, found Raw data, primary sources, found Raw data, primary sources, found
objects, manipulatives, and/or objects, manipulatives, and/or objects, manipulatives, and/or

resource people are seldom resource people are occasionally resource people are frequently
used as materials for learning. used as materials for learning. used as materials for learning. .

5.
(,

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

i->
i->
U)

6.

Learning activities seldom
provide opportunities for

competitors to reflect on their
own and others' ideas.

Learning activities occasionally
provide opportunities for

competitors to reflect on their
own and others' ideas.

Learning activities frequently
provide opportunities for
competitors to reflect on their

own and others' ideas.

o 1 2 3 4 5 6

Competitors were seldom
trained before physics competition.

Competitors were occasionally
trained before physics competition.

Competitors were frequently
trained before physics competition.
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Yale University
Physics Department
PO Box208'!20
New Haven, CT 06520-8120

IVfay 7, 2007

Campus Address
217 Prospect street
Tel: (203) 432":1099
Fax: (203) 432-6'l7G

. Attn: Physics Teacher
School of M?th and PhysIcs
1489 LOllg· Ridge Road
Stamford, CT 06903

.Dear Physics/Science Teacher:

It is time for .us to begin our planning for the 10li
' alinual Yale Physics Olympics competition.

This YfM the competition will take place on Saturday, October 20t
h.. Please mark Y01.ir calendars!

As in precious yearn, the. theme of om' competition is tLphysics is Phun!" Gtu' hope is that the:
participants wil! erljoythemselves, while. applying basic ideas from physics irl pracTIcal,
experimental cOlltex~s - and hopefully lemn some new physics during the day. The Yale Physics
Olympics competition. is a pentathlon, consisting of five 40-minute events. Eaeh event will be a
task or simple.experim~ut perf"(mued by a team of students (up to 4 students/team) from each
high school. The teams will be .ranked on the basis of their result as obs.erved by the judges tor
each event. An order-of.magnitude ."Fermi" quiz will a1sooe mcIuded. For your information,
some .sample events (:from last year~s competition) are enclosoo, There.will be ilU overall l'l1Z0
fOl'the winning team 1:\3 well as prizes for eaell oftlle ·vadous events, You may also want to visit
the YPO website listed below.. We will again be presenting a. physics demonstration lechlre at
the end of the last event, while we w.ait for the result.CJ of the val'ious events to be o01npiled and
the overall winners to be detennined. .

This year, one of the 5 events will be organized as 011e ill which the students in the team (with
theil' teacher's advice) pl-epare or build a device betQ.l'e coming to the competition. The detailed
specifications fur this event will be annOlIDced via e--mail and posted on our wehsite early ih
September.

Regislra1ion is limited to 50 teams on a mSt-c<?tne-:first;..served basis. TIllS year VIf) are moving to
an on~1il1e registration scheme at the website address listed below, Tln~ scheme will allow you to
pick yom' team's name ftom a list.. (This list will automatically remove that name when you
submit yom'l'egistmtion - another motivation for registering early.) We do penult the possi~ility

. ofa school entering G!- secondteairi, but only if fewer than 50 teams register by Sep~ember 14'll, in
wIllen case the second team(s) will be'selected on the bllSis ofa random number lottery. We "rill
try to accommodate everyone~ but 011 the basis ofIastyear'g turnout we anticipate fhat we. will be
able toac,"Ccpf vetyfew, ifany, second teams for the 2007 competi.~on.-
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Yale Umversity Physics Dipntimmt
p.o. Box: zo8tm

~ewHallerl. Gmlfh'tf("t~r~

September lOt 1999

CAmplIsQJJr~
-'1f7 Prolpet:tStmt

TelcpJ,oPle .3lJJ -I:P-JGoo

Fax: J1JJ 4~·6'1S. ]8:!.1

Mr. Andronesco
JM. WrightTechnical School
P.O. Box 1416 --
Stanfo~cr 06904-~~16

near Mr. Ai1~nesco~

Thank you for your entry for the 1999 Yale Physics Olympics_ We aredeligh1ed
with the en1husiastic -response we have had from teachezs and schools aU over
Connecticut and New York. - -

Due to space considemti~ we have to limit the l1lJIJ1be.r of entries•
.Unfo~atelyt this means that some ~ents may bC disappointed. There.fure, if you

discover tbatyou or your team. cannot .the-event-on SATt.JRI)AY OCTOBBR 16th

please let us know as soon as poss1DIe SO that we canammgea~

Just to remhid you, yOur team is to eollllst ofhur siiuImts. Cheerleaders,
physics groUpies, etc. are welcorile to come along imd observe. Substitutions are allowed
~ ifyour team should. we are planning m- award prizes' only to a team of four
peOple! Ifmany ofyourstud. are interested in_~perhaps you-might.considei
having a pre-Olympics qualifift' at yoUr school using the .s8mple events I sent you
previously{time and sChedtde8Uowing)'l - ..

The Olympics will consist ofiive events, plus an order of magnitude quiz. Prizes
will be awarded to the-overall first, secoi1d; and third plaCe teaIDSt and to the winners of
each event Each team has- been assigned a physics tl1eme name; your team ~ Temn

._Universe. to emphasize the 11m-aSpect of the day a specia!.prize will be aWarded to the
leam. which best portrays their name in fancy 4ress (I"understimd-that some concepts·
may be more difficult to get across than others, but sUch is life!) -

A timetable for the Physics Olympics is encloSed with- this letter. The event
begins with coffee, tea (for the Irish amongmus) and registration between 9:30 and 10:00
am. in- the lobby ofthe Sloane phySics LabOratory. The events themselves Will be held in
and around the Sloane Laboratory. Directions --to New ~ven, to the Sloane Physics
Laboratory and parking instrUctions are ·enclosed.· The- day closes with the -awards
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ceremony at about 4:00 p.m. Also, ~closed is a list ofparticipating schools and contact
persons. This may be ofuse to those ofyou who may wish to coordin~ transportation.

Coffee and ted will be provided throughout the day•.A brown bag lunch will also
be provided. Hopefully the weather will be kind to·us and we can picnic outside. Some of
the events will also take place outside (weather pennitting).· Please dress appropriately
for the weather.

You and your students are invited to a tour of the "'right Nuclear Structure
Laboratory (WNSL) betWeen 2:45 and 3:30 (while our team of experts is tabulating the
scores!). The WNSL has a variety of interesting' instruments, .the primary being the 25
MY ESTU Tandem Van de Graaffaccelercttor.·This is the largeSt univeISity based heavj
ion accelerator in the world., and is used to deliVer a wide variety of atomic beams to
experiments investigatingfund~ta1 nuclear and astrophysics problems.

I also' enclosed'a regiStration funn for you and your students. Please complete
this and bring it with iou to the Olympics.

We look forward to meeting you and YOUl' team. on Saturday October 16th.

'Yours sincerely~

~~t:I'HSy
Prof. ConBeausang
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Yale University

Mr.Andronesco
G.M Wright Tech
P.o. Box 14t6
Stamford,cr 06904

Dear h~r.AndronesCo,

"JI)'S;~ D,'pn""ucnt
P.O Bo:u>8r.:o
N~IV &1'1:11. Ctnllltd;t"t tJ6520-8L.'O

May 4, 1999

c.lllfprU ,rc/tlrdS:

2'7 Plwpec' S'lTe,
Teleph(llr~ .:!OJ 4.JJ-j1JOO

Nt·;;: J03 4JMI;S. 3824

It's that titile· again to sign up· for the 2'" annual Yale Physics Olympics
competition which will take place on Saturday. October 1~ this Fall!

·As you know, the theme of our event i~ that physics is fun! Our hope is that the
participants enjoy themselves while applying' basic ideas from physics in a practical.
experimental context, and hopefully learn some new physics during the day.

, Once again. the. Olympics will be a· pentathlon, consisting of five thirty-five
minute events. ,Each event will be a task or simple experi~t, which the students
perform as a team and for which they obtain a result or measurement The teams will be
ordered based on the closeness of their result to the correct one~ as defined by the judgesI
An order of, magnitude Fermi quiz will also be held to fill in any time gaps. Some
sample events (from last year's ,competition) are enclosed for your infommtion together
with an application form. There will be a prize for the winning team, special prizes In
various categories. etc.

We anticipate a considerable number of entries for this years Physics Olympics
and urge you to complete and return the enClosed application fonn promptly. We will
likely be unable to acconnnodate more than one 188m of fQUr students frQm each school.

This event will be held in cooperation with colleagues at Liverpool University,
U.K., and University of Western Australia, Perth - malting this an '''ntemational Event"•

.
Ifyou need any more information please feel free to contact me. ' I hope you will

once'more be entering a team and look forward to seeing you in the Fall.

Yours sincerely. '

~~
Prof. C. W. Beausang V
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,ll U 0 •

LaIC mverSlty

Mr Andronesco .
1,M~WriJ!ht Technical School

Dear lvft-. Andrones~()J

Physics Deptltt/lfillt

PoD. Uox :roIJIJD

Xew HaVeff. CtJ/flfto.7,.:IIt06SJO.812b

October 1; 1998

Campus mlJrm:
:!t7 Prospe(t Str~ct

Tell!pJ,olte: :Jt)J_.JJZ-.~&D

Fa.'\: JOJ 4JJ~611S. ;$~' .

Thank you tQf your entry in this, the f~st ever Yale Physics OlyIDpic..".. W~ are
delighted with the enthusiastic response we have had"from teachers and schools ail over
Connecticut and New York.

Due to space considerations,.we have to limit the number 'of entries to 30 teams..
To accommodate as many schools as possible. 'we can probably only accept onc team per
school. Unfortunately, this, means that some will be disap~inted. Therefore~ if you
discover that you or your team cannot make the, event on SA'I'URDAY OCTOBER 17th

. - please let us know as soon as possible so that we can amm~e a replacement
, .

. Just to rerriind you, your team w to consist' {It four. siuJeni.!.. Clleerleac1erB~"

physics gf~upieS',-etc. are welcome'to. come along,and observe..Substitutions are allowed.
but, if your team should wil4 we a.re plannmg to award prizes only to a team of nmr
people! Ifmany ofyour students are interested in attending, perhaps you might consider
having a pre-Olympics qualifier, at your' school using the sample events I sent yQ.u
previously (time and schedule allowing)?

The'Olympics will consist offive events, plus ~order!Jf~e.quiz. P~zes '
wil~ be-.awarded to the overall fIrs~ secon~ and third pJace teams, and to the winners of, ,
eaclJ. cawF{()ty. Each team has been assigned a physics the~e name; your team is~
YRAS~. '·To emp~ize the fun aspect of the day a special prize' will 00 awarded to tIle
team:Wl)ich best' portrays theif mime in fancy dress (1 understand that some concepts
may be more difficult to get across than others, but such. is life!)
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, _A timetable for the Physics Olymp~cg is enclosed with this letter. The event
begins with coffee, tea (for the Iiish amongstus) and registration between' 9:30 and 10:00
a.m. in the lobby ofthe Sloane Physic~LabQrato!y~.Th.eevents themselves will be held in
and 1ITound the Sloane.Laboratory. Directions to New Haven, to the Sloane Physics
Laboratory and parking instructions are enclose4- 111e, day closes with the awards
ceremony at about 4:00 p.m. AJso, enclosed is 1l.list of participating schools and contact
persons. This may be {)~_use to those OfYOll,who may wish to cool'dfuate transportation.

- ;--'"" .

. , ,Coffee and tea \vill be provided thioughout tfie day. H~wever, we are unable to
,,provide IuncQ. A bro~ bag might be advisable due to. the sh0!1 lunch break. Hopefully
. the weather will he kind to us and we can picnic outside"_Some ofthe even~ will also
. ta.te~,place Qutside (welither'pemrltting). Please~ apprQp.tiately for the weather•.

You and your students are invited to a tour of the, Wright Nuclear Structure
..IA\Rofa~p!y. QV.tiSL} betw~el) 2:45 and 3:30 (vybile Qur)eam ofIDglerts j~' t~.fmtating the .
scores!J. Tne WNSL:lias a v8riety ofinteresting j!lSCtluneIil:S; t1?-l} 'prlli~a(r "be~ ·fu~ 2S
MV ESTU Tll:Udem Van d<fgraaffaccelerator. This bJ the largest university based heavy
ion accelerator in the-worl<4. and is used. to deliver a y.ride variety of atomic beams to
experiments inv~tigating fundamental nuclear and asn:ophysies problems.. .

. I-also enclosed a registration form for you and your students. Please complete
this and bring it with you~to the Ol}mpic$. . . _

We look forward to meeting you and yourteam on Saturday OctOber 17th
•

Yours sincerelyt

/::;:;>
C'~~ctkS-

Con Beausang .~
ProfessQr of Physics U

CB:ms
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Registration.Form

Schoof:

Join us for th~ 10."1 aimi,'erssry of tfle. YPQ

SaturdayOctober 20th 2007
".

---._"-~-..:;...----_ .

._. J.,._._~

Schoo! of Ml'lf.lf& Pl1yslCll

Email Address: lri1ath.phY8@yllhoo.~·

Schools Address:

,1489 L~ng R1~ge Road
_Stamfo,ro. C1' 06903

Team Name: (;urops

Ifthere is space after Sept. Z001 wo will have a lottery seleetio.. for schools to enter a second team.

Would you like to be entered 'nto the lottery?

Yes

Any additional comments?

-------'---
l'rofeS8DX' PeteX" l1arkar, ;il.
'Thank$ 1:or your a-mail. --'Ii
N. AndrOnesc!l' -' ~~ .

. ....:

For further information please- contactProf.. Peter Parker
peter..parker@yal~.edu

. . .

Ol" fheYale Physics Olympics Hot Line at (203) 432-3656
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; . ~

.. ....•.

. Sloane Physics laboratof\j
.' ..

Safurday, October 25, 2003
. .

-Registration Form

SChoorName:
---_.~--------

Team. Name: --"--_-....:- ---:..

Teacher: ~ _

1. __---'-__..,..... .. .(Captain)

2. '---__....;...."..-------

4. ----,.----------

Tour of Wright Nuclear Structure Lab?

YesO NoD
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Yale Physic.$. OlYlnpics

Saturday Octo·her 16th 1999

Registration Form

School Nan1.~= JJvf Wl'igbt Te('ht"lk~J _~h6oI

Team. Name: Universe

Teapher:_~~__--:--~~_

Team Members:

l.'-- -:--__(Captain)

2._~~ _

3.. ~-......-.,_~~

4..__--'---'- ~~

Tour ofWrightNuclear Structure Lab (2;45 - 3:30 pm)

Yes No .
---~
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Yale Physics· Olympics 1998

Sloane Physics Laboratory
Yale University·

Saturday ·9~to.be.( 11, 1998

Afun phys~c~-based competitiqn fQt te?IDS..,9.Lf9~I ;S!!:Jd.ept~=;;Th~ :~Y.Yn~,-j.!.--~J:d ~t physics
stUdents'in their juniorlsenioryear·ofhigl:i'school. Each team will take part in a series of actiVities
with a physics slant. but also requiring team work, lateral th.inJdng, organization. planrliug. etc.
There will be a prize for the overallwinning team, special prizes in various categories,. etc. ,

x:"'---;..-:---~----_._----)<:---~--.__.------------.------X
Please check here ifyou would like to enter a second'tearn. ifpossible 0

Mdress ~ _

Physics. Teacher, ~ . _

Tele.phone._' . -'---__~ _

e-mail _

Sntries will be accepted on a first come first serve basis. Filla! details will be sent. Olit early ,in
October. Please return tills form as soon as possible. but before September 30th to Yale Physics
Olympics. clo Prof. Con Beausang. 'WNSL~ Physics Department.. Yale University, P.O. Box
20&124, New Haven, cr 0652():.S124 . . .,.

Physics Olympics Hotline: (203)432·5179

Physics Olympics e-mail Hotline: 9wb@g~Iileo.physics.ya1e.edt(
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o ,I)

t hITtre lmznary zmea' e
19:30-10:00 1 Coffee, Tea, Registration
I . I SPL Fover and Student Loun2eI

10:00-10:25 j Welcome and Organization
SPL Larf(e Lecture Theatre

10:30-11:05 I Event 1
11:10-11:45 IEvent 2
11:50-12:15 IEvent 3
12:20-1:00 !Lunch

ISPL Fover and Student Lounge
1:10-1:45 1Event 4 I
1:50-2:25 :Event 5
2:35-3:15 I Tour o..fthe Wright Nuclear Structure

.Laboratory
3:30-4:00 DebriejingandAwards Ceremony

SPL Large Lecture Theatre
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Timetable

9:30· Coffee, Tea, R?gistration
10:00 SPL Fover and Student Lounge

. JO:OO... Welcome and Organization
10:25 SPL Lar~eLecture Theatre-

ILab 1 IlAb 2 ILab3. ILab 4 ILabS
10:30- Beam Jouk Alpha 1Jet4 Light

Cyclotron ~tic N~wtdn Co-ulDmh Magnet
11:00- D!DrJ~ Molecule. Univene DDppin' Ol'rla

Electr.oJJ Neutrml Vector &#'0 Quark
F~edblU:k Prt1ton Wllr~length Foret: Rtlativmic
Cnlaxy QfIJliUUm XoRby Hypufin« Supercl1lUilldor .
Harmonic Resonance YrttSt Kelvin Torque
lnfiniiY Spl!cmzm Z·BoS-Oll

119-05 - CtJulomb BetU1l C;clotnm ·AJphtJ Bet«
light Doppkr E1iergy DtlIfle "Ekaron

11:35 Nl!l!1ron Force Hyptrf'i1're Ftl!ll1mck Ga1tu:y
·Qmmtum l1lirmotlle Infinity Kinetic Kllvin
tDrq"~ MagneJ JiJuU Quark. . Mokcule

Wtn'ekngth SupucntuiucttJl' Optics Sp~C1J'U1'tI, NtwttJ1J

Yntrt X.RIrj . Re!ativistk UlUv~Ne Proton
z..BOSOli Resomuu:e Vector

11:4()... lktu. Alpha B.um Cyc!otrort Diotk

FoT'Cfl CoukJmb Doppwr Galaxy Erutg;f

.12:10 Mohc:u1e Eht:troft Fttl!dhtU:k Joule Hanru:mk

QtJtJ.rk Hypt!yfine . Kelvin M!wron K1n~tic

RerfJntmCe Infinity Magnet Optics QtlllJ2JUm

Supl!rt:OMuctol" Light N~utron Proton Univer:re
Vect8,. Reu,tivistic Spect:nlm TfJTqlle Ynut

·Z-BiJion WtrYekflt!tn ](....Ra;v ..
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12:15<> ILunch
1:2.5 SPL Foyer and Student LOan e

ILabl Lab 2 ILab 3 Labtl I.Lab 5to--=- . ----10'30~ Alpha Beta Coulomb Beam. Cyclotron

2:00
Energy' Diade ElectrOfl Hanrumic Doppler
Hyperjim! Feedhack Galm:y . Magnet F-ort:e
Kinetic Kelvin. lJght Neutrlm lnfiniij
Optics NaWlon Moueu1a Q:tumtum Joule
Rtlativistie (lutJ.J'k Proron SUPC1T!omludoi' ReJollcnM
SpectnlrtJ Vector Torqug Wtut~length X..llay
UJti~enf! frmt z..l1{J$(Jn .'.

2:05-- Doppler CyckJtrrJI'l Betta Electron Alphn
Jouk Eru!rgy DIode Infinity Beam

20°35 K~lvin GaIaxy Force Light eoUJ.ntnb
MfJgnel Optks Harmonic' Molecule Feedback
Nenlf(Jtl . Torque Kinetic Rdalivisrir: l1.yprl'ji11.6
Proton Univ-el'se Quantum Reto'ltt1nce Nt.utron
X.Ray Y.rasl. Quark Vecwp SptCtl'Wtr

.. • t
'_~lD+-* c_ SuO~qnductor Z"BOfOIt.;' Wmr,lenR1h .

2G~45 """ Tour ofthe Wright Nuclear Structure Laboratory .
3.."30'
3:45..- Debriefing andAward$ Ceremony
4:45 SPL Lah!e Lecture Theatre

:fl_"t., Yo' •• . .- ... , _"w' ":e: ...... -
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Faraday Pickup'
,Aim To constmet an electromagnet that.can pick up -as many paper'elips as possible. ,

Materials Two I.5V cells S'm length ofbare wire
Containerofpaper clips 'Two 15 em nails

1pair ofscissors
2. In length oftape

JfetJwd
The electromagnet may be constructed using any meth~d

Conditions
.. The electromagnet must be constructed using ,only the mareriais proVided
• The scissor.s clnnot form part of the electrOmagnet
• Monitored by ajudge th~ paper clips mustbe pieke4 up from a full container

and deposited into another containerto be coun.ted

RanJdng The ranking orcie:' will Pc dete~in,,;(i.~y the maximum. ilumber of paper
clips deposited into thes~ container in any single~

Result D
Dei- net write below Hn~
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Vector Naviga:l:wrn
..1£"3: -. To ~c""'e ap~ic along agivelrpatll.

MaterWis 2 pieces ofpaper I nwte1"stick 1 pole 1pencil

Method
.. Move the pole from its initialloeati~ following the instmetions provided.
.. Measure the distance from the r~~ location ofthc pole to the centerl'm.

Condititir.s
~. Each team must start from the position indicated.
~ North is defined as the rlireetion from your st2rting.posinon to tbecenter pll4
~ ~pole must be moVtXl overtbcfollowing path .

1.' GoNonhforS.OOmet~ .
2. Tum right by 120 aegtees. 00 2.50me~..
3.. Turn left by 45 degrees. Go 3.50 metetS..
4.. Tum left by 90~Go 4.50 mete:r.L
50' Tum. left by6O~. Go lO~O tn~

6.. Measure1hedis~ to the center~

··Ytsr.e Limit 2S inimrles

Rmtting The nudd.ng()~will be determined by the~ ofthe Wstanc=
measurement.

Team. o o
[;"'1') not write below line

13.6



." ttreka

Aim To measure the density Qfm unknown object

.Materials 1meter stick 1 known mass
3 (-1 m) lengths ofstring

1unkIlowil object
bucket ofwate;:,

Method
, The density can be measured using !mY.ofseveral metllods (we can think ofat

least:3 using this equipment).

Conditions: The deiisi1y must'be measured using only the nbjec13 supplied.

Time Limit 30 minutes

Ranking The ranking order will be determined by the difference between the
measured density and tile correct density.

Hints/Definitions:
Density = :Nf~sslVol'14-ne
De~if:y= (density ofwater) (weight in air)/(weightin air- weig.t\t ill water)
D ', (":......t - 1.rv1rom3 .., enslty m: yTl"'. er - 1:1 '" .

Team Result

Do not write below H..:ne
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\.VbtJ t1t.AJLr"'t1~e...J

Aim: To make a projectile (practice goIfbaU) go~ far as pOssible.

Materials: 1 ball . 4 sticks .
2 in string 1 IT! tape'
1 plasti~ knife (ork & spoon

1() elastic bands
Idothespin

Conditions:
~ :NO team mewber'cantOllell a.xw part ofthe apparatu~ ~xcept the clothespiIi,

when launc11ing your projectife,
~ NQt~ mf'mber may directly impart any momentum to any part oftne

apparatus (i.e. throwing tile1,all etc is notallQwedt).
t No part ofthe apparatus.miry extend beyond the starting line.
~ You can request up to three oftici~I launclles observ~d and memmred by the

judges; the longest perpendiculardistance from the start line- will be record~d •.
You may have as many unofficial practice Im~ches as time allows. . -

Time Limit: 30 minutes.

Ranking: The maximum distance the ball travels will determine the ramdngorder.

Team 1 '- ~ ..
Result

Do not ',vrite belQW line
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Another Briel, in the' Wall
Aim, To construct a bride struct:tlre on one side ofa reference line with the largest
oV~l,"hang over the line. ,

10bricks

Conditit1nS
, '•. 'I'b.es~must be constmctedusIng only the materials'provided.

4> No J;'Iait ofthe stn.~may totteh the ground on om'} sideofthe line
~ The overhang is defined as thesbottesthorizontal distance from the most

, t&mntpanofthestmc~ tt'J the lix!e '
~ AnyaiunnberofattemptS 'may00 mm:it~o with cBch being measured'by ajudgeo
,~ n~ stmeture musgll"'.main unsuppmtedfor 10seconds before ~he

m~~urement wiltbe madg;.

~]
,.

n'~~ .
~ . ~

~~ .. '



Time Limit 25 minutes

D--;-

Score

10 elastic bandslObrlcks

Another Brick illl the Wall

--

\ -~.

'\ .
\. .. :

Conditions
.. The structure must be constrocted using only the m.aterials provided.
~ No part of the srructure may touch the ground on one side of the line
~ The overhang is defmed as the 'shortest horizontal distance from the most

; distant part ofthe structure to the line
9 Any number of attempts may be made, with each being measured by a judge.
• The structure must remain unsupported for 10 seconds before the

measurement will be made.

Aim To construct a brick structure on one side ofa reference line with the largest
overhang over the line.

Ra1ki!tg The ranking order will be detennined by the greatest overhang measured.

Do not wlite below line

-Materials

.Team Result



Linear Accelerator
Aim TQ move at aconsiant acceleration.

Materials 1stopwatch

Jfethod
~" Use any method~

Conditions
to After a thinking & practice period of ten minutes.. each team member. in turn. must

move along the track at a constant acceleration so as to travel 16 meters in 8 seconds
(acceleration of 0.5 ms-;'l)~ _

Time Limit

Ralzking The :allking order will be determined by the accuracy of the motions of
. the team members.

L Team

D·

"

..

, ,
Result

Do not write below line
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~o-;\ . -. - Qf;1~~
\..VCzJ: '.Lr-'0~

Aim: To measure the height ofa distant star.

NfatBrials.' One 2-meter stick protractor. ~meter string,·l nut. and 5 em masking
tape.

Conditions:
.. Only the materials provided may be used.
• Thejudges will have a table oftrigonometric functions (cosine, sine, tangent)]

which you can consult.

Time Limit: 30 minutes.

Ranking: The ranking order will be determined by the closeness ofthe result to the
correct answer as predetermined by the judges.

Team D Star D . Result D
---="'"=-_ ...... _-_...-_-_ ...... -- .............

Do not \wite below Hne
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Score
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Now Hear This
Aim: To make a cavity resonate at a given pitch or frequency.

lV/aleria!s: 1 wine glass7 1 beaker. 1 pitch pipe7 and water.

ConditionS:
• Only the materials provided may be used.
.. By adding or removing water, change the resonant frequency ofthe cavity to

the desired pitch.
+ When finished. measure the volume ofwater required.

Time Limit: 30 minutes

Ranking: The ranking order will be determined by the closeness ofthe measured
. volume to the correctvalue as predetermined by thejudge

Team D Result D
__ ....... iIlIlllI l!aD •

Do not write below line
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Wheels .in Motion

Aim: To move the object the greatest distance along the rope.

Materials: 2 Frisbees, 1 threaded {od. 10 nuts, 2 washers. 2 lengths ofstring, 1 roll
masking tape, and 1 object.

Conditions: ~

• Only the materials prov~dedmay be used.
• The object must start from rest at the designated starting place.
.. All attempts must be observed by a judge.
+ No team member may touch the apparatus once it is set in motion.
• Throwing is not allowed!

Time Limit: 30 minutes.

Ranking: The ranking order will be detennined by the maximum distance traveled
by the object.

Team o Result

Do not write below line
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Executive Decision

Aim: Measure the ratio ofmasses ofthe two pendulwn bobs as they collide
(heavy/light).

Materials: 2 one~meter sticks, 2 pendulums.
. .

Method: The mass ratio should be measured by colliding~e pendulum bobs.

Conditions: You cannot disassemble the appamtus.
The ratio ca'imot be measured directly by weighing the masses.

Hints; The mass ratio can be determined by measuring the ratio of the heights of
the bobs before and a:fter collision. For each mass m define, potential energy =mgh,
kinetic energy = 1I2mv2 and momentum = mY. Here h is the height ofthe mass above
some arbitrary zen> level (e.g. the lowest point oftbe pendUlums swing), g is the '
acceleration due to gravity (=10 rn/s2) and v is the velocity. The potential energy ofthe
bob(s) at the top ofthe swing is equal to the kinetic energy at the bottom. The total
momentum is constant during 'the collision itself.

Time Limit: 30 minutes

Ranking: The ranking order will be determined by the difference between the '
measUred mass ratio and the correct ratio as detennined by the judges.

Team D Result D
---------_ ...... ------_ ..........
Do not write below line
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LiftOff
Aim To measure the venitaI liftforce produced by a heIilim.iilled balloon.

Materials metermie
stand

2 m length ofstring
10 elastic bands

selection ofmasses
pmofscissms·

Method
The measurement of the lift force C211 be mBrle in anyway~ but usmg only the
m.aterlals provided. .

'Condit:itms None.

Ranking The ranking tlrder will be detenninerl by the difference between the
estima:ted force and the force 1lSme~ byone of thejud~.. .

Team o
_____ .... tIIlI'I!lI ......... E.'r.!«I3 __._ t5

Do not write below lint;
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.Making Waves,
Aim To move the members of the te.mn sum th2t they simulate th~ &iditlon ofwaves

,of-different ftequencir;;s.

Miller/au 4 batons 1 length of fishing line

~lod = lSs
POOOO~_l)8

perlo(lg3s

Method
~ Holding the hatonsv three nrembers of the teammove back and funh at a

'constantspeed aImig panillel paths bf'.tweeu point~ mar.kedOll the ground. TIle '
pook.£~ ampnttn:1es and periOds ofthe motion for each ream member'are
given by , .

1. Amplitude=5 m .
2~ AmpUtude =2 m
~10 Amplitude -= OAo m

.. Holdingth~ finalbatol1 the fourth team member moves along a pmilel path in
'SUcll a way that the tension in the fishing line is mainmineci

ClJrulitions
~ Each temn member must sum from th~ positions indic~

',~ The team will be allowed to pmctit~ their lnotion for 15 m1tlutes before they are '
. ju.dg~ ,

Ranking" The ranking order',wiIfbe determined by thea~ ofthe motion of the
fuutth 'tnember of the team~

D
~:,;;' ~

. \.
i',

'. '
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Dive, Dive, Dive! .
Aim: To make a boat to carry as much cargo as possible \~ithout sinking.

'!vfaterials: 1 length of A1 foil. 10 straws. and 6 elastic bandS.

Conditions:
• Only the materials provided may be used.
• The boat. observed by the judges. must float for at least 10 seconds for a valid

attempt.
• Once the cargo is loaded and the boat launche~ it may not be touched until

the measurement is completed.
• The boat may not touch the sides or bottom ofthe container while the

measurement is in progress.
• Y()u may launch your boat as often as you like.

Time Limit: 30· minutes

Ranking: The ranking order will be detennined maximum cargo carried in a single
attempt

Team o Result o
---------------------
Do not VvTite below line
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Target Practice
Aim: To hit a target with a projectile.

.Materials: 1golfbalL I track, and i I-meter sticks.

Conditions:
• Initially you will not be told where the target position is.
• Use the fmt 20 minutes to map out the range of'the projectile for different

starring conditions.
• Aftenhis time, you will have three sho~ observed by the judgeS at the target.

Time LimiT: 30 minutes.

The ranking order will be detennined by the closeness ofthe three shots to
the target.

Ranking:

Team o Result o
.:.:

_____________________ 0

Do not write below line
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If4~!i-------~

X?

DeltaX

Aim T~.~til1)ate the h()ri~ontal distance between lWiVo objects identified by
the judges.

Materials 2 metre rules

Method

4 pegs 25m~thsof string

- ,

Conditions 0 All team members must stay on t!\e;'trass..

Time limit 2S minutes

Ranking The ranking order will be determined by the ''i::lifference between the

estimated distmee and the actual distance.

ADResult ,m

.... __ .......... _ ............... __ ~ ...... __ ~ __ .............. ~ .... _ ........ ~ ....._ ... ...,........ ...... .......... _ ~_ ... c.

not\'vrite below flne 150 .



Martian Motion

Aim To silnulate the motion of Mars around the Sun and the lYfardan
moons Phobos and Deimos around Mars.

Mmedals 1 stopwatch 3 lengths of rope

Method Tn this simulation. each team member represents one of the heavenly
bodies. The period of Mars' orbit around the Sun is 50s. The periods
(in seconds) of Phobos and Deimos are detennined by Kepler·s law:

period2 == 64 x radius3

The radii of the orbits of Phobos and Deimos are 1m and 1.842mt

respectively.

Conditions " The team members start in a straight line (m the order Suny Mars.
Phobos and Deimos) and orbit in an anticlockwise sense.

• The ropes are to be used to maintain the correct relative -distances.
• No timing devices other u1an the stopwatch provided may be used.

Time Umit 15 minutes planning/practice followed by the judged motion.

Ranking . The ranking order will be determined by the the accuracy of the team

members' motion during a lwo-minutejudging period.

·Team [_=_I Result 0
~~----~----~--~-~--~~~-~--~-~---~----------~~--------- -----
00 not write below line

lit l: j Rank. 0
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Spotlight
Careful: laser light can harm your eyes and you should under no circumstances look
directly into the laser beam or its reflection!

Aim Guide the beam ofa laser onto a target using two mirrors.

Materials laser, clay, two stands, target, two mirrors, string

Conditions Move only the mirrors! You cannot touch either the laser or the target!
Alignment of the path of the laser requires only your eyesight if you think about it
carefully! The"provided string can be used in addition. There will be three trials. An
instructor will switch on the laser and you can check your alignment. Important: only
the instructor is allowed to switch the laser on and you are not allowed to change the
setup while the laser is on! The fourth attempt will be measured and counts.

Objective Try to minimize the distance ofyour laser beam to the center ofthe target.

Time Limit 25 minutes

Ranking The smallest distance between the center ofthe target and the center ofthe
laser spot wins.

Team D Result D
------------------_.

Do not write below line Score

D
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Rocket Science

Objective: To land four rockets as close to a target as possible.

Materials: 20 rockets, rocket fuel, a launch pad and a range finder.
Also known as:

20 empty film canisters
0.5 liter vinegar
A packet of baking soda
1 "L" shaped piece of metal
1 wooden block
1 spoon

Rules: WEAR THE SAFETY GLASSES. Using only the materials provided launch the
film canisters, from behind the launch site line, to land as close to the target as possible.
The target is the wooden stake in front of your designated position. You will be given 20
mins for practice during which time you can launch as many rockets as you like
(remembering to preserve enough ofyour fuel for the fmal shoot out).
After 20 mins we will have the official launches. You may then launch up to six rockets,
only the four closest to the target will be considered. Your final score will be the sum of
distances from the four canisters to the target.

WARNING!!!! YOUR FUEL SUPPLY IS LIMITED TO THAT PROVIDED AT THE
START OF THE ROUND. PRESERVE ENOUGH FOR THE FINAL SHOOT OUT!

Team Name 1 _ Sum of4 distances 1 _
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Wireless Communication

Objective: To communicate to one's team members how to build a complex model,
using only paper and pen.

Materials: Each half-team gets: 1 model, 1 set of construction materials, 1 roll of
masking tape, 2 pens, 1 pad of paper, and 1 ruler.

Rules: Each team divides itself into two half-teams of two players each. Each half-team
is given a model, and writes a concise and clear description of how to build the model,
including written instructions, diagrams, etc. The descriptions are then given to an event
supervisor, who carries them to the other half-team. With the provided construction
materials, each half-team must then construct a faithful duplicate of the original model
given to their teammates, using only their written instructions and diagrams. The total
amount of time for both writing instructions and building the duplicate models shall not
exceed 35 minutes. After a duplicate model is complete or time runs out, the team name
should be written on a piece of masking tape, which should be affixed to the model.

Scoring: One point is scored for every correct stick inserted into a correct ball.

Team: I~ I
--------------------

Do not write below line

Model 1 Score:--- . Model 2 Score:----
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On the Fast Track
,

Objective: To trigger a photogate twice, in as little time as possible, with some Silly
Putty®.

Materials: Two pieces ofHot Wheels® track, a clamp with guide, photogate and
controller, a lump of Silly Putty®.

Rules: The Silly Putty® must stay in contact with the track. With the controller in pulse
mode, the photogate must be triggered twice by the Silly Putty® and the elapsed time
recorded. You have 20 minutes to use your gray matter and the Silly Putty® to perfect
your technique. The official trials will consist of 6 runs, and the sum of the lowest 3
approved times will be your score.

History: Silly Putty® was invented in, you guessed it, New Haven, CT in 1943 by James
Wright at a GE lab.(www.sillyputty.com)

DD
Time Trials

Team 1 1

Sum of 3 lowest times
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Fla~hlight

Aim To make a light bulb flash on and off 10 (+1- 1) times during atime of20 seconds.

Materials 1 battery 20 em wire 300em string 20g mass
2 x 15 cmtape stand

Method
• Any method may be used

Conditions
• When the 20 second period is started, no team membermay touch or influence the

experiment. .
• Only the materials providedmaybe~

Time limit 25 mmu-tes

Ranking The-ranking tmier will be detenmned by the time taken to achieve the
required flashing as witnessed by ajudge

Team D Result D
--~---------------_.

Do not write below line
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Mars -Lander
Aim Determine the ratio of the magnitude of the vertical component 'Of the velocities

of a tennis ball just before andju~t a~it b~unces·on the ground. VAttelVBefore=?

Materials tennis ball Two meter-stick stopwatch

Method Any method may be used

Conditicns Team must stay within the allotted area
Ball must be dropped from a height of approximately 2 meters.

Tim~ Limit 25 minutes

Ranking The ranking order will be determined by how close the team's fraction is
to the value measured by the judges.

D Result D
--------~-~-~-------_.

Do not write below line
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Bungee Madness
Aim To make a successful bunjeejump.

Materials 50 g mass 20 elastic bands 1 stand 1 tooter stick
Method

t Use the elasticbands to construct a bunjee cord.
• You may assume that the cord is elastic with a spring constant k=9.3'N~·1.
• Remember that the energy stored in a stretched spring is given by E =Inkx2

where x is the extension ?f the ~prl?g from equilibrium. while the~ential
energy of a mass m at heIght b 1S gIven by mgh" where g ::: 10 mg· is the
acceleration due to gravity. ' .

Conditions
• The mass must be dropped from the indicated height h above the surface of the water

and at full extent reach within the designated 15 em wide target zone.
t Only the materials provided may be used.
.. As many jumps as required may be made BUT
t Each jump must be witnessed by a judge.
• A fifteen minute time.penalty will be awarded if the mass hits the water Gumper is

dead)
~ A teD. minute time penalty will be awarded if the bottom ofthe mass does not reach

the top of the target zone (jumper is a cow~d!)
+ No practice inmRs ofany kind are allowed (Le. NQ test drops!)

Time Limit 25 minutes
Riiiildiig The tanking orderwill be detennined by the time taken to achieve a
successful jump.

Team' D Result D
____ tIKlI

JS1

Do not write below line Score

D



Weigh up High

dbjective: To build a structure that supports at least 100 grams and maximizes the
equation:

A=MH2
,

where M is the amount of mass supported and H is the height of your structure measured
to the bottom of the lowest incorporated mass.

Materials: 40 straws, pair of scissors, strip ofduct tape, 5 paper clips, 5 standard masses

Rules: Structure must be made only of the materials provided (tape, straws, paper clips,
standard masses). It must be free standing making use of no external supports, and remain
standing during the judge's measurement. You must support at least one ofthe masses
and you may use only the standard masses provided as weights. You may use as little or
as much ofthe materials as you wish.

There is an additional prize (not counted in the scoring) for the most aesthetically
pleasing structure as determined by the event monitors.

Team:D

--------------------
Do not write below line

Mass (in grams): Height (in cm): _
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Irrational Exuberance!
Objective: To understand and exploit the underlying physical system for fun and profit at the
New Haven/Yale Stock Exchange (NHYSE*), where

Cooperation Beats the Competition

Premise: Physicists investigate phenomena by poking and probing systems with tools of their
own manufacture. They look for resonances. They develop models of behavior for these
systems. Physicists who go into [mance try to do the same thing, with the added incentive of
turning a profit. Here, you have the opportunity to probe and poke a glider on an air track and
then a rotating table with compressed air impulses. Primitive economic theory suggests that
increased demand for an asset will lead to an increase in its price. In our game, hitting "buy" on
the screen will cause a temporary rise in price. Inversely, with "sell." The price will start at $50
at the beginning of the event and end at $50 at the end of the event to prevent "marking the
tape." There will be five trading sessions during which reality will be modified. Your score at
the end of each session will be recorded (the price will not necessarily be $50 at the end of the
first three sessions). Your high-water mark (highest portfolio value: cash and stock) will be
your final score. This is not a "fair" game, nor a real one, and past performance is no guarantee
of future returns.

Materials: An E-Mac and a Mouse per team. One physical system consisting of an air track, a
few gliders, lots of electronics and fuel injectors. The second is a rotating table with cards for
catching the air pulses and a rotation sensor. Set your browser (Firefox) to
http://128.36.107.230/sid/test.php (there should be a bookmark visible).

Rules: We will flout the regulations put in place by the Securities and Exchange Commission in
the Securities Exchange Acts of 1933 and 1934 in our exchange. Your goal is to buy and sell our

Yale Blue Sky stock (YBS) with your initial stake of $100,000 and make as
much money as possible during the five trading sessions run. Your buying power is limited to
your remaining cash. No trading on margin. No short selling either. That means you can only

160



sell shares you own. Each session will be 4 minutes long, (except for the last, which will be 10
minutes) with 3 minute intervals for intergroup communication. You are not required to talk to
each other. It is entirely up to you (no fisticuffs, please).

Pump and Dump: (4 minutes) This scheme is a favorite of online spammers.
Have you seen any in your inbox lately? The airtrack is tilted so the price drifts down.
The price is measured by the round trip time for sound pulses emitted by an object
called a "sonic ranger" to the YBS sign on the glider. Bats echolocate in a similar
way.

Market Manipulation: (4 minutes) Can you figure out how to set offwild
oscillations of the market and make money at the same time? The vertical spring
makes this system an x3 oscillator, not a simple harmonic oscillator. Ask for an
explanation.

The Chairmen of the (Big) Board: (4 minutes) Try to make as
much money as you can on our level playing field despite the moderating influences of
the Chairmen of the Fed, past and present. Their actions in our game serve to limit,
rather than damp, the oscillations, and they add a somewhat random element.

Opposite Day (Trading): (4 minutes) We now give a kick in the leg to
economic theory and make the price go down when you buy and up when you sell. Be
careful! Is it true that you should always "Buy Low and Sell High?" The effect you
will observe is familiar to physicists who put an extra negative sign in their feedback
loops.

Spin City: (10 minutes) In this event, the price is related to the angular velocity
of a rotating table. The price can go down to zero or increase without limit. Good
luck, and bet with your head, not over it.

Team NameI 1
UserID 1===1
PSWhat do Klotho, Arachne, Spiderman!, and Rumpelstiltskin all have in common?
* The "H" is silent
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Ping-Pongapult

Objective: To build a catapult and use it to throw a ping pong ball as far a distance as
possible.

Materials: Each team gets: 1 set of construction materials, 10 rubber bands, and 1 ping
pong ball.

Rules: Using the materials provided, each team builds a catapult, designed to throw a
ping pong ball. The catapult must be able to stand on its own, without assistance. When
throwing the ping pong ball, the catapult should be held fIrmly on the cement, while a
team member pulls back and releases the throwing arm. Forward motion of the ping pong
ball must be imparted entirely through the energy stored in the rubber bands. Broken
construction materials and rubber bands will not be replaced. Throw distance is based on
the perpendicular length from the edge of the cement.

Scoring: Each team may request two offIcially observed and scored throws, after
notifying a YPO staff person. The team ranking is based on the best of the two throws.

Team: 1 1
--------------------

Do not write below line

First throw Second throw: Best------ ------
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Path ofLeast Resistance
Aim Minimize the electric resistance for an electric circuit using appropriate resistors.

Materials Breadboard, 12 resistors, light bulb, power supply

Rules Electric current requires closed circuits to flow. Its flow is limited by electric
resistors. In complex circuits it is not easy to determine what the total resistance
of the circuit is. You will therefore minimize the resistance ofa complex circuit
by trying different resistors. On the breadboard, circuits can be tested easily. In
each row sets of 5 pins are connected on the board, rows however have no
connection unless you provide it (see back side). You are to position 10 out of the
12 resistors given to you in the blue marked areas connecting the beginning and
end ofeach blue area by a resistor. The resistors differ, as you can see from the
different color code. You can test your resistance by looking at a light bulb which
will glow brighter in circuits with less resistance. It is not allowed to change any
of the resistors or connections pre-assembled on the breadboard! You have to put
resistors in all 10 marked areas! Good luck!

Objective

Time Limit

Ranking

Replace 10 areas marked blue with 10 resistors and minimize the
resistance.

25 minutes

According to least resistance

Team D Resistance D
-------------------.

Do not write below line
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Rows of5 (labeled A
E and F-J) are
connected. NO
connections between
different rows (labeled
1-64)!

Power supply columns
(labeled + and -) are
connected. NO
connection between
neighboring columns!



2007 Yale Physics Olympiad

Coupled OscillatofsMake and Take

o

En,ergy 'will flow between'the ."normal modes'! ofa coupled mechanical system.
11ris effect is offundamentalknd broad interest'in physics and engineering, 'and
is' easy to demonstrate mdng/a set ofcoupled pendulmns.

, ~1ateria1s:

4gB x 7/8 lf Wood dowel (2 IS" lengths, 118"length),
24" length of2 f1x4", 4 #6 11/2" wood'screwes, wood glue,
three-large nuts, thread or lightweight string~blue painter's tape

Tools:
Sa\\!; drill, screwdriver, scissors~ toothpick

Assemble the stand by using wood screws to attach 15" dowels to the 2x4 base,
1.\-lth the ends ofthe'dowels coated with wood glue. S~arly, attach the pendulum
cross support. Tie 20" lengths of· stifug to the nuts, passing the string through the
holes iIi the nuts. Then suspend each nut by passing the string through the vertical
holes in the cross suppor; a toothpick can be used to help push the string through. .
Wr-ap the.st.rlp.g around the dowel a few times and use blue tape to hold the wraps in
place (this allows easy length 'adjustment); tor ea~ ofthe three nuts. FinaUy,
cOnnect the.pendulum strings with·a fourth string,using simple overhand 1/2 knots.
The connecting string should not diSplace the :free hanging position ofthe pendulum
S'llpport strings too much, but a litt1~ tension is needed. Wrap the connecting string , '
Mound the upright supports'a few times, and tape in place with the string under light
tension.

~What to do: Start one nut swinging in the plane perpendicular to the support stand.
Over iime, the other nuts will start to' SWing, and. some will come to rest briefly. '
-Tne process will repeat. Try to find starting.configurations involving more than '

'one.nirt that do not evolve-~these are the nonnal modes. Also investigate tp.e
efte.cts ofchanging the relative stringIen~ .
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Hanging in the Balance

Objective- To measure the mass of 5 steel balls.

Materials- 1 meter stick with fulcrum and stand, 5 steel balls,
1 magnet, 3 20 g masses, 2 paper clips

Method- With the given equipment, measure the mass of the 5 balls
In grams.

Scoring- Ranking on the basis of the closeness of your measured value
of the mass of 5 balls to that as measured using a digital balance.

Team
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A Bridge Too Far
Objective- To construct a bridge in the allotted time that spans a distance of 40 em that will
support the greatest applied weight while minimizing the bridge weight. Force will be applied to
the bridge until major structural failure occurs. The bridge will be weighed prior to testing and
the team score will be determined by the following:

SCORE = Force (Newtons) applied at time of failure
Weight of bridge in Newtons

Materials-
• 75 Grams, (Approx.100) of 14 cm long, flat wooden coffee stirrers
• 2 pre-loaded hot glue guns with a finite amount of additional glue
• Ruler

Parameters: The bridge must be self-supporting (must stand up on its own), free-standing
(cannot be taped or screwed down) and protrude at least 3 cm above the supports but no more
than 3 cm below. It must also conform to the following measurements:

Width: No wider than 15 cm
Height: No taller than 20 cm

The load will be applied to the top of the bridge across the central third of the span by a plate that
is 3 cm wide. The picture below is a schematic representation. The shape of your entry does not
have to conform to the shape shown.
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Breakfast at Tiffany's

Aim Work together to solve a complicated logic problem.

Materials A written puzzle (this will be provided shortly), 5 laminated "Physicist" cards (Chien
Shiung Wu, Maria Goeppert Mayer, Irene Joliot-Curie, Agnes Pockels, Lise Meitner), 5
laminated "Equipment" cards (Telescope, Particle Accelerator, Supercomputer, Atomic
Force Microscope, Optical Tweezers), 5 bottles ofjuice (1 apple, 1 orange, 1 mixed
berry, 1 purple grape, 1 white grape), 1 set of "labs" (5 pieces of paper taped together),
2 pieces of graph paper, a ruler, pencils, unlimited scrap paper

Conditions Work in your own space, and keep your eyes on your own area. Ask ajudge if you
have a question. Do not open the bottles. Do not write on the laminated cards, the
bottles, or the set of "labs."

Objective Solve a logic puzzle and demonstrate the correct answer using provided props in the
least amount of time

Time Limit 40 minutes (5 - introduction, 35 - solving the puzzle)

Ranking The teams will be ranked by the time it takes them to correctly solve the puzzle, as
demonstrated using the provided props. Teams with shorter times will be ranked
higher. A universal timer will be started after the introduction is complete. When a
team thinks they have the correct solution, they should alert a judge. The judge will
record the time, then check their answer. Iftheir solution is correct, the time will be
recorded in the "Final Time" box at the bottom of this page. If the solution is incorrect,
5 minute penalty will be added to whatever final time the team achieves and the team
will continue working. Teams can ask the judge to check their answer as many times as.
they like, but every time the answer is wrong, they will receive a 5 minute penalty.

Time(s): (a judge will record the time whenever a team requests that ajudge check their result)

Team: 1 1 Final Time:
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Logic Puzzle (version 1)

Five physicists wake UPt eat breakfast, and go to work. Each drinks a different juice with
breakfast, goes to work at a different national laboratory, and perronns experiments using
a different piece of equipment. Using the following clues, 'figure out which physicist
drank which juicet went to which lab, and used which piece of equipment. The physicists
are not referred to by name in the clues. Instead, they are identified by personal facts that
can be found in the short descriptions on the "Physicist" cards. Please note that the lab
worked at and the equipment used does not correlate with the research the physicist did in
real life. '

1. The physicist who gave a theoretical explanation of fission·works at Lawrence
Livennore,-but did not drink white grape juice. .

2. The physicist who works at Brookhaven did not drink apple juice. '
3. Neither the particle accelerator nor the atomic force nrlcrqscope were used at Los

Alamos.
4. The physicist who drank orangejuice works at Argonne.

'5. The physicist who disproved the law of conservation of parity does not work at
Los Alamos.

6. The physicist who studied surface filmS used the atomic force microscope.
7. The physicist who used the telescope does not work at Lawrence Livermoret but

did drink purple grape juice. .
8. The supercomputer was used at Brookhave~.
9. The physicist who explained the stability ofmagic number iluclei drank apple

juice.
10. The physicist who won a Nobel Prize for her synthesis of radioactive elements did

not drink purple grape juice.

Physicists: Chien-Shiung Wu, Maria Goeppert Mayer, Irene Joliot-Curie, Agnes Pocke1s,
Lise Meitner ' '.
Juices: Applet Orange; Mixed Berry, Purple Grapet White Grape
Equipment: Telescope, Particle Acceleratoft Supercomputer, Atomic Force Microscope,
Optical Tweezers
National Labs: Fermilab, Brookhaven, Los Alamos, Lawrence Livermore, Argonne

Hint: Using a grid to organize data and look for relationships may help in the solving of
this puzzle. However, it is not the only way to find the solution.
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Logic Puzzle (version 2)

Five physicists wake up, eat breakfast, and go to work. Each drinks a different juice with
breakfast, goes to work at a different national laboratory, and peIforms experiments using
a different piece of equipment. Using the following clues, figure out which physicist
drank which juice, went to which lab, and- used which piece of equipment. The physicists .
are not referred to by name in the clues. Instead, they are identified by pe~sonal facts that
can be found in the short descriptions on the "Physicist" cards. Please note that the lab
worked at and the equipment used does not correlate with the research the physicist did in
real life.

1. The physicist who won a Nobel Prize for her synthesis ofradioactive elements
works at Lawrence Livermore, but did not drink white grape juice.

2. The physicist who works at Los Alamos did not drink apple juice.
3. Neither the parqcle accelerator nor the atomic force microscope were used at

Fermilab. .
4. The physicist who drank orange juice works at Argonne.
5. The physicist who disproved the law of conservation ofpanty does not work at

Fermilab.
6. The physicist who studied surface films used the particle accelerator.
7. The physicist who used the telescope does not worle at Lawrence Livermore, but

did drink purple grape juice.
8. The supercomputer was used at Los Alamos.
9. The physicist who explained the stability of magic number nuclei drank apple

juice.
10. The physicist who gave a theoretical explanation of fission did not drink purple

grape juice.

'Physicists: Chien-Shiung Wu, Maria Goeppert Mayer, Irene Joliot-Curle, Agnes Pockels,
Lise Meitner
Juices: Apple; Orange, Mixed Berry, Purple Grape, White Grape
Equipn14nt: Telescope, Particle Accelerator, Supercomputer, Atomic Force Microscope,
Optical Tweezers
National Labs: Fennilab, Brookhaven, Los Alamos, Lawrence Livermore, Argonne

Hint: Using a grid to organize data and look for relationships may help in the solving of
this puzzle. However, it is not the omy way to find the solution.
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Logic Puzzle (version 3)

Five physicists wake up, eat breakfast, and go to work. Each drinks a different juice with .
breakfast, goeS to work at a different national laboratory, and perfonns experiments using
a different piece of equipment Using the following clues; figure out which physicist
drank which juice, went to which lab, and used which piece of equipment. The physicists
are not referred to by name in the clues. Instead, they are identified by personal facts that
can be fonnd in the short descriptions on the "Physicist" cards. Please note that the lab
worked at and the equipment used does not correlate with the restarch the physicist did in
real life.

1. The physicist who gave atheoretical explanation offission works at Lawrence
Livennore, but did not drink orange juice.

2. The physicist who wor~ at Brookhaven did no~ dJ::ink apple juice.
3. Neither the particle accelerator nor the atomic force microscope were used at

Fennilab..
4. The physicist who drank white grape j~ice works at Argonne.
5. The physicist who disproved the law of conservation ofparity does not work at

Fermilab.
6. The physicist who studied surface films used the atomic force microscope.
7. The physicist who used the telescope does not work-at Lawrence Livermore, but

did drink purple grape juice. .
8. The supercomputer was used at Brookhaven.
9. The physicist who explained the stability of magic number Il.uclei drank apple

juice. .
10. The physicist who won a Nobel Prize for her synthesis 'ofradioactive elements did

not drink purple grape juice.

Physicists; J~bien-Shiung Wu, Maria Goeppert Mayer, Irene Joliot-Curie, Agnes Pockels,
Lise Meitner
Juices: Apple~ Orange, Mixed Beny, Purple Grape, White Grape
Equipment: Telescope, Particle Accelerator, Supercomputer; Atomic Force Microscope, .
Optical Tweezers .
National La1;Js: Fermilab, Brookhaven, Los Alamos, Lawrence Livennore, Argonne

Hint: Using a'grid to organize data and look for relationships may help in the solving of
this puzzle. However, it is not the only way to :find the solution.
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.Logic Puzzle (version 4)

Five physicistsw~ up, eat breakfast, and go to work~ Each drinks a different juice with
breakfast, goes to work at a different national laboratory, and performs experimentS Using
a different piece of equipment. Using the following clues, figure out which physicist
drank which juice, went to which lab, and used which piece of equipment. The physicists
are not referred to by name in thedues. Instead, they are identified by personal facts~
can be found in the short descriptions on the "PhysicIst" cards. Please note.that the lab
worked at aIld the equipment used 40es not correlate with the research the physicist did in
real life.

1. The physicistwho gave a theoretical explanation offission works at Lawr~ce
Livermore, but did not drink white grape juice.

2. The physicist who works at Brookhaven did not drink apple juice.
3. Neither the particle accelerator nor ~e atoIilic force microscope were psed at

Argonne.
4. The physicist who drank orange juice works at Fermilab.
5. The physicist who disproved the law of conservation of parity does not work at

Argonoo. . .
6. The physicist who studied swface films used the atomic force microscope.
7. The physicist who used the telescope does not work: at Lawrence livermore, but

did drink purple grape juice. . .
8. The optical tweezeJ.'S was used at Brookhaven. .
9. The physicist who explained the stability of magic number nuclei drank apple

juice.
10. The physicist w];lo won a Nobel Prize for her synthesis of radioactive elements did

not drink Puqlle grape juice. .

Physicists: Chien-Shiung Wu, ·Maria·.Goeppert Mayer, Irene loliot-Cnrie, Agnes Pockels.
Use Meitner .
Juices:· Apple, Orangt\ Mixed Berry, Purple Grape, White Grape
Equipment: Telescope, Particle Accelerator, Supercomputer, Atomic Force.Microscope,
Optical Tweezers

. Natio'f!.Q11.Abs: Fermilab, Brookhaven, Los Alamos, Lawrence Livermore, Argonne

Hint: Using a god to organize data and. look for re~tionships may help in the solving of
this puzzle. However, it is not the only way to find the solution.
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Logic Puzzle (version 5)

Five physiCists wake up, eat breakfast, and go to work. ~ch drinks a different juice with
breakfast, goes to work at a different national laboratory, and perfonns experiments using
a different piece of equipment. Using the following clues, figure out which physicist
drankwhich juice, went to which lab, and used which 'piece of equipment. The physicists
are notrefeired·to by name in the clues. Instead, they are identified by personal facts ,that
can be found in the short descriptions on the "Physicist" cards.. Please note that the lab .
worked at and the. equipment used does not correlate with the research the physicist did in
real life.

1. The physicist who gave atheoretical explanation offission works at Lawre:v.ce
Livermore, but did not drink white grape juice.

2. The physicist who works at Argonne.did not drink apple juice.
3. Neither the particle accelerator·nor the atomic force microscope were used at

Fermilab.
4. The physicist who drank .orange juice works at Brookhaven.
.5. The physicist who disproved the law of conservation ofparity does not work at

Fermilab. .,
6. The physicist who studied sllfface fIlms used the atomicforce microscOpe.
7. The physicist who used the telescope does not work at Lawrence Livermore, but,

did drink purple grape juice.
8. The supercomputer was used at Argonne.
9. The physicist who explained the stability ofmagic number nuClei drank apple

juice.
10. The physicist who won a Nobel Prize for her synthesis of radioactive elements did

not drink purple grape juice.

Physicists: Chien-Shiung Wu, Marla Goeppert Mayer, Irene Joliot-Curie, Agnes Pockels,
Use Meitner
Juices: Apple, Orange, Mixed Berry, Purple Grape, White Grape
Equipment: Telescope, Particle Accelerator, Supercomputer, Atoniic Force Microscope,
Optical TweezerS
National Labs: Ferririlab, Brookhaven, Los Alamos, Lawrence Livermore, ~gonne

Hint: Using a grid·to organize data and look for relationships may help in the solving of
this puzzle. However, it is not the only way to fmd thesol~tion.
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Logic Puzzle (version 6)

Five physicists wake up, eat breakfast, and go to work. Each drinks a different juice with
breakfast, goes to work at a different nationa11aboratory, and, perfonns experiments using
a different piece of equipment. Using the folloWing clues, figure out which physicist .
drank.whichjuice, went to which lab, and used which piece of equipment. The physicists .
are not referred to by name in~.clues.. Instead, they are identified by personal facts .that
can be found in the. short descriptions on the ''Physicist'' cards; Please note that the lab
worked at and the eqwpment used does 'not correlate with the research the physicist did in .
real life. . .

1. The physicist who gave a theoretical explanation of-fission works at Lawrence
Liveimore, btttdid not drink white grape juice.

. 2.. The physicist wJto works at Brookhaven did not drink: mixed berry juice.
3.' Neither the particle accelerator nor the atomic force nticroscope were used at
~b. .

4. '!be physicist who drank:-orange juice works at Argonne. .
S.· The physicist who disproved"the law of conservation of parity does not work at

Fermilab.
6. The physicist who studied surface films used the atomic force microscope.
7. The physicist who used the~ does not worlc at Lawrence Livermore, but

did drink 'purple grape juice. '
8. The supercomputer was used at Brookhaven. .
9. The physicist who explained the stability of magic number nuclei drank mixed

.berry juice.
10. The physicist who won a Nobel Prize for her synthesis.ofradioactive elements did

not drink purple grape juice.

Physicists: Chien-Shiung Wu, Maria Goeppert Mayer, IrMe Joliot-Curie. Agnes Pockel$,
U~Mcimer .

. Juices: Apple, Orange. Mixed Berry, Purple Grape, White Grape·
~uipment: Telescope, Particle Accelerator, Supercomputer, Atomic Force Microscope,

Optical Tweezers . '.
National Labs: Fennilab, Brookhaven, Los Alamos, Lawrence Livermore. Argonne

Hint Using a grid to organize 4ata and look for relationships may. help in the solving of
this puzzle..However, it is not the only way to find the solution~
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Logic Puzzle (version 1)

Five physicists wake up, eat breakfast, and go to work. Each drinks a different juice with
breakfast, goes to work at a different national laboratory, and performs experiments using
a different piece of equipment Using the following clues, figUre out which physicist
drank which juice, went to which lab, and used which piece of eq~ipment. The physicists
are not referred to by name in the clues. Instead? they are identified by personal facts that
can be found in the short descriptions on the "Physicist" cards. Please note that the lab
worked at and the equipment used does not correlate with the research the physicist did in
real life. .

I. The physicist who gave a theoretical explanation of fission works at Lawrence
Livermore, but did not drink purpie grape juice.

2. The physicist who works at Brookhaven did not drink apple juice.
3. Neither the particle accelerator nor the atomic force microscope were used at

Fermilab.
4. The physicist who drank orange juice works at Argonne.
5. The physicist who disproved the law of conservation of parity does not work at

Fermilab.
6.· The pIiysicist who studied surface films used the atomic force microscope.
7. The physicist who used the telescope does not work at Lawrence Livermore, but

did drink white grape juice.
8. The supercomputer was used at Brookhaven. .
9. The physicist who explained the stability of magic number nuclei drank apple

juice.
10. The physicist who won ~. Nobel Prize for her synthesis of radioactive elements did

not drink white grape juice.

Physicists: Chien-Shiung Wu, Maria Goeppert Mayer, Irene Joliot-Curie, Agnes Pockels.
Lise Meitner
Juices: Apple, Orange, Mixed Berry, Purple Grape, White Grape
Equipment: Telescope, Particle Accelerator, Supercomputer, Atomic Force Microscope,
Optical Tweezers
National Labs: Fermilab, Brookhaven, Los Alamos, Lawrence Livermore, Argonne

Hint: Using a grid to organize data and look for relationships may help in the solving of
this puzzle. However, it is not the only way to find the solution.
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Logic Puzzle (version 8)

Five physicists wake up, eat breakfast, and go to work. Each drinks a different juice with
breakfast, goes to work at a different national laboratory, and performs experiments using
a different pieCe of equipment. Using the following clues, figure out which physicist
drank which juice, went to which lab, and used which piece of equipment. The physicists
are not referred to by name in the clues. Instead, they are identified by personal facts that
can be found in the short descriptions on the "Physicist" cards. Please note that the lab
worked at and the equipment used does not correlate with the research the physicist did in
real life.

1. The physicist who gave a theoretical explanation of fission works at Lawrence
Livermore, but did not drink white grape juice.

2. The physicist who works at Brookhaven did not drink apple juice.
3. Neither the particle ,accelerator nor the atomic force microscope were used at

Fermilab.
4. The physicist who drank orange juice works at Argonne.
5. The physicist who explained the stability of magic number nuclei does not work

at Fermilab.
6. The physicist who studied surface films used the atomic force microscope.
7. The physicist who used the telescope does not work at Lawrence Livermore, but

did drink purple grape juice.
8. The supercomputer was used at Brookhaven.
9. The. physicist who disproved the law of conservation of parity drank apple juice.
10. The physicist who won a Nobel Prize for her synthesis of radioactive elements did

not drink purple grape juice.

Physicists: Chien-Shiung Wu, Maria Goeppert Mayer,. Irene Joliot-Curie, Agnes Pockels,
Lise Meitner
Juices: Apple, Orange, Mixed Berry, Purple Grape, White Grape
Equipment: Telescope, Particle Accelerator, Supercomputer, Atomic Force Microscope,
Optical Tweezers
National Labs: Fermilab, Brookhaven, Los Alamos, Lawrence Livermore, Argonne

Hint: Using a grid to organize data and look for relationships may help in the solving of
this puzzle." However, it is not the only way to find the solution.
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Logic Puzzle (version 9)

Five physicists wake up; eat breakfast. and go to work. Eacb drinks a different juice with
breakfast, goes towork at a different nation8.I laboratory, and perfonns experiments using
a different piece of equipment. Using the following clues, figure out which physicist .
drank whichJuice, went to which lab. and used which piece of equipment. The physicists
are not referred to by namein the clues. Instead, they are identified by personal facts that
can be found in th~ short descriptions on the ''Physicist'' cards. Please note that the lab
worked at and the equipment used does not correlate with the research the physicist did in
real life.

1. The physicist who gave a theoretical explanation of fission works at Los Alamos,
butdid not drink white grape juice.

2. The physicist who works at Brookhaven did not drink apple juice.
3. Neither the particle accelerator nor the atomic force ~croscope were used at

Fermilab.
4. The physicist who drank orange juice works at Argonne.
5. The physicist who disproved the law of conservation of parity does not work at

Fetmilab.
6. The physicist who studied surface fIlms used the atomic force microscope.
7. The physicist who used the telescope clotjS not work at Los Alamos, but did drink

purple grape juice. \
8. The supercomputer was used at Brookhaven. .
9. The physicist who explained the stability of magic number miclei drank apple

juice.
10. The physicist who won a Nobel Prize for her synthesis of radioactive elements did

not drink purple grape juice.

Physicists: Chien-Shiung Wu. Maria Goeppert Mayer, Irene Joliot-Curie, Agnes Pockels,
Lise Meitner
Juices: Apple, Orange, Mixed Berry, Purple Grape, White Grape
Equipment: Telescope, Particle Accelerator, Supercomputer, Atomic Force Microscope,
Optical Tweezers
National Labs: Fermilab~ Brookhaven, Los Alamos, Lawrence Livennore, Argonne

:ijint:'Using a: grid to organize data and look ror relationships may help in the solving of
this puzzle. However, it is not the only way to find the solution.
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Logic Puzzle (version 10)

Five physicists wake up, eat breakfast, and go to work. Each drinks a different juice with
breakfast, goes to work at a different national laboratory, and perfonns experiments using
a different piece of equipment. Using the following clues, figure out which physicist
drank which juice, went to which lab, and used which piece of equipment. The physicists
are not referred to by name in the clues. Instead, they are identified by personal facts that
cali be found in the short descriptions on the "Physicist" cards.. Please note that the lab
worke4 at and the equipment used does not correlate with the research the physicist did in
real life. .

1. The physicist who gave a theoretical explanation offjssion works at Fermil~b, but
did not drink white grape juice. .

2. The physicist who works at Brookhaven did not drink apPle juice.
3. Neither the telescope nor the atomic force microscope were used at Lawrence

Livermore.
4. The physicistwho drank orange juice works at Argonne.
5. The physicist who disproved the law of conservation of parity does not work at.

Lawrence Livermore.
6. The physicistwho studied surface films used the atomic force microscope.
7. The physicist who used the particle accelerator does not work at Feimilab, but did

drink purple grape juice.
8. The supercomputer was used at Brookhaven.
9. The physicist who explained the stability of magic number nuclei drank apple

juice.
10. The physicist who won a Nobel Prize for her synthesis of radioactive elements did

not drink purple grape juice.

Physicists: Chien~Shiung Wu, Maria Goeppert Mayer, Irene Joliot-Curie, Agnes Pockels,
Lise Meitner
Juices: Apple, Orange, ·Mixed Berry, Purple Grape, White Grape
Equipment: Telescope, Particle Accelerator, Supercomputer. Atomic Force Microscope,
Optical Tweezers·
National Labs: Fermilab, Brookhaven, Los Alamos, Lawrence Livennore, Argonne

Hint: Using a grid to organize data and look for relationships may help in th~ solving of
this puzzle. However. it is not the only way to find the solution.
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Chien..Shiung Wu

QuickTime'lM and a
TIFF (UncomRressed) decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

1912-1997

Chien-Shiung Wu, an expert in beta decay, perlonned the
1956 experiment that disproved the law of conservation of
parity. Her result, that most of the dectrons emitted by a
decaying cobalt nuCleus were einitted in one·direction,
showed that natural laws could favor left over right.

Picture: http://physics.nist.gov/GenIntIParity/peoplelWu.html
Info: http://www.columbia.edulculrecordlarchives/vo122/

vo122_iss15/d2215.16.htrnl .
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Maria Goeppert·Mayer

1896-1972

Maria Goeppert Mayer, a nuclear physicist, shared the
.1963 Nobel Prize in Physics for her "discoveries
concerning nuclear shell structure." She explained why
nuclei containing "magic numbers" (2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82,
etc) of either protons or neutrons are unusually stable.

Picture: http://www.physik.uni-frankfurt.del-jr/giflphys/goeppertJpg
Info: http://nobelprize.orglnobeCprizes/physics/laureates/1963/

mayer-bio.html
http://physicsweb.orglarticles/world/13/8/41l
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Irene Joliot-Curie

QuickTimelll and a
TIFF (Uncompressed) decomi:>ressor

are needed to see this picture.

1887-1956

Irene Joliot-Curie, the daughter of Pierre and Marie Curie,
studied radioactivity and nuclear physics. She shared the
1935 Nobel Prize in Chemistry with her husband, Frederic
Joliot-Curie, "in recognition of their synthesis of new
radioactive elements."

Picture: http://www.chemheritage.orglclassroomlchemachlpop/
05atomicljoliot-curie2.html

Info: http://nobelprize.orglnobeLprizeslchemistryllaureatesl19351
joliot-curie-bio.html
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Agnes Pockels

1862-1935

Agnes Pockels, an essentially self-taught researcher,
perfonned pioneering work on the physics of surface films
from her home laboratory. Herwork was largely ignored
until it came to the attention of Lord Raleigh, who
supported its publication in Nature. The "Pockels point" is
named after her.

Picture: http://www.muenster.orgluiw/litJfit/bedeut/inhaltJpockels.htm
Info: http://jchemed.chem.wisc.edu/JCEWWWlFeatures/

eChemistslBioslPockels.html
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Lise Meitner

-

1878-1968

Lise Meitner collaborated with the chemist Otto Hahn in
the discovery of nuclear fission and as a result of those
experiments, put forth one of the first theoretical
explanatiohs of the fission process~· The element
meitnerium (Mt 109) carries hername.

Picture: http://www.hmi.delprlbildarchivlhmilfotoslhistorie/meitner/
lise_meitner_7.jpg

Info: http://www.sdsc.edulScienceWomenlmeitner~html
. http://periodic.1anl.gov/elementsll09.html
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Physicist

Equipment

Fermilab·
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Physicist

. Equipment

Brookhaven
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Physicist

Equipment

~

Los Alamos
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Physicist

Equipment

'-. ~ -

- .' .- .

Lawrence··
L e .

.. lvermore
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Physicist

Equipment

Argonne
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YALE

Winter Water

Aim: To measure the viscosity of water at 0 degrees centigrade. Viscosity is like an
internal friction for fluids.

Materials: One lO-:-m) syringe with a 11' 26-gauge needle. one 4-footboard,
one 4-foot board with a %1' hole, one 2!'x4" block, a I-kg mass, ice, water, a cup,
and a stopwatch.

Method: The flow rate of water through a tube is proportional to the pressure difference
and the inverse of the viscosity of the fluid. If the same tube and the same
pressure difference are used, the product of the flow rate and the viscosity will be
same for all fluids, regardless of temperature.

Knowing that the viscosity ofwater at room temperature = lxlO-3 Nes/m2
,

determine the viscosity of ice water (0° C).

Time Limit: 25 minutes

Ranking: Your ranking will be determined by how well your measured value agrees with
the correct value.

D Result D
--------------------
Do not write below line Score
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Team No. _----''---_

YALE

Aim

Materials

Conditions

Objective

Time Limit

Ranking

Treasure Hunt
You are on a deserted island that has been frequented by pirates in the past. You found
not a map but a set of directions to a buried treasure. Unfortunately you do not have a
protractor or a compass but you are to find the buried treasure.

old meter stick, three pieces of blank paper, and a pencil

Start by the giant oak tree at the center of the island. The position of the giant oak tree is
indicated by the red stake in the grass with your team's number on it. Assume that the
fa9ade of Gibbs Lab (the ugly green building) runs north-south.

Leg 1 - go East 8 feet
Leg 2 - turn left by 45°, go 6 feet
Leg 3 - turn right 37Yz° from your direction and go 4 feet
Leg 4 - tum left 330° from your direction and go 8 feet
Leg 5 - turn 82Yz° to the right, go 10 feet

You should now be at the treasure

When you arrive at the treasure, stick the black stake with your team number on it into
the ground to mark your spot.

35 minutes

The judges will measure the distance from the oak tree stake to the stake you put in to
mark the spot. The team that comes closest to the true distance is declared the winner.
(It is the total distance that counts, not the direction!)

Team Name Distance Measured
by Judges
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YAL.

Physics Swings

Objective- To determine the period of a long pendulum..

Materials- String (70cm), bob, meter stick, stopwatch

Method- The period of a pendulum (T) is the time it takes for a
pendulum to travel from a starting position through a complete cycle
and return to its starting position. With the string and bob supplied,
you can make a pendulum, and by varying the length of the string
between the bob and pivot you can vary the size of the pendulum.
Make several pendulums and determine T for each. Plot T2 in units
of sec2 vs. the length of each on the graph on the other side of this
paper. Draw the best line through your points and use your graph to
predict T2 for a pendulum of 1.1 meter length.

Team
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Fermi Quiz
Aim: To esti.matethe values ofvarious quantities.

lv/aterials: None

lvlethod:
~ For each of the questions listed on the next sheet give the closest power often to. the

answer (e.g. ifyour estimate is :550 then your answer should be 3, as 550 is·closer to
103 tha.n 102). . .

t The mark given to each question will be the difference between yom estimate and the
correct value.

Conditions:
+ The lUlSwer ihust be given in the wlits specified·
• For those quantities that must be guessed the judge's decision is final (i.e. the judge is

always right, even when he's wrong).

Time Llmit:

Ranking:

To be completed by the end ofthe first event after lunch.

The ranking order will be determined by the Stun of the marles for all of
the questions - the lowest mark get the highest tank.
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9•. How many seconds are tht=until the next millennium?

6.. How~ electiDiiS am in your team?

5. How longwould it take 'Sound to travel ftom the U.s.A. to Australia?

D
··~D

kiD
mC]
~D

o
o
o
D

D
D

Re$ult .

8. A 'camel day' is an ancient unit ofdistance. How many cam~ .
~ are thee in a light year']

7. How many 8IOms are there in a can otCdcellLJ

D

4. How fJrintoeal have all the people who ate alive today walked?

3. Ifaae Gby-teof information is pduted out as text (using this.
_me) what mass of paper would bD requhcd1

1. -Ho\\' many. people were in The Beat1cs ',' , '

2. What is the total combined land areaof the U.s.A.. the Ux..
, and Australia?

Fermi Questions
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10. Orbiting at an altitude where the air pressure' is 10 J.LPa, how many
atoms are there in the shuttle's cargp bay? .

11. What is the mass of a droplet of drizzle?

12. What size is the smallest object on the earths surface that is visible
with the naked eye from orbit?

13. How fast do your finger nails grow?

14. What is the mass of Mt Everest?

j 5. When the spacecraft Cr.ssini reaches Saturn. bow long will
it take for its radio transmissions to reach earth?,
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Fermi"Questions

Team D Result

Score

D
D

1 How many hairdressen are there in the United S1ates?

2 How many paces would it take you to walk around the bonier
ofthe.contipental U;S.Long Island?

3 How much does·Sl~OOQ.OOO iil $1 bills weigh?

4 Now many protons are there in a brick?

5 What is the total mass (in grams) ofall the cotripetitors in tuday~s
Yale .Physics Olympics?

6 What is the heightKline 'BiologyTower (the tall tmver outside)?

7 How many runs were scored iiI majOr league baseball this year?

8 How many World S~es have the N.Y. Yankees won?

9 What is the avemge deceleratione.~riencedby a person involved. in a
head-on collision at 60 mph? m/s2
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10 How many seconds Would it take to drive once around the sun .
following the path ofthe earths orbit (no pit stops allowed!).

11 How many cartires 'Ire used tip e:myyear inthe U.S."

12 Howmany seconds in the lifetime ofan average U.S. citizen?

13 What is the average clensiW ofstars in our galaxy?
(stars per light years)

14 How many.kernels ofpopcorn are consumedin the U.S during a typical
Saturday night at the movies'!

s 0
0

s 0
0
0

IS How long would all the blades of gtUs in the field outside Kline Biology 0
_.Tower stretch ifthey were lined up end to end? m .
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2. How many redish bricks are there in the fa~e of Kline Biology Tower (the
big tower outside)?

1. '.\That is the volume of the oceans on earth? (m~

Ferini Questions

o
o

D
D

Result

Score

DTeam

3. How many words are there in the Saturday New York Times?

4. How mnny seconds have passed since the beginning ofour universe? (s)

o
o

5. How many meters are there in a light year? (m) o
6. How many seconds was Rapunzel in her tower assuming that her hair was 0

short at the beginning? (s)

7. How mnny blades of grass in a one acre field? 0
8. What mass of rain fell on North Carolina during Hurricane Floyd? (kg) LJ

~5tL(C
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9. Suppose tbatthe volutne of the eartb W3S spreadootill a thin spherical shell
of radius equal to the earth's orbit around tile son.. How thick WOllld the shell
be (I Dyson sph6re)? (m)

10. How many plays did theBard of AvoU write?

n. How mllllycells in a human brain?

12. How many nucleons (protons andneutrons)are there in a typicll~1

13. On average. what is tbe total mass ofpeopleflying overthe U.S. at any 006
time1 -

14. How many days would it take a racecar driver to drIve aroUnd J. track which
follows thee.artb·s orbit around the sun?

15. If everyone in the U.S. were silnultaneouslydoing pushups at a rate of 10
Iminute. and ifnlI tile enro-gy was convened to ele-ctricity, how many 100 W
light bulbs coukl you light?
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Aim:

Materials:

Method:

.Fermi Quiz

To estimate the values ofvarious quantities.

None. - except an imaginative. innovative mind.

There are 15 questions listed on the attached sheets. For questions #1-9 estimate the
closest power of 10 associated with the quantity in question. Circle the most
appropriate IImultiple-choicell answer - A, B, C, D, or E.

For questions #10-15 select the answer from A, B, or C.

When you have completed the quiz, fill in the back sheet with your answers and
hand them to the scorer in room SPL-57. .

Conditions: The answers must be determined in the units specified.

Time Limit: Your results must be handed in to room SPL57 between 12:00 and 1:00 - before
the beginning oftime slot #4!

Ranking: The ranking order will be determined from the sum ofyour marks on all of the
questions. The Lowest sum gets the highest ranking, et~.

[The correct answer is given a mark of 1, the answer next closest to the conect one
is given a mark of2, then the next next closest, a mark of 3, etc.]
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Ferlni Ouestions.-

I

! For questions #1-9 estimate the closest power-oflO associated with
I the quantity in question.. Circle the. most approp~iate"multiple-choicell

answer - A, B, C, D, or E.
Examples: Ifyour estimate is 550 or above but less than 5500, the best answer is "3" .

Ifyour estimate isJess than 550 but more than 55, the best answer is "2".

1.) How mucQ power, in watts, do you output running up aflight ofstairs?

(A) -2 (B) 0 .(C) 2 (D) 4 (E) 6

.2.) How many water.molecules does it take to make the ice in a standard NHL-sized ice arena?

(A) 30 (B) 32 (C) 34 (D) 36 (E) 38

3.) Ifyou started driving from New York and you could maintain the'constant rate of
acceleration for an average car; how fast would you be going (in mileslhour) by the time
you reached. San Francisco?

CA) 0 (B) 2 (C) 4 (D) 6 (E) 8

4.) The Sun looks to be about the same size as the full Moon in the s~, and we know the
-radius of the Moon is about 1I4·thatofthe Earth. Ifwe also kQ.OWth.8t the Moon is 1/4
million miles from Earth and the Sun is 150 million km. from Earth, of the choices below
what is your best estimate.of~e radius ofthe Sun in meters?

(A) 3 (B) 5 (C) 7 (D) 9 (E) 1I

5·.) What is your grayitational attraction, in Newtons, on the person next to you?

(A) -15 (B) -13 (C) -11
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6.) How many wavelengths ofvisible light fit into the thickness ofa piece of paper~l

(A) -2 (B) 0 (C) 2 (D) 4 {E) 6

7.) How long does it take the light from the light bulb in the ceiling above you to reach your
~~? .

(A) -10 , (B) -8 , (C) ..() (D) -4 (E) '-2 '

8.) 'The sun's total power output is 400 trillion trillion watts. How much maSs, in kg~ does the
sun lose every second? '

(A) 1 (B) 3 (D) 7 (E) 9

9.) The average car gets'zO miles to the gallon and trave~' at an average speed of65 mph. Ifwe
were insteadJorced to travel at an average speed of55 mph how much gasoline would be
saved in the USA per year? Assume that the fuel efficiency ofa ear improves by 15% when '
driven at 55 mph.

(A) 2 (B) 4 (C) 6 (D) 8 (E) 109

For questions #10-15 select your answer from a multiple-choiCe: A, B, or C.

10.) If gravity were to suddenly shut offwhat would 'be Earth's motion then be?

(A) elliptic as ~fore (B) a straight line (C) it would stop

11.) Ifyou were on the moouflTld you let offa firecracker would you see AND/OR hear the '
explosion?

(A) see and hear (B) see butnot hear
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1:2.) The ma~etic north pole of a compass points roughly towards Earth's geographic North
Pole. What type ofmagnetic pole must be at the Earth's North End?

(A) a North pble (B) .a South pole (C)There is no pole

13.) You start with 100 pennies. You toss them all and remove the ones that come up heads.
You toss the remaining pennies and thiS time remove those that com~. up tails. You keep repeating
ibis process alternating between remoVing those that come up heads and those that come up tails.
How many times, 'on average~ do you toss the coins UQ.til you only have one penny left?

(A) 6-7 (B) 9-10 (C) 12...13

14.) Is it easier to set an object in horizontal motion along the surface ofa level table on the
. Moon or on the Earth? (ignore friction and,air resistance)

(A) on the Moon (B) on the Earth' (e) same on both places

1 - ).J. If you drop a coin in a moving car as you start to slow down will the coin land

(A) ahead ofyou (B) beneath you
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Fermi Questions

I For questions #1-9 estimate the closest power of10 associated with
the quantity in question.. Mark the most appropriate "multiple -choice"
answer - A, B, C, D, or E.

I Examples: Ifyour estimate is 550 or above but less than 5500, then you should enter "3 11 •
Ifyour estimate is less than 550 but more than 55, then you should enter 112".

1.) What is the number oftimes your heart wo~ld beat during the time you walked from
here to Oregon (assume you walk 12 hours per day)?

(A) 3 (B) 5 (C) 7 (D) 9 (E) 11 D
2.) How many atoms are in a penny?

(A) 20 (B) 22 (C) 24 (0) 26 (E) 28 D
3.) The molecule myosin is responsible for producing force in muscle. Each myosin

subunit exerts about 5 picoNewtons (5xl 0-12 Newtons) of force. How many
myosin subunits are needed to lift a 10 kg weight?

(A) 7 (B) 9 (C) 11 (D) 13 (E) 15

4.) Ifyou could fold this sheet ofpaper in half 51 times. how high (in meters) would be the
resulting "pile ofpaper"?

(A) -1 (8)2 (C) 5 (D) 8 (E) 11 _ D
5.) Suppose the gravitational force between the Earth and Moon was turned off and the pull

replaced by the tension in a steel cable joining them. The tensile strength of a steel cable
is abont5xl08 N/m (each square mete!· cross section can support a 5xl Oa N force). How
big (in m2) would the cross-sectional area of the cable have to be?

(A) 9 (B) 11 (C) 13
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6.) How big (in grams) is the mass of air in an empty household refrigerator?

(A) -4 (B) -2 (C) -1 (D) 1 (E) 3 o
7.) When two bikes moving at 10 kmIh are 20 km apar~ a bee begins flying from the front

wheel ofone bike to the front wheel ofother bike at a steady speed of30 km/h. When it
gets to a wheel, it abruptly turns around and flies back to touch the first wheel, then twns
around and keeps repeating the back-and-fortll trip 1Ultil the bikes meet, and "SQUISHl".
How many meters did the bee travel? .

(A) 3 (B) 4 (C) 5 (D) 6 (E) 7 o
8.) Imagine that all the people living in New.Haven would go for one year to the same hair

dresser. How many 10-liter plastic bags would tbehair dresser fill with the cut hair?

(A) 1 (B) 3 (C) 5 (D) 7 (E) 9 D
9.) Common granite rock contains trace amounts ofuranium and other radioactive minerals
releasing about 0.03 Joules ofenergy per kilogram each year. A granite rock in the Earth~s

interior gets quite wann - hot enough to keep the interior molten, heat lava, and provide warmth
to natunll hot springs. About how many years are required for a chunk ofthe1mally insulated
granite to increase 500 C in temperature assuming there are no radiation losses (the specific heat

, ofgranite is 800 Jlkg C) ?

(A) 3 (B) 4 (C) 5 (D) 6 (E) 7 D

For questions #10-15 select your answer from a multiple-choice: A, B, or C.

10.) The gravitational force between the Earth and its Moon is about 4.7xl022
.Newtons. If

somehow, part of the earth were suddenly transferred to the Moon, the gravitational force
between the Earth and Moon would

(A) increase (B) decrease
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II.} An asb:onaut on the Earth notes that in her soft drink an ice cube floats with 9/1 0
its volume submerged. Ifshe was instead in Apollo 1I parked on the Moon,
the ice in the same soft drink would float with

(A) 116 (B) 5/6 (C) 9/10 submerged D
12.) Water with air bubbles flows through a pipe that gets narrower. In the nan'ow region the

water gains speed and the bubbles are:

(A) larger (B) smaller (C) the same size D
13.) A short and a long candle bum in an open small jar. When the jar is covered the candle to

~~~b!w;~~~~
(A) short candle (B) long candle . (C) random .0

14.) Suppose Bart Simpson wants to send a beam oflaser light to the International Space
Station (ISS) which is above the atmosphere and just above the horizon. He should aim
his laser (with respect to the line ofsight)

(A) directly along the line ofsight (B) slightly higher (C) slightly lower o
15.) Ifyou gently push down on the pan of the kitchen scale, tIte display shows an increase in

force. The same is true ifyou push down on the rim ofthe beaker filled with water and
placed on the scale. What would happen ifyou immerse your fingertip in the water,
without touching the beaker? The scale readiilg

(A) increases (B) does not change (C) decreases
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Appendix F

Richmond Physics Olympics Events
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Olympics
Blowin' in the Wind

Aim
To design and build a device that harnesses an air current in order to lift a mass the
greatest height.

Materials
6 plastic cups, 4 paper plates, 20 plastic straws, 1 plastic bag, 1 meter of duct tape, 1
manila folder, 5 meters of string, 1 pair of scissors, selection of masses.

Conditions
The device must be made only of the materials provided. Teams may test their devices
using the blowers anytime. Nothing is allowed to touch the hair dryer.

Objective
Create a device that lifts the mass the greatest height above the table when blown with a
focused air source for 10 seconds.

Time Limit
25 minutes (20 - building and testing phase, 5 - competition)

Ranking
Each team will get three timed runs of 10 seconds. Each team can ask the judges for a
timed run at any time The product of the height (in cm) times the mass (in grams) will be
measured and this product will be the used to determine the ranking of each team. For
each run the highest measurement counts. You may pick whichever mass from the
selection.

PO W
,~~~~
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Richmond Physics Olympics

Vector Navigation

Aim
To move a pole along a given path.

Materials
2 pieces of paper, 1 meter stick, 1 pole, 1 pencil

Method
• Move the pole from its initial location, following the instructions provided.
• Measure the distance from the final location of the pole to the center pin.

Conditions
• Each team must start from the position indicated.
• North is defined for each team as the direction from your starting position to the center pin.
• The pole must be moved over the following path:

I. Go North for 2.00 meters
2. Turn left by 120 degrees. Go 3.45 meters.
3. Turn right by 150 degrees: Go 7.35 meters.
4. Turn right by 150 degrees. Go 6.28 meters.
5. Turn left by 135 degrees. Go 1.22 meters.
6. Turn left by 90 degrees. Go 4.65 meters.
7. Turn left by 15 degrees. Go 0.65 meters.
8. Measure the distance to the center pin.

Time Limit
30 minutes

Ranking
The ranking order will be determined by the accuracy of the distance measurement.
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Richmond Physics Olympics

Bungee Madness

Aim
To make a successful bungee jump.

Materials
500 g mass, 50 elastic bands, 1 meter stick

Method
• Use the elastic bands to construct a bungee cord.
• You may assume that the cord is elastic with a spring constant k = 5.0 Nm-l.
• Remember that the energy stored in a stretched spring is given by E = 1/2kx2 where x is
the extension of the spring from its non stretched length, while the potential energy of a
mass m at height h is given by mgh, where g = 9.8 ms-2 is the acceleration due to gravity.

Conditions
• The mass must be dropped from the indicated height h above the surface of the water and at full
extent reach within the designated 30 cm wide target zone.
• Only the materials provided may be used.
• As many jumps as required may be made BUT
• Each jump must be witnessed by a judge.
• A fifteen minute time penalty will be awarded if the mass hits the water (jumper is dead)
• A ten minute time penalty will be awarded if the bottom of the mass does not reach the top of
the target zone (jumper is a coward!)
• No practice jumps of any kind are allowed (i.e. NO test drops!)
Time Limit

25 minutes
Ranking

The ranking order will be determined by the time taken to
achieve a successful jump.
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Richmond Physics Olympics

Fermi Quiz

Aim:
To estimate the values of various quantities.

Materials:
None

Method:
For each ofthe questions listed on the next sheet give the closest power often to the
answer (e.g. if your estimate is 550 then your answer should be 3, as 550 is closer to 103
than 102). The mark given to each question will be the difference between your estimate
and the correct value.

Conditions:
The answer must be given in the units specified. For those quantities that must be guessed
the judge's decision is final (i.e. the judge is always right, even when he's wrong).

Time Limit:
To be completed by the end of the fust event after lunch.

Ranking:
The ranking order will be determined by the sum of the marks for all of the questions 
the lowest mark gets the highest rank.

Questions:

What is the time delay between an earthquake in the center of the Pacific Ocean and the resulting
tsunami striking Califomia?(s)

The number of ears of com on an acre of good farmland just before harvest?

The number of60 Watt light bulbs needed to match the total light output of the sun.

The length of coastline on the planet earth?

The volume of pennies required to make up 1 trillion (1012) U.S. dollars?(m3)

Number of gurnballs that would fit inside the earth?

Ratio ofthe number of people alive to the total number of dead people?

How many hairs on all the U.S. congressmen (and women)?

Pounds of pizza eaten per person in the United States annually?(lbs)
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Number of undergraduate physics majors in the U.S. annually?

Number of seeds in a pumpkin?

Mass of 1 cubic centimeter of pure nuclear matter?(g)

Imagine a rope wrapped tightly around the earth. Now add I-meter length to the rope and wrap it
(in a perfect circle) around the earth again. How high above the earth's surface is the rope?(m)

Estimate the mass of 1000 lead spheres, each sphere is 1 rom in diameter(kg)

What is the average deceleration experienced by a person involved in a head-on collision at 60
mph (ms-2)
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Richmond Physics Olympics

Physics Olympics 2006

To stimulate interest in physics
among high school students and
to provide support for physics
teachers in the region, the
Department of Physics,
Richmond University organized
its first every Richmond
Physics Olympics Competition
this spring. The daylong event
was held in and around the
Gottwald Science Center on
Saturday April 8th, beginning
with a welcoming ceremony at
10 am. Fourteen teams of
seniors and juniors from high
schools all over Virginia, and
one from as far away as

Connecticut, competed for a variety of prizes. The overriding theme of our event is that physics
is fun! Our hope is that the participants enjoy themselves while applying basic ideas from
physics to real world situations. Hopefully they will also learn some new physics during the day
while interacting with members of the physics department faculty, staff and students.

The competition takes the form of a pentathlon, consisting of five thirty-five minute events. The
students compete in teams of four members. Each event is a task or simple experiment, which the
students perform as a team and for which they obtain a result or measurement. The teams are
ranked based on the closeness of their result to the correct one (as defmed by the judges!). A
physics general knowledge quiz (Fermi quiz) is also held throughout the day.

A similar competition is held annually at the Yale University, the University of Liverpool, U.K.
and University of Western Australia, Perth. Our event is held 'simultaneously' with our friends in
Connecticut, England and Australian colleagues making this a truly international event...Physics
Olympics World Wide, POWW!

For additional information please contact Prof. Con Beausang at the Richmond Physics
Olympics Hotline, (804) 289-8783 or by email at
cbeausan@richmond.edu.zx
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, LivERPOOL DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS

LIVERPOOL PHYSICS OLYMPICS

What is LPO? I What is POWW? I When?

What is the 'Liverpool Physics Olympics'?

The Liverpool Physics Olympics is an annual event organized by the Department of Physics
at the University of Liverpool. Teams of four school students are invited to take part in a
day of events that require team work, problem solving and maybe just a little physics.
Although it is staged as a competition, it is designed to be fun.

What is the 'Physics Olympics
World Wide'?

The Physics Olympics World Wide (POWW) is
a loose association of institutions that
organize Physics Olympics events on or
around the same day of the year, giving the
participants the opportunity to 'compete' with
students around the world.

Events are staged in Liverpool (England), Yale
(USA), Perth (Australia), Darmstadt, Koln and
Munchen (Germany), Padua (Italy).

PHYSICS OLYMPICS
1-+--+---if---+----i-1

WORLD WIDE

When are the Physics Olympics held?

The last Liverpool Physics Olympics was held on 8 October 2005, and the next will be on 14
October 2006. To enter a team for LPO 2006, email AndrewBoston:ajboston@liv.ac.uk
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